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Clarence Prock, Wife and Son Lose Lives In
Winslow’s Mills Fire

Gets

“The Black Cat”

Praise For Legion Mem-

bership showing

Nearly 500 members of the Le
A representative group of Maine
gion
Auxiliary, Forty and Eight,
tlon and very reasonable.
| [ , t t .
.............
citizens, at a conference presided
Eight and Forty, and Sons of the
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
over by State Orange Master F.
A fire of undetermined origin ago by drowning in a well at his American Legion, one of the lar
llshed ln^iwa "in VetT the Courier9 was
Its "thumbs down" so far as the | more sardines than have all of the
Ardine Richardson, ln the Skow
established and consolidated with the sardine situation is concerned on Maine coast factories combined.
claimed the lives of three persons home. A brother Herman, was gest gatherings since the Conven
Gazette In, 1882. The Free Press was;
Th.
„»
hegan Municipal building, went on Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Prock and
burned to death about seven years tion in Waterville last June, assem
establlshed ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed , this section of the coast. One boat
Canadian method of purchas£n™i?£ted Mar?hbr7nei8fl^ie*e papers i brought 600 bushels of herring from 5 in« b* the hogshead, has. number- record Friday in favor of the direct their son, Warren aged three years, ago when a gasoline torch which bled in the large auditorium of the
-r- ■
. .................................................... ..
. • ~ • ■ Eoothbay Harbor yesterday and ^€SS
placed American boat- primary as the voters most con- late Sunday night when the large he was using in repair work in the City Hall in Waterville Sunday to
hear Col. John Thomas Taylor. Na
: another is expected today with a I
a^ a great disadvantage dur- venient and direct method of ex- two story building which was oc- garage exploded.
By The Roving Reporter
pressing choice for party nominees'cupitd
*»** Brothers as a
Clarence is survived by his tional Director of Legislation of
X
We cannot be purer than our * moderate fare, but the outlook is in*Jhe season.
American Legion, stirring adga-8pe on the ground floor and brother Alton and a sister Mrs. Dora
— thoughts, higher than our Ideals — | decidedly poor and A. C. Ramsdell j “The Connors Brothers firm at
for public office.
dress on the program of National
apartments on the second floor was Nichols of North Nobleboro.
— nor greater than our dreams.
1 of the Ramsdell Packing Co., who Rack's Harbor has the advantage
While reaffirming its faith in totally destroyed.
Robert Allen hands me a copy of
—war cry
has l3e€n
ay sunJmer, Iover American packers in that it
Mrs. Prock was the former Ruth Defense, which is today the most
the Rockland Opinion dated April
Alton Prock and family, consisting Light, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. conversed subject in America.
tou The Courier-Gazette reporter nia^ operate the year 'round, if ,the direct primary, this group fa
Ever since the American Legion 19, 1888. The Rockland newspaper
| yesterday that he expects this week fuh are available, although it Is vored the enactment of several of his wife and three small children Herbert Light of Waldoboro.
-----------------was formed in Paris, in 1919, Na- was a four-page publication, distinc
amendments
of
Maine's
law
and
en

escaped
the
flaming
structure
clad
The
estimated
loss
of
the
building
From “um
Rill” IUMCI
Foster Iand
next week will mark the close Ith* general custom to P^k a mini-1
BIUI11
of the local season.
|mum Quantity in January and dorsed the following recommenda only in their night clothes. Clar and equipment is $50,000.
tive for its editorial brilliance at the
hands of the late Oliver Otis, and
ence, who left the building to give
The entire community is shocked
C
r
W J f
1 Hankering, also are the fishermen j February. Wages paid at the Oana- tions;
Come* further Word Ot the on this
of
coast who than plant are also lower than Provide a Presidential preference the alarm returned to rescue his and saddened by the tragedy which
for its size, 27x23 Inches, which has
no parallel in Maine, and probably
Storm Damage In White are being paid $1 a bushel as com- Maine rates, and reported as 17 primary, similar to that formerly ln family, but was trapped with them j has claimed the lives of these fine
not in the country, today.
and shared their death.
young people and extend to the
pared with the 30 cents they were j wn‘s P*r hour for unmarried, and force in North Dakota.
Mountains
getting last summer.
125 cents for married employes on | Provide for placing the names on Clarence Prock was 31 years old. bereaved families profound and
Ride out into the country whatMeantime down at the Jumping time-work
firm also operates J the primary list, not alphabetically He was the son of the late Ansel J heartfelt sympathy ln their deep
Plymouth, N. H„ Oct. 19.
I ever direction you will, and there
off place. Eastport, there are activi- an extensive mill and lumber busi- but in rotation, so that Adams and Prock who met his death 25 years 1 sorrow
To The Roving Reporter;—
they are—great piles of golden
ties almost comparable to the days ,ness and emP'°ys several hundred Abbott will not have an unfair ad
We read with interest your article of the Klondike gold rush. An >*«ons on a year-round payroll
pumpkins. If we follow the dictates
vantage over Walker and Williams.
I of the dictionary we call them
on your ride in the White Mountains. Eastport despatch to the Bangor I “Canadian sardine factories are Each candidate's name to appear at
“pump-kins.'' If we use the colloYou must have been surprised to Comercial under date of Oct. 18.Inot subJect
government inspec the top an equal number of times.
quial term they are “punkins.” But
tion as are American plants."
come in from the outside and see says:
Provide that caucuses be held on
!
whichever way you pronounce it
for the first time the havoc wrought
the
same
day
throughout
the
8t*te,
"Prices of sardine herring soared
[ those pies are Just as sweet, providby the hurricane and flood, for we to a new high peak for the season
recommending a uniform time and
| Ing mother made them.
who live in the midst of it cannot yesterday, when packers paid $860
day similarly as suggested in the bill
yet begin to realize that such dis for 20 hogsheads of fish suitable
of Representative Donald W. PhilIn my last Roving Reporter article
aster really happened here in New for oils, at Deer Island weirs. This Member of Camden En brick, calling for the caucus of the
telling
of a visit which Ed Gonia
England.
major
party
on
the
first
Wednesday
price of $43 a hogshead is the high
campment Ejected Grand of each March in the year of a poli
and I made to Crawford Notch in
Over in Franconia Notch there was est not only for the 1938 season, but
Washington, Oct. 23—In 1630 the | tends to discourage any wilful viothe White Mountains, I referred to
Junior Warden
a slide which blocked the road for several years previous.
tical convention, the ranking mi
Pilgrim Fathers of the Massachu- 1 lations. Andrews urges all employers
a pleasant visit to "The Maples" at
across from the "Old Man" and re
nority party to meet in caucus the
"The sky is the limit as far as
George E. Nich succeeding Thursday and the other setts colony, faced with a labor and employes to report such viola
Twin Mountain, where I received a
a *
/
quired the use of steam shovels to prices are concerned, and the be
tions. assuring the latter that the
ols
of Lincolnville
valuable tip from the proprietor,
clear the rocks and dirt from the lief is expressed here that during
minority parties on the succeeding shortage, passed a law providing act specifically protects them from
was elected grand
Julia E. Collins, as to where we
vX//
main road. This, besides hundreds these last few weeks of the fall run,
Friday. Smaller parties would meet that "carpenters, Joiners, bricklay discharge or discrimination.
tional Defense has been a major
junior warden of
could
see the greatest storm damage.
of acres of virgin forests laid low. a top price of $50 per hogshead •
on
the
succeeding
Friday.
Qrand En
ent IOOp
ers. sawyers and thatchers shad
Employes may bring suit for un program and now is receiving not
In that letter I voiced a determina
Some places of 10 to 15 acres look may be paid for oil sardine herring of Majne flt
annua,
f
Provide that vacancies in delega
r.ot take above two shillings a day.' paid minimum wages or unpaid only Congressional support, but tion to some day visit the summit of
as though a gigantic steam roller
tions to party conventions be filled
“This is a tremendous boost in „
In ’938, on Oct 24, in a period overtime, and employers violating most favorable reaction by the Mr. Washington.
_
.
., , .
.,
Portland the past week. His name
Mrs. Collins
had been sent across the area.
by the party committee of and from
the average price paid during the__
.
. .
. „
. _
of
great unemployment, a federal wage and hour requirements are press, radio, prominent educators writes;
.
.
,
was placed in nomination by Grand
But what's the use! As you say. spring and summer, when pack- _
citizens of that city, town or planta
...
,
law will go into effect which sets liable for such sums plus an equal and speakers.
H • „ . .
,
.
Representative
Ellery
Bowden,
"I too have an unfilled ambition of
no one can begin to describe It. We trs
tion in which the vacancy occurs.
started by paying 20 cents per
J
One of the highlights of the
a minimum hourly v-.ge rate of amount to cover damages, court
.
.
„
.
.
,
Winterport,
and
a
large
delegation
one day getting to the top of Mount
had it here in Plymouth the same as peckout case, finally increasing tol, _
Provide that Senatorial districts 25 cents and a maximum work week costs and attorney fees.
„
.
J®
“ ,
meeting was the roll call of mem
.
Of Knox County Odd Fellows
Washington, so some day when you
ln other places, and the flood made I?,.,be established in counties where two of 44 hours, with time and one-haif
30, then 40 cents.
,
. , , .
It will be unlawful to ship or sell bership. Each of the seven Vice
.
,
..
.
,
...
present
supported
his
candidacy.
leel real energetic come over and my
an island of us for tw*# days as far
or more State Senators are elected.
“The pack-out method of pur„
, ,
„ , ,
'
in interstate commerce any goods Commanders reported to Depart
for overtime
, .
;
..
,
Mr. Nichols applied for member
husband promises to pilot us to the
as the roads were concerned—all chasing
long a thorn in the flesh
, ..
M k
Provide that the statutory provi
The law is the Fair Labor Stand- produced where a person was em- ment Commander Lowe the present top via the Jewel trail. This trail
.
,
.
.
.
ship
in
the
I.O.OF.
on
his
21st
four roads out of town under several of weir owners, seems to have gone |
sion under which an independent ards Act, effective Oct. 24. Its ad- ployed in violation of the wage and standing of their respective disf
v
i—j #
t
I birthday, was soon initiated into candidate may get his name on the
is named for the man who had
feet of water.
by the board, for the present at
.
ministrator is Elmer F. Andrews, hour sections, to violate the wage I tricts, and Vice Commander Eugene
Our very pretty green in the cen least. Smaller lots were sold Sat Mt. Battie Lodge, Camden, and in ballot in September be reenacted, i head oI the Wage an(j Hour qj. or hour sections, to discriminate Hart of Bath, who represents Knox charge of a survey gang for the
ter of the business section lost over urday and Monday, said reports, for 1910 was admitted to Megunticook requiring that a substantially larger j vj?ion of lhe Department of Labor, against any complaining employe, County Legion Posts reported that Boston & Maine R. R„ and they
Encampment. He is also affiliated
half of its beautiful elm trees.
$30 per hogshead.
number of signatures be obtained |alg0
from jnlergtate to fail to keep the required records Winslow Holbrook Past of Rockland surveyed Mount Washington and
with the Rebekah lodge, and is a
I am sending you a copy of the
-From reliable sources came the
on the petitions of Independent, commerce goods produced by “op- or to falsify any required record j had to date secured 151 members adjo-ning peaks with a view to run
Record which shows a few tame (and information that Eastport's three charter member and the senior re- candidates. The group also re- presgive childlabor.” That part
Penalties are a fine up to $10 0001 for 1939. which not only surpassed ning a railroad across the tops. My
plants took none of the high priced tired captaln of Canton Molineaux
I mean tame) pictures.
commended the advisability of set- oj
under Chief Katherine F. and imprisonment for up to six every record ever held in Rockland husband was a member of this sur
A visit to New Hampshire is not herring, practically all going past °* Cam<*enting a time limit for filing such pe Lenroot of the Children's Bureau, months, the latter for second offen- | at this early stage of a membership vey gang che summers of 1912 and
|
pa“in* throu«h
1913, and the trail ls not too strenu
complete without a trip up the aerial the local factories to Lubec.
tltions.
drive, but the highest report of
Employers and employes still are ders only.
ous for a novice."
"Stringing
herring
are
in
greater
1
chairs
'
he
served
35 chief patrlarch , The group voted unanimously to
tramway. I have been up twice,
asking which workers are covered | "Oppressive child labor" is de- the 127 Legion Posts in the State.
Come another spring and I am
once to view the sunset over the demand this week at $10 a hogs- °f hls encampment just 25 years adopt the preamble and six recom and which are not. Aside from cer- fined as employment of children Department Commander Lowe high
head
and
suitable
fish
for
packin
’
««
0
then
he
has
occupied
Green Mountains of Vermont.
mendations and it was said that a , tain exemptions made in tlie law— 1 under 16 in any occupation except ly congratulated Commander Brew certainly going to accept that very
You think “a hundred might in were held In weirs for 24 hours and the chairs of hls subordinate lodge bill will bedrawn up,embodying chiefiy of agricultural workers, sea- where the Children's Bureau de- er for hls excellent showing prior kind invitation.
______________
five years"
clear the____________
White Moun sold at $18. Reports Indicated a and has served 8 term 85 dlstrlct these suggestedamendments, to be men street car employes, executives, termtnes employment of children of to the Aerial Drive
tainwreckage.
Don't believe
It. good supply of herring in weirs off deputv grand patriarch. Last June
I am indebted to Mrs Ralph L.
presented at the next session of the rt.tail workers and most employes in 14 or 15 won't interfere with schoolThree planes have been secured
There arethousands at it nowand Sandy Island, but it is presumed Ile received ,be highest honor that
Smith
for a copy of the Rockland
Maine Legislature.
| tj,e fishing, canning and dairy in- ing, health or well-being, and em- to cover the State for the Annual
no real gain is expected to be seen that the bulk of these were taker. can be gi'en an Odd Fellow when
Free Press bearing the date of Aug.
i dustries, the Wage and Hour Divi- ’ ployment of children under 18 in Aerial Membership Round-Up Sun
27, 1884. The Free Press was a
this season.
W. B. Fester. bv Connors Brothers, Canadian he was awarded the “Grand Decoslon in general classifies those cov- occupations determined as hazard- day, Nov. 6. and Rockland has a
____________
I packers
| ation of Chivalry,’’ bestowed anweekly newspaper ably edited by the
prominent place on the itinerary.
. ous or derlmental.
*
ered as:
| "Reports are that already the uually by the Sovereign Grand
late Edwin Sprague. Mastheaded in
READ ALL THE NEWS
With
only
two
weeks
before
the
Specifically
exempted
from
both
’lc*
f 1VI ' I "I* Employes engaged in pro-) «>jwuivbaaj tAcjupiAru aauiu ajwaaj —av»a waaaj
ut.uit me
'large Canadian firm has packed Lodge to but three or four ouU’»nd- Biennial cession ot IVlusic
THEN READ ALL THE ADS
.manufacturing,mining.han- Swage and hour provisions are agri- Aerial Drive, the membership com- the editorial column was the Repub
ing members of the fraternity in
Clubs In Portland This dling, transporting or in any man- cultural workers, seamen, employes mittee of Winslow-Holbrook Post lican national ticket headed by
______________ each state whose meritorious serJames G Blaine of Maine for Presi
ner working on goods moving in in- | cf airplanes, street car, motor bus, will bend every effort to place Post
vice has brought honor to the or
Week
dent, and John A. Logan of Illinois
No.
1
a
100
percent
in
the
Depart

terstate commerce.
I interurban railways and of weekly
ganization.
"2. Employes engaged in any | or semi-weekly newspapers of less ment's state wide campaign and for Vice President. Blaine lost the
The Plymouth District, National
Mr. Nichols will be the second
again place Maine, for the sixth election through an unfortunate
member in the history of Megunti Federation of Music Clubs, will hold process or occupation necessary to than 3.000 circulation; persons in
consecutive time a member of the speech by Dr. Burchard in New York
its
biennial
convention
in
Portland,
the
production
of
such
goods.
;
bona
fide
executive,
professional
or
cook Encampment to pass through
State. It was the best chance Maine
“3. Employes engaged in inter- i local retailing capacity, or outside Big Ten. Rockland's quota is 250
the chairs, only the late Reuel Friday and Saturday. The first
ever had or probably ever will have,
members.
state
transportation,
transmission
or
1
salesmen;
employes
of
any
retail
Robinson having previously been so day's sessions will be held in the
of
furnishing a President of the
or service establishment, most of
Hector G. Staples
KANSAS CITY KITTY—WEEI ANNOUNCER
honored by the Grand Encamp ball-room of the Eastland Hotel, communication.”
United States. What a pity!
whose
selling
or
servicing
is
ln
in

Chairman. Membership
Further interpretation by the di
and the National President, Mrs.
ment of Maine.
Committee
RAY GIRARDIN and AMATEURS
Vincent Hilles Ober of Virginia will vision’s general counsel says that terstate commerce; those engaged
Two Knox County men once ar
except for the stated exemptions, in fishing and the fishing industry.
be the guest of honor.
gued as to which was the older.
AMATEURS REPORT TO MILTON FRENCH
persons
employed
in
the
area
of
The
Department
of
Maine
S.
of
“
all
the
employes,
in
a
place
of
em

This day will be given over to
Benefit Rockland Fire Department
1 “Anyhow,” said one of them, “I
the Senior Division. Reports of ployment where goods shipped or production to handle, prepare or can U. V. Auxiliary held a most successhave got to the age where I don’t
agricultural
dairy
or
horticultural
j
ful
fair
Saturday
afternoon
and
State presidents will be heard. sold in interstate commerce were
Rockland League of Wom Among the speakers will be Mrs. produced, are included in the cov products for market.
| evening. Mrs. Mildred Webster of have the toothache any more.” This
Employes
of
railway,
motor
bus
j Springvale, PD.P., was general yarn was told to .me by Major Tal
This goes for watchmen,
en Voter* Ha* Mr*. Bruce Ober, who will outline the work of erage ..
clerks, stenographers, maintenance and truck carriers (regulated by the' chairman. Many attractive articles bot Aldrich, who is one of the good
the
Federation;
Mrs.
A.
G.
Bucklin
As Guest Speaker
reasons why I like to go to St.
of Rutland, Vermont, who will tell workers and messengers, among 1 I CC. are exempt from the hour were on sale and the many patrons
George for a baseball game.
rules,
as
are
workers
in
the
first
felt
their
efforts
well
rewarded.
others.
of
an
interesting
project
in
Rural
The Rockland League of Women
Employes in manufacturing pro-I processing of milk or cream into. The grand prize, a pocketbook conVoters held an extremely interesting School Music in her State, and
Capt Markle—who ran more or
meeting yesterday at the home of Paul Wiggin of Pawtucket will cessing or distributing plants, “a dairy products, in ginning and com taining $20 was awarded to Charles
less smelly fishing schooner “Pack
Mrs. Kennedy Crane, Beech street. speak on “ New (England Music part of whose goods moves in com- j pressing cotton, the processing of Cook. Beano was played afternoon
et" to one of our off-shore Islands
Mrs. Keryn ap Rice, local chair Camp,” and show pictures of camp ! merce out of the state in which the 1 cotton seed and the processing of and evening with fine awards. An
in the early 80s had two women
derson
Auxiliary
’
s
part
in
the
aclife.
Martha
Cruikshank
Ramsey
plant
is
located,"
are
covered.
Bu:
agricultural
products
into
sugar
or
man of the Department of Govern
passengers who were extremely sea
j
tivities
was
a
public
supper,
which
ment and Education very ably re will give an address entitled, "The a plant none of whose products syrup
sick. Not having been on the ocean
leave
the
state
is
not
covered,
even
,
In
industries
designated
by
Anwas
served
under
the
expert
guidThree
R
’
s
in
Musical
Learning,"
ported the findings of her study
before one asked him “Captain, do
group , which has been meeting with musical illustration. There though its employes work on raw j drews as "seasonal" employes may < ance of Mrs. Doris Ames, assisted
weekly during October, and which will be music at intervals through materials from outside the state, i work up to 12 hours a day or 56 | by Mrs. Mae Reed supervising the people ever die from sea sickness?”
Employes working at home, as well hours a week for not more than 14 dining room. These two women He answered: "Frequently, fre
has taken as its subject of study, out the day.
weeks each year, the overtime rate chose the following helpers: Mrs. quently Madam."
A banquet, in the evening .will be as those in factories are covered.
the pros and cons of "Federal and
Where workers are paid on a applying for hours in excess. Work Ellie Knowlton, Mrs. Mae Cross,
State plans for the equalization of fololwed by a imiKical program.
We have the largest-ever assortment of Personal
It is something of a coincidence
given by the representatives of the {piece-work basis or on a weekly or, ers engaged in canning or packing Mrs. Gladys Murphy, Mrs. Jaseeducational opportunities."
that
Winthrop, Mass., has a tax
fresh
fruits
and
vegetables
in
the
1
phine
Lothrop,
Mrs,
Emma
Hall,
monthly
rate,
they
must
receive
at
five
States
comprising
Plymouth
The guest speaker was Mrs. Wil
Christmas Cards for your inspection at this office,
liam Bruce of Cape Cottage. Mrs. District. The tickets for the ban least the equivalent of the minimum production area or in dressing poul- | Mrs. Ellura Hamlin, Mrs. Elizabeth collector named Carl Nelson. We're
try or slaughtering livestock are J Barton. Mrs. Marguerite Johnson, not swappin.'
priced at only—
Bruce is the State Chairman of the quet are $1.25. Reservations should hourly rate.
Beginning Oct. 24, 1939, the stat exempt from all hour provisions for Mrs. Evelyn St. Clair. Mrs Minnie
Department of Government and be made with Mrs. Harold D. John
Editor Fuller, whose memory is
20 for $1.00
Education and spoke of the “Pres son of 89 William street, Portland. utory work week will be 42 hours up to 14 weeks. Learners, ap Smith, Mrs. Eliza (Plummer, Miss
At Frye Hall, the second day will and after the second year of the prentices and handicapped workers Ruth Hatch, Mrs. Clara Payson considerably longer than mine re
ent Status of Education in Maine.”
25 for $1.00
i Her talk was very interesting and be given over to the newly estab- act, only 40 hours. The minimum may be employed below the mini with Mrs. Nellie Achorn and Mrs. calls that we used to speak of Isle
1 instructive and reflected in no small lished Student Division, in the fore- (hourly wage rate will be raised from mum wage under individual certi Carrie Wenchenbaugh as ticket sell au Haut as "Isle a Holt.” Apropos
50 for $1.00
degree the amount of study and noon, and the Junior Division in the 25 to 30 cents, a year from now and ficates issued by thc administrator. ers. The proceeds were very grati of a recent Black Cat Item ln which
somebody spoke of “Isle Ahoy.’
fying.
I
thought she has put on this sub afternoon, with reports and a musi will be pushed to 40 cents on Oct.
and the better class of cards at prices
The fatal injuries sustained by
cal program in each Instance. Mrs. 24. 1945.
ject.
exceptionally low
One year ago: A reception was
Due to meager funds, less than Ronald W. Braye, 3-year-old son of YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Coffee was served by Mrs. Arthur Bucklin will speak to the children
tendered Mrs. Eliza Plummer, the
Mrs. Vera Braye Gerrish, when
half
the
division
’
s
12
regional
offices
in
the
afternoon
on
“
Singing
for
L.
Orne
and
Mrs.
Horatio
Cowan,
These Price* Include Name Printed On Each Card
If I had my life to live again I new department president of the
i with Mrs. Donald Coughlin, Mrs. Fun.” There will be a moving pic will be opened this fall. (The 12 knocked down by an automobile al would
have made a rule to read some
Smarter than ever . . . and yet ... for all their warm cheer
i Cleveland Sleeper Jr., Mrs. Alan ture of an operetta given by the cities are Boston, New York. Phila leged to have been driven by Miss poetry and listen to some nuislc at Daughters of Union Veterans.—Mrs.
ieast
once
a week The loas of these Lincoln E. McRae's motor car was
Ruth
Priest
Thursday
afternoon,
re

.. . quality papers and matching envelopes . . . they come to you
delphia,
Richmond,
Cleveland,
Bir

! Murray, Mrs. Lawrence Miller, Mrs. Junior Chaminade Club of Provi
tastes ls a loss of happiness.—Charles
smartly boxed at price ranges from 20 for $1.00 to 50 for Sl.db.
burglarized while parked in front of
Rupert Stratton and Mrs. Frederick dence, "The Princess has a Birth mingham, Chicago. Minneapolis, sulted yesterday in the arraignment Darwin.
the National Capitol—A giant elm
Kansas
City,
Houston,
Denver,
and
i
of
Miss
Priest
before
Judge
Dwinal
Postage 10 cents extra.
day.” The National chairman of
( Bird, assisting.
THE NIGHT HAS A THOUSAND EYES fell, smashing a hole in the roof of
The next study group of which Competitive Festivals, Mrs. Phyllis San Francisco.) So there will be I on the charge of manslaughter. She The night has a thousand eyes.
Don’t wait!! Come now while the selection is large.
Mrs. Alice Redman's house at The
And the daj' but one;
Mrs. Arthur L. Orne is chairman, Hanson, will be there, too. And few inspectors available to check I was held for the November term of
Yet the light of the bright world dies Highlands—Mr. and Mrs. Frardc
Superior
Court
and
furnished
bail
the
records
which
employers
are
there
will
'be
good
music.
will hold its first meeting Tuesday,
With the dying sun
Samples on display at
Vaughn of Lake avenue were tend
required to keep of persons em in the sum of $500. County Attor
Nov. 1 at 2.30 p. m. at 204 Broad
The
mind has a thousand eyes.
ered
a surprise party on the oc
ney
Jerome
C.
Burrows
appeared
for
ployed,
their
wages
and
hours
Kind deeds are never lost. Those
And the heart but one:
way, Government and Foreign
the light of a whole life dies
casion of their golden wedding anni
Policy being the topic of study who sow courtesy reap friends, and worked. There's a multiple system the State and Frank A. Tirrell, Jr. Yet
When love ls done.
versary.
which for the respondent.
he who plants kindness gathers love. of enforcement, however,
—Francis Wllliam Bourdlllon
chosen by this group.

THE WAGE HOUR BILL

Read This Article and You Will Be Much
Better Posted

Nichols Honored

Plymouth District ,

JIMMIE AND DICK-TONIGHT
COMMUNITY BUILDING

Met With Mrs. Crane

CHRISTMAS
CARPS ,
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hardly started. A touchdown by
The summary:
Billings and a point after by Glover Rockland
Farmiigton
in the last quarter gave the visitors j
.,. . . .
THREE-TIME S - A - WE K &
»> ■ ..y ■■■■■- - i— .
■ .
cock of Sunshiny Seven Club of
|-|ighTakes Farm-seven points more and a final mar-1
'
........................ re, Chittick, Nile
Now is our salvation nearer than
! Nobleboro were applauded for tap
gin
of
13-0.
ington Handily In Well
I Mazzeo, Cummings, lt ... rt, Judkins
when we believed. Rom. 13: 11.
| dancing.
Ralph C. Wentworth
Rockland recovered 22
Horeyseck. lg.....................rg, Colburn
The annual meeting of the Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau will be held In the Com
Played Game
ble on the Farmington 30-yard line Johngon
Auslln
| awarded the county plaque and Ken
munity Building, this city, tomorrow. The committee in charge comprises R. Bliss
and on the third play following.
Spinnev rg .....
neth C. Lovejov, State club leader,
McCleery
Fuller. Union; Henry Kontio. West Rockport; Mrs. Alice True, Hope; Mrs. Jonathan
A fumble by Maurice Rand. Farm
Billings uncorked a pass which
.. lt. Hoyt
S. Gardner. Rockland; Mrs. Walter Butler. Boothbay; and Mrs E N. Hobbs. Hope.
awarded pins, charters, seals and ington right half back, on the open Huntley, substitute full back, gath-: M;Conchic' Wocstcr rt
I
le. Beeson
This program will be carried out:
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxil
prizes
ing kick-off gave Rockland High an ered in just as he was crossing the 1
The
arrangement
of
exhibits
was
!
iary will meet Wednesday night at (
early
game
break
at
Farmington
MORNING
goal line. Billings and Glover in
in the hands ot Miss Annie Mae Saturday and the visitors promptly the backfield, and Johnson and [ Allen, Chaples, qb ..........................
7.30. Supper at 6.30 served by the
10.00 Songs.
Oeorge Findlen. song leader. Fori Fairfield
..................... qb. Collins. Whittier
Rhodes of Hope. Miss Frances pioceeded to convert the break into Chisholm In the line played out
Comrades.
Meeting Called to Order,
President, R. Bliss Fuller. Union
!
Billings,
lhb
rhb, Rand Davis
Address cf Welcome.
Mayor Edward R Veazie, Rockland
Chatto. Farm Bureau clerk, and Mrs. a touchdown to give them a six standing games for Rockland.
Secretary's Report of Last Year's Annual Meeting. Henry Kontio. W. Rcckport
Glover, rhb *.................. lhb. Gray
Ruth French, leader of the Sun point margin before the game had
There will be special as well as
Rockland High was In control of
Treasurer’s Report for Fiscal Year, ending Oct. 15. 1938.
Huntley, Jordan, Duff, fb ..............
shiny Seven of Nobleboro.
regular prizes at tomorrow night’s
Henry Kontio West Rockport
the game almost from the start.
..................... fb, Marquis, Morrell
The
46
clubs
represented
the
fol

beano party in GAR hall, auspices
1939 Budget
Mrs. Henry Keller: Sheepscot 4-H,
Farmington's chief strength lay
lowing localities: Aina. Appleton, j
Scoring—Rockland, Touchdowns,
S. of U. V.
Songs
Mrs Doris Reed; Weskeag Farmers, in off tackle plays, although the
Boothbay. Burkettville, Camden, j
Development in Agricultural Extension Work,
South Thomaston, Warren Ulmer; Franklin County contender was Billings, Huntley. Point after touch
R. C. Wentworth, County Agent
Dresden. Edgecomb, Friendship, i Abnakis, Tenant's Harbor. Mrs. able to complete three forward down, Glover. Referee, Fortunato,
Otis Dean’s Orchestra will pro- [
Accomplishments in the Home Economics Program.
Hope. Jefferson, South Liberty. I
Boston College. Umpire, Calllier,
vide the music at tomorrow night's ■
Claribel Andrews; Ambitious Maids, paSSPS.
Esther L. Dunham, Home Demonstration Agent
1 Tf 1 n
Newcastle.
North
Newcastle,
Noble1
dance at Pleasant Valley Grange
Summary of 4-H Club Work.
Lucinda E. Rich, County Club Agent
In the last half of thc third," \ TOSS Head linesman, Alvino,
Union, Mrs. Loretta Rich: Union
boro, North Haven. Orff's Corner Farmers. Clifton Meservey; Fox quarter and through the fourth the I Fordham. Time of periods two Il's
Acceptance of 1939 Extension Work.
hall. The young folks are turning !
Vocal Solo.
Mrs. Albert MacPhail. Owl's Head
Owl's Head. Petnaquid Beach. Port j Islanders. Vinal Haven, Mrs. Cora Limerock City boys were function and two 10's.
out ln force at these dances.
Rockland Farm Bureau
Kitchen Skit.
Clyde. West Rockport, Sheepscot. I! Peterson;
Medomak Maine-lax, ing in fine style and they were
George Findlen
Meat Cutting Demonstration,
Simonton. Somerville. St. George. North Waldoboro, Philip Lee; We- blocking very effectively. Mazzeo
Mrs. Catherine Davis of South
R. C. Wentworth
Dinner Announcements,
Thomaston,
South
Thomaston. Can-Do-It, North Waldoboro, Mrs. recovered two fumbles and McConPortland, department president of
(Tickets on sale at Community Building, price 40c t.
Union. Vinal Haven, Whitefield and Lula Miller; Oood Workers. White- chle and Huntley one each.
the United Spanish War Veterans
11.45 to 1.30 Dinner
See Exhibits in Room at Rear of Auditorium
Tenant's Harbor.
Auxiliary will be in Rockland Wed
Ferry, McConchie and Mazzeo
field. Miss Helen Law.
D. H. I. A. Work, Norris Hamlin, Supervisor
Elwood Humason, West Aina, was
nesday night for a joint Inspection
The Courier - Gazette plaque, showed exceptionally well on the
1.30 Songs
announced as champion in the "bean awarded lo the highest scoring club. defense and the speed boy, Billings
of Freeman-Herrick Auxiliary of
4-H Chib Demonstrations—
contest; Beryl Butler. Boothbay, won went to the Jolly Toilers' Club ot ■ was right on thc job. Duff got away
Camden and Ralph Ulmer Auxil
Color demonstration by the Singing. Sewing girls of West Rockport
the canning contest; James Went Georges River road. Miss Esther ln the last quarter for a long run
iary. Wear white.
Candling and Grading Eggs Demonstration by Perry Margeson. Owls Head
worth cf Hope, the chick contest; Ina Harjula leader. Thc club gavel went ar.d a touchdown, but the play was
Pantomime.
Hope Farm Bureau
‘Art tn the Home,
Miss Dorothy W. Georgp.
Anderson. Oeorges River road, won to the second highest scoring club, called back because of offside.
There will be no bowling at the
Director Vesper George School of Art. Boston
the • rooking and housekeeping: the Singing Sewing Club of West
Community alleys tonight or tomor
Coach Matheson is looking for a
Square Meals for Health Awards.
Theodore
Ross. West Aina, the corn Rockport. The club flag went to the bard game in Gardiner Saturday
row night, due to other activities in
Mrs. LottieButler, County Foods Leader, Boothbav
project; Albert Harjula. Georges third highest scoring club. Hatchet and is working hls team strenuously
the auditolrum. Prize strings were
Outstanding Farmers and Homemakers.
Mrs. Alice True. Hope
Kitchen Contest Winners, Mrs. Alice True, County Home Management Leader
River road, the dairy contest; Vinal ' Mountain club of Hopc
rolled up last week by Sam Rogers,
for that objective.
Announcement of Prize Exhibits.
Lucinda E Rich
Hardy, Hope, won ln gardening; j ^^^=^=========sa=^—
136. Richard Perry. 133 and Vance
Comet Solo,
Frank Young, Owl's Head
Jennie
Eugley
of
Hope
was
a
double
|
Norton, 132. So far this week Har
Report of Nominating Committee
winner, pigs and potatoes; Arlene
old Glidden has 126, and Gordon
Election of Executive Committee
Nelson Georges River road, led in J
Bowser, Sherwood Williams and L.
Results of Membership Campaign Contest
Songs
room Improvement; Frances Rhodes
Moran have 118 each.
Pianist.
Mrs. Ralph C. Wentworth
of Union excelled ln sewing.
Hl
A 4-H song book was presented
Rockland Townsend Club No. 1
We wish to express our appreciation to the following organizations for their co-op
eration in making the annual meeting a success: Business Merchants Association for
to all clubs finishing 100% of their
will serve a turkey supper in the
helping finance the rent of the Community Building: Perry s Market for the loan of
projects started. Some leaders have
K. P. hall Wednesday night at 6
the meat for the demonstration; ladies of the Methodist Church for putting on the
served faithfully for a long time.'
o'clock, followed by beano. Friday
dinner; Burpee Furniture Companv for loan of tables.
Among these arc Mrs. E. N Hobbs
night is the regular meeting of the ■
EXHIBITS
of Hope, who has been club leader
Club and every member is urged to
Esther L. Dunham
Home Economics,
be present, A fine entertainment
for 12 years; and Mrs Mellie Good
R C. Wentworth
Agriculture,
is being prepared in the form of an
ale
v ^o was club leader ln Kenne
Lucinda
E.
Rich
4-H Clubs.
old fashioned singing school with
bec C. tnty fcr six years, and in
Central Maine Power Co.
Home Lighting Exhibit,
Judges of Exhibits:
appropriate songs and costumes.
Lincoln County seven years, making
Miss Lucinda E. Rich. Club Agent
a total of 13 years.
Miss Ruth Cluff. Home Service Dept.. Central Maine Power Co
Among those attending the Maine
Following is the complete list of
Mr. John M. Richardson. Courier-Gazette.
Bates game at Orono Saturday were
clubs that finished 100% with their
KNOX-LINCOLN COUNTY FARM BUREAU OFFICERS
Earle Gowell, W. J. Sullivan. Mayor
leaders. Happy Homemakers, Aina.!
AND PROJECT LEADERS—1938
Edward R. Veazie. Walter Gay.
Berr.al Jewett; Boothbay Gainers.
R. Bliss Fuller. Unicn
President.
Clarence Joy, Miss Maizie Joy, Miss
Mrs Mellie Goodale; Jolly Hustlers.
Clifton Walker, Wiscasset
Vice President.
Henry Kontio, West Rockport
Secretary-Treasurer.
Ruth Ward, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Burkettville, Mrs. Anna Curtis: Bon- I
Robert Oxton, West Rockport
Agricultural Economics,
Lawrence Mr and Mrs. B. C. Perry,
nie Boosters. Burkettville Mts. Caro
Mrs. John Gardner, Rockland
Clothing.
John Karl, Lee Thomas. Richard
lyn Leigher: Sunshine Workers.
Mrs. E N Hobbs. Hope
Clubs.
NATION-WIDE
Bird. Alan McAlary. William Glover,
Friendship, Mrs. Mabelle Beale;
Eldon
Hunt,
Damariscotta
Mills
Crops and Forestry.
RED
Howe Glover and Albert Peterson.
Wallace Spear. Waldoboro
Jolly Toilers, Georges River read.
Dairy.
LB 19c
COFFEE BAG
Mrs. WalteT Butler. Boothbay
Foods,
Esther Harjula; Alford Lake 4-H.
Home Management.
Mrs. Alice True, Hopc
Members of the Knox County
Hope, Annie Rhodes; Hatchet M'
Allen Jewett, Head Tide
Orchard.
NATION-WIDE
Fish and Oame Association will
4-H. Hope, and Hope's Happy 4-H.
Poultry.
Edgar Smith, North Edgecomb
BLUE
receive this week a statement in
• Mrs Bessie Hardy; Hill Top Juniors.
LB 17c
COFFEE BAG
regard to dues. On account of the
Hope, Mrs. Mabel Wright; Hopc
Henry A. Howard, who has been ’
Then came a feature in which every
extensive work which was done this
Willing Workers. Mrs. E. N. Hobbs;
severely ill the past week, has ’
NATION-WIDE
one took part, headed by the Dam Jefferson Cheerio. Mrs Muriel Leiseason in planting fish the treasury
, J
,
.
, ,
.
,
, . gained sufficient strength to sit un
ariscotta Band, the entire party mond; Mascot Club. North Haven.
has become depleted, and new funds
*
CUP and SAUCER OATS
PKG 25c
The Courier-Gazette Plaque
are necessary to carry on the work
marched to Lincoln Theatre, half a Mrs. Susie Wooster; Orff's Corner
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will
Won By Busy Club On mile away in Damariscotta, where Bean Club. Albert Elwell; Quintu
Prompt payment of the modest dues
NATION-WIDE
will be appreciated by the officials have a circle supper Thursday at 6
plets 4-H. Pleasantville. Mrs. Bertha
they were guests of Otis S. Page.
Georges River Road
GENERAL KNOX
o'clock. A business meeting will
Rev. Charles H McElhiney led a Meservey; Daniel Boone Club. Port
oz
SARDINES . 2 CANS 17c
The report of the Roy Worcester follow at 7.30.
Five hundred 4-H Club members local chorus tn a number of songs, Clyde. Mrs Getrrude Hupper; Sing
SALAD DRESSING
JAR 9c
manslaughter trial which appeared I
from 46 clubs in Knox and Lincoln with Mrs. Ralph Wentworth pianist, i ing Sewing Club. West Rockport.
LIGHT MEAT
GENERAL KNOX
ln Saturday's issue of this paper
The new Malinicus packet Mary 1 Counties invaded Damariscotta and Esther L. Dunham named the clubs
.oz9c
inadvertently failed to mention the A., built for Capt. Stuart Ames, will1 Newcastle Saturday. They met in that have been 100 percent effective.
TUNA FISH
RELISH SPREAD .
JAR
CAN 17c
fact that County Attorney Jerome be launched this noon at Friendship. Lincoln Academy gymnasium where Ralph C. Wentworth, county agent
| C. Burrows appeared for the State. It will be christened with roses by Mrs. E. N Hobbs of Hope. 4-H proj called th? role of clubs, each an
SEIDNER'S
UNDERWOOD'S
8 OZ
' This is particularly regretted by Mrs. Ames.
ect leader, opened exercises. Selec- swering with a cheer or a club song
79 PARK ST. ROCKLAND. Mt.
15c
MAYONNAISE
.
JAR
the writer of the story because of!
------j tions were played by the JDamarisco'DEVILED HAM , CAN 14c
Boothbay Gainers Club, led by
Complete CHIROPRACTIC
the able and impartial manner in Mrs. A. P. Blaisdell and daughter ' ta band, led by Fred Mosher. Ei- Mrs Mollie Goodale. rendered a pan- ’
SEIDNER’S
HORMEL'S-BONELESS
v/hich
the prosecuting
officer Miss Barbara Blaisdell. have re-! ward B. Denny, superintendent at tomlme. Miss Lucinda Rich of
HEALTH SERVICE
handled the case.
| turned from a week's visit in Mai- ( Round Top Farms, gave the address Rockland, county club agent, an
FRENCH
DRESSING
%°>19c
(12 Years fa Rockland)
CHICKEN a
CAN 43c
------, den. Mass., where they were guests of welcome. The response was by nounced the county champions and
B5- Appointment
Phone 1163
The regular meeting of Blue Bon-' of Mrs
Stjles
SEIDNER'S
Warren Ulmer of South Thomaston. the special awards.
116-117Ttf
NATION-WIDE—PREPARED
net TToop. Girl Scouts was not held
A vocal selection by Philip WentPOTATO SALAD . ’l“19c
on account of the storm but there | Rockland football fans wh0 saw
9 OZ
MUSTARD .
JAR
will be a meeting at Capt Trask's the Maine.Bates game ,n orono
house Wednesday at 1.30 p. m. and Saturday were deUghted with the
Capt Ti ask requests that every , ^ne lowing made by Sam Glover Rev. F. W. Smith Says
ANGLO CORNED BEEF
CAH
Scout attend to make arrange- | of thlg city n weme<,
if almost |
Discrepancies
In
Waldo

ments for Halloween party to be every stat€ment made by the an. I
CLICQUOT CLUB
'conttnb'
boro and Other Towns
pint
QUART
held Thursday night and other im- nouncer contained the sentence I
GINGER ALE
BOTTLES 19c ( only
BOTTLES 29c
portant business. Also to either "Tackled by Glover. ' The reports
The Secretary of State's Depart
take unsold cards or money for1 in the daily newspapers fell far short
nationwide
ment
Monday reported Rev. Fred
them.
of giving him the credit he Justly erick W Smith, executive secretary
ORANGE PEKOE
FORMOSA OOLONG
TEA. .
H LB PKG
H LB PKG
deserved.
of the Maine Christian Civic
The Maine College football games
League, had requested recounts in
ran true to prediction Saturday.
Tonight sees a return of those
GOOD PAL
six towns which voted In favor of!
Bowdoin defeating Colby 25 to 18
prime favorites Jimmie <fc Dick to
COCCMONT
the sale of beer in a recent local op- !
and Maine defeating Bates 23 to 6.
2’^ 19c
! Community Building with the added tion referendum.
MARSHMALLOWS
Bowdoin had a complete walkover,
attraction of Kansas City Kitty and
Smith issued a statement saying
ln the first half, but Coach Walch
the well known Ray Girardin. staff
yELLOW
he had asked for recounts ln Bucks-,
made the mistake of putting in nine
OVER 60 TANGY
1 LB
announcer of WEEI. Milton French port. Richmond, Waldoboro. Frye
SNAPS TO EACH
subs in the second half and was j
POP
CORN
.
.
.
BAGS
has lined up a perfect amazing ar burg. Shirley and Lakeville Planta- j
PACKAGE/
given quite a scare by Colby. Next
ray of amateurs who will compete tion because of “the amazing dis
Sunshine
Saturday Bowdoin plays Bates in I.
.
ST. CLAIR and ALLEN
1
H J
i for generous prizes. The entire net crepancies uncovered in nearly
Lewiston and Maine plays Colbv at i
.
......
proceeds will be devoted to the pur- every one of the towns.”
PEANUT BRITTLE
Orono. Bowdoin laces an appar-. .
,
, .
,
..
,
. chase of safety equipment for the
He said he had made a check of
ent snap but Maine Is not. regard-1 _ . ,
.
.
,
,
,
, , ,,
B
Rockland Fire Department,
CHROMIUM RATH
T
HOYT'S -PEANUT BUTTER
the votes cast in each instance and
ing Colby too lightly.
COOWC TRAY
O*tT
ONE PLANE WITH EVERY
At the annual inspection of Clare-! Writing from Auburn, Mass, discovered the correct tabulations
KISSES .
would show the towns voted against
mont Commandcry last night F.mi-! Ellen D. Tolman says: “From the beer.
PACKAGE OF
MARGARINE
THREE CROW
ST. CLAIR and ALLEN
nent Commander Sir J. A. Stevens home paper wc read that the Cornrmese PLANES wo 6€T WITH ALLtWE ET ARE
Zlookit «e«
•BRAND
exemplified the work in a very effi-' munity Theatre Guild is presenting
CORN CAKES
6RAND TOYS. AMD AU»WBT« tOMUCIOUi
WHIZZ THRCXAS*
SUNSET
NOBocv trot tutttn wczJw
cent and impressive manner. Grand Alton Hail Blackington. In a dif
UNLESS^
CREAM
Mr and Mrs Earl Rittenhouse and
Generalissimo. Sir Murray Graham, ferent line of work. Alton certainly
SUNSWEET-TENDERIZED
you COME RI6HT0UT.
AWOSlt,
of Portland, the inspecting officer, has made good. The statement that Miss Ruth Henkerson went Friday
TARTAR
complimented the Commandcry for he is ace news photographer and to their home in New Jersey.
PRUNES. .
IT’S A BEAUTY! ANP
Its fine work in spite of the handi- lecturer extraordinary is under,
Miss Gwendolyn Eaton returned
PRETTY SOOH, Kjp ,
WORCESTER
AVE A WHOLE FLEET OF THOU
cap of a smaller attendance than rather than overestimated. After Wednesday after sepndlng the past
1 LB
PLAMES. IM COMPLETELY
usual, due to tlie severe storm. Sir) two years, people are still talking of month with relatives in Boston.
EACH
'SOLP'ON ALLSWEET.
FRE-FLO SALT
. .
Mrs. Ethel Eaton passed Wednes
Knight William Talbot of Portland his lecture given here, claiming it
the
best
lecture
and
finest
pictures
They're
Air-Racer
Earl
Ortman's
Kids
are
crazy
about
these
model
day in Rockland.
nrted as grand warder in a very
SPLENDID
own gliding models! Big, realistic
planes. Mothers are delighted to
Rtlitv That Cough ! — Children Liht It!
efficient manner. Remarks were ever in Auburn. People mussing Al
Mrs Kathryn Scott went last week
models of Army, Navy, and Trans
buy Allsweet to get thc ready-toton's
pictures
of
the
hurricane
and
set-up models. For this delicious
port planes! All ready to set up
to New York. She will return with
made bv Sir Knight Major Hall
AMMONIA or BLEACH
WILLIAM’S
in a jiffy. No cutting or pasting
margarine saves so much money!
hts lecture are losing more pleasure Capt. Walter Scott who spent the
PURE
than they realize. In spirit I shall summer on the yacht Stella.
bt with you in Rockland on Nov 8
Mrs. Beatrice Robbins Is visiting
and wish heartily I might be in the her son Manual Perez.
audience enjoying a rare treat."
William Donavan spent Saturday
in Castine and Ellsworth.
1 LB
Virginia Cole visited last Tuesday
BOUGHT
bottle
Quickly Made Beef Tea: Shred
Time and again food experts have failed to
beef finely. Put in saucepan with with her mother, Mrs. Pearl Hutch
tell Allsweet from spreads that cost more.
AND SOLD
salt and water. Stand 15 minutes; inson of Stonington.
Allsweet is so temptingly delicate and rich
122Ttf
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Mackay and
squeeze occasionally to help extract
in flavor. Wholesome, too . . . made from
juices. Then place over a slow fire; children and Mr, and Mrs. Jewett
American vegetable oil scientifically mixed
bring nearly to simmering point. Noyes have returned to Stonington
with fresh, pasteurized skimmed milk. Taste
AUsweet... get the model plane... today!
Keep at this heat about five minutes; after spending the month at the
*
ROCKLAND ' UHiilibiJ strain and squeeze through muslin. Noyes-Mackay cottage,
worth of Hope followed: The Missqs
Lorene Vannah and Beverley Han-
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We Win Another

TALK OF THE TOWN

tXValL

I

l LI 1LL k

a J

1
ili J
I ’•*1LfJ J

.. for your Halloween
party and ‘everyday’
meals.
A large variety to
choose from to please
the entire family. ,

“The Jolly Toilers”

I

Blake B. Annis, D. C.

Asks For Recount

19c

\) O
11

2

'>'• IS

AA

AM
9 JC -

XTC

GINGER
SNAPS

2*19<

2

Nobility ASSORTMENT
J
W

ALLSWEET

41c

f

IlSEii CARS

Even food experts have been
fooled by this margarine

COUGH SYRUP

23<

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS

I

JERE FARNHAM

NAVY DAY PROCLAMATION
'*• OCTOBER.1938
sun| MONTU ESWED
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Every-Other-Day
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% &2.526 27 28 &
TALK OF THE TOWN

WHEREAS, the Navy Department is working in co-operation
with the Navy Leagur of the United States in sponsorship of Navy
Day on Thursday. Oct. 27, 1938, and
WHEREAS, the Navy Yard in Portsmouth, New Hampshire,
will be open to all citizens of the United States on Navy Day from
9.00 A. M. to 3.00 P. M., and
WHEREAS, opportunity will be provided the citizens of our
State tc learn the true significance of Navy Day and thereby pro
mote a greater understanding of the purposes and functions of the
U. S. Navy, "Our First Line of Defense,”
THEREFORE, I, Lewis 0. Barrows, Oovernor of Maine, in
recognition of the splendid achievements of the United States Navy,
do hereby proclaim
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1938
NAVY DAY IN THE STATE OF MAINE
and call upon the citizens of Maine to honor the Navy and the day
by display of our Flag.
.

(Signed) Lewis O. Barrows,

Governor.

"COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR
SHADOWS BEFORE-'

Oct 25-Jimmie and Dick at Com
munity Building.
Federal food will be distributed
Oct 26—Eastern Maine Music Festi
Thursday at the city store.
val concert ln Bangor.
Oct. 27—Navy Day.
Oct. 27—Annual meeting of Past Ma
The members of Townsend Club
trons and Patrons Ass’n at Masonic
Temple.
No. 1 are hoping to greet Congress
Oct 31—Hallowe'en.
Oct 31—Oolden Rod Chapter. OES . I man Smith Wednesday night when
annual fair and game party at Masonic I
it has a turkey supper and enter
hall
Nov. 1-2 —Camden— YMCA. Min tainment at K. P. hall.
strels at Opera House.
Nov 4—Annual bazaar at Pleasant
Valley Orange.
The Belfast shoe factory which
Nov. 4—Rubinstein Club meets at
has been employing 400 persons, has
Universalist vestry.
Nov. 5—Knox Pomona meets with
closed indefinitely for lack of orders.
Oood Will Grange. South Warren.
Nov 8 — Rockland Garden Club The unfortunate part of the shoe
Flower Show at Community Building
Nov 10 — Warren — Play "Comlcel factory industry is that lt doesn’t
Country Cousins.” auspices of Congre always stay put.
gational Circle
Nov 11—American Legion observance
of Armistice Day, closing with ball at
A committee meeting of all the
Community Hall
Nov 15—Camden—Outing Club Feast chairmen for the Hobby Show to
and Frolic at Masonic hall.
Nov. 16-18—Annual hobby show at 1 be in the Community Building on
Community Building.
Nov. 16-17-18. is called for Wed
Dec. 7—Annual Methodist Church
nesday night at 7:15 at the Congre
fair
Dec. 2 — Camden—Senior class play
"Lend Me Your Baby" at Opera House. gational Church.

Tickets for Armistice Ball are on
sale by all members of WlnslowHclbrook Post. Among the many
gifts will be a $25 cash door prize.

(A Tribute)
When I first became acquainted
with Jere Farnham he was serv
ing as the boss paper boy for the
Rockland Opinion. Tall and lanky
his somber appearance belled hls
cheerful disposition and the humor
ous vein in his character, which en
deared him to his close friends and
associates. At that time he was just
as reliable, thorough, painstaking
and conscientious as in his later
life.
He early identified himself with
all good and worth while move
ments in the city, becoming in early
life a member of the Littlefield
Baptist Church, which he served as
an efficient officer and Sunday
School worker until his death and
where he has left a vacancy not
easily filled.
He was a charter member of the
Y.M.C.A. and contributed to Its sup
port both personally and financial
ly. giving hls service liberally and
without stint. He served on its
board of directors for many years
until Its closing, which he never
failed to regret.
He will be remembered as a
Christian gentleman of sterling
character and one of the very fin
est characters the city has pro
duced. I shall always remember
Jere Farnham, and I am sure that
he has heard the words “Well done,
thou good and faithful servant.”
Axel E. Bromberg

Those “Slowpokes”

WALDO THEATRE

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—

“F. C. G.” Stirs Up Some Yes. indeed, Mr. F. C. G. (I pre
thing of Hornet’s Nest sume you arc a Mr. as your letter
With Some Local Drivers of Oct. 8 sounded like a mam. Now

MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL WALDOBORO 100

Matinees Every Day at 2.30
Evenings at 8

TUESDAY ONLY, OCT. 25
A Request Booking
ELEANOR POWELL
NELSON EDDY
in

“ROSALIE”
With Ray Bolger, Frank Morgan,
Edna May Oliver

WED.-THURS., OCT. 26-27
NORMA SHEARER
TYRONE POWER
in
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
Magnificent

“MARIE
ANTOINETTE”
With Huge Cast including:
John Barrymore. Robeit Morley,
Anita Louise. Gladys George

------[ the 1938 touring season is over. Big
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Boston may ride all over his own
It afforded us a few pleasant mo- state (Massachusetts), and do as hc
ments reading the dilations of “F. i pleases, smash things up in genC. G." of Boston on “slowpokes" in eral. end wc don't have a word to
Maine, even if we did feel the sting i say. we here in Maine can use our
cf his chldings falling a bit upon ! own roads without quite so much
our own motoring experiences cov- trouble from “road hogs” taking all
ering a period of about 25 years. Our , the roads and a good part of the
experiences have been varied and j ditches.
some of them exciting as we have
p c.O. tells us tourists are usually
voyaged along the highways in j people who are vacationists, that
Maine and other States—bumped a j their time is limited. They want to
few times with some close calls, but , see all they can of the countryside
never any serious accident.
I tn a short time. From what I have
I have always claimed that 40 | observed of those people it is
miles an hour should be the maxi- 1 precious little they see. riding at the
mum speed for any motorist, except j rate Of 50 and so miles an hour. If
1 in emergency, but cars and cars they want to see thc beauties of our
have passed us with a speed that al- 1 [and just drop in behind some of
J most forbade the discerning whether | our sane drivers for a number of
I the abbreviations were Mass, or miles. We are residents of Maine:

j

. Miss.

PLEASE NOTICE
Commencing last Sunday
the evening shows will be at
eight o'clock instead of seven
and nine. In other words
there will be but one evening
shew every evening at eight
p. m. Matinees will be at 2.30
every day as usual. This
schedule of show times will be
In effect until further notice.
In the case of certain per
formances there may be two
shows In the evening but this
will be definitely indicated In
newspaper advertisements.

WHERE F. C. G. GETS OFF

we have paid for the privilege of driv
ing our own cars; we pay fcr thc
roads we use. We would suggest
F. C. G. ride on the Knox Trotting
Park himself; go as fast as he wants
to. and mind his own business con
cerning the way we drive our own
cars on our own roads.
We are not interested in the road
mope law of Massachusetts. Wc
have Maine laws that suit us better
If tourists are not suited, there is a
good road from Maine to Massachu
setts. Oh, yeah! We have a few
modern cars in Maine, so we are nto
so much Impressed that we step on
the gas when we see one coming.
You may pass a car on the road
if the one ahead of you Isn't going
fast enough to suit you, F. C. G
Perhaps you can’t do that in Mass
achusetts.
Maine.
tThe Editor of this paper for
many years has been well acquaint
ed with "F.CG.”, one of the fines*
men who ever lived. He belongs to
that school which believes that cars
should speed up on the open roads
for the convenience of those who
may desire to travel faster for busi
ness or other reasons. On the other
hand the so-called "slowpokes" havp
arguments ln their behalf.—Ed.J

These O’coats were

built around your
income and your
incoming
Without you in this o'coat pic
ture there'd be no show at all. It
would be like a movie house run
ning a four bell feature with no
one in the audience.

On the other hand, we pass cars
rolling along steady but seemingly
having a pleasant time, and no
David Neal Murphy of Warren re
doubt perfectly willing to be called
membered The Courier-Gazette yes
This huge stoek of big. colorful
a “slowpoke." So, you see, we have
terday with a cluster of blueberry
o''oats is here b-cause you’re here
chosen what everyone in all phases
blossoms. Now who will bring us a
and they're priced so you can af
of life should choose—“the middle
blueberry pie? White or Hue, we
ford them without unaffording
course"—not as applied to motoring
don't care which.
the other things you need.
but more ln a spiritual sense. Now
with so many years of experience we
The Wessaweskeag Grange will
Remember this always . . . that
fail to remember but once when
hold a Halloween masquerade party
cur business can never be any
feeling unmerited discourtesy, and
tomorrow night at 8.39. There will
better
than your happiness.
we fail to remember any discour
be games, dancing and refreshments,
Mrs. Eva Mank has moved from
tesy meted out to others. No. to be
and everyone is welcome. Members
In thc case of these 1929 o’coats
the Old County road to the Hast
classed among the “goody goodies" is
take suggested refreshments.
you're going to love what you sec
ings house, 16 Lisle street.
far from being one of our desires, for
In the mirror and on the price
Good news for Rockland mer
human nature still persists in Its
tickets because both cat an* erfst
William
J
.Sullivan
has
resumed
Humane Officer Lewis R. Hastings suggestions and takes some Godchants is contained in the announce
compliment the figure you were
his duties as book-keeper at Perry's reports that he has a black and tan
ment that the Maine Central Rail
given will-power to stifle lt.
born with and the one ycu have
coal office after a fortnight s vaca hound in the pound. Mr. Hastings
road has made a material reduction
A go-between-speed ls much the
in thc bank.
At the annual meeting of the ln bus fares. Waldoboro patrons tion.
The Two Bush Island lighted
telephone call Is 1146-M.
best for two good reasons: First, It
Maine
Chiropractic
Association
In
whistle buoy which has been report
may now come to Rockland for 35
will save lives and expensive hospi
Dana Phillips has obtained em
Portland Sunday, J. H. Sanborn,
ed extinguished, will be relighted.
Israel Snow, Jr., went Sunday to tal bills; secondly, it affords the va
O’coats from
cents, or made the round trip for
ployment in Claremont, N. H„ Waterville having been transferred
formerly of Vinal Haven, was elect 65 cents.
cationist more pleasure If out for
$18.50 to $45.00
whither he was accompanied by his to the Woolworth store In that city.
Beach Inn at Lincolnville Beach ed vice president, and Blake B.
lovely scenery and fresh air, and
closes next Monday night after the Annis of Rockland was elected one
He was presented with several nice where, I ask, do we spend the most
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Emery, Mr. wife and son.
best season in its history. Sunday of the directors.
gifts Saturday Oight, by his co of vacations if (it isn't ln locomo
and Mrs. Horatio Cowan, Rev. and
Mackinaws
It is expected that The Thorndike workers at the local store.
promises to be a big day there.
Mrs. C. H. Olds, Mrs. Harriet Stlsby
tion?
We
do
feel
when
“
F.
C.
O."
The annual meeting of the Maine
Frost, Mrs. Ward. Miss Charlotte Hotel will continue under the pres
assigns us “slowpokes" to the race
Heavy Jackets
If you haven't a hobby why not Real Estate Association will be held Buffum. Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Bur ent management until the first of
Deputy Sheriff Granville N. track to eke out a pleasure ride, it is
Friday
at
lAugusta,
with
morning
start one? You’ll get lots of ideas
rows, Mrs. Gladys Philbrick. Mrs December, details pertaining to the Bachelder is making rapid recovery rather a harsh penalty. It does
Silk and Wool Shorts
at the Rockland Hobby Show in thc session at 11 in the Senate Chamber Marjorie Cummings. Mrs. Rola transfer occupying much of that from an appendicitis operation at seem the race course was desgined
Community Building on Nov. at the State House and a luncheon Smith, Mrs Mabel Bowley and Mrs time.
Knox Hospital and will return homo for speed fiends more especially.
and Shirts
meeting following in the Augusta
tomorrow. Mrs. Bachelder. who ls 1 But returning again to traffic con
16-17-18
Phyllis Norton arc attending the
John J. Nissen, 73, president of
House. The speaker at the lunch
a
trained
nurse
is
caring
for
him.
WE BUY
Augusta Hobby Show this evening.
gestion, the greatest mix-up ever
the John J. Nissen Baking Co. of
Mrs. Anne Alden. Mrs.^Catherinc, eon session will be Frank H. Holley, They are expected to bring back
experienced
ln
my
travels
was
in
the
Portland
and
of
the
John
J.
Nissen
Alexander Davidson appeared be Province of Quebec. Canada, where
Libby, Mrs. Mary Dinsmore and State tax assessor, who will discuss many ideas for the Rockland Hobby
AND SILVER
Baking Corp, of Bangor, died In a
Mrs. Delia Day attended the State the tax situation in Maine and will Show to be in the Community
fore Judge
Dwinal yesterday
Portland hospital Sunday after he I charged with drunken driving. No j there was a mixture of touring cars.
Clarence
E. Daniel*
tell
of
the
tax
valuation
survey
wide meeting of the American Le
Building on Nov 16-17-18.
JEWELER
had failed to rally from an appen I evidence being presented to In I trucks, bicycles and horse teams. It
that has been made throughout the
gion in Waterville Sunday.
ROCKLAND
dicitis operation performed Thurs criminate him, he was discharged Is in such instances it behooves us 370 MAIN ST.
State.
The annual roll call and supper of
to heed the injunction of one of old:
day
night.
He
had
been
ill
a
week.
the Littlefield Memorial Church was
C. S. Roberts for the respondent; “Let patience have her perfect work 1
More locals on page two
Eleven fathers and mothers of
held Friday night in the vestry. An
The members of Winslow-Hol County Attorney Burrows for the that ye may be perfect andlentire,
University of Maine Freshmen from
The Friendly Foto Fans are agog
excellent supper was furnished un
State.
wanting nothing."
brook Post are promised a very in
Rockand and vicinity spent Satur
over tonight's meeting, when an
der direction of Mrs. Frank Gregory.
When complaints are made about |
teresting entertainment Thursday
day with their sons and daughters
Illustrated lecture on criminal pho
The dining room was in charge of
Robert Gregory, has resigned his the "slowpokes" in the swift passing j
night when Frank McDonnell will
at Orono on Freshman Parents' Day.
Mrs. Sherman Lord and was pret
tography will be presented before
present a 49-minute motion picture position with the Firestone Tire and scenes of today, it causes us to hark
visiting class buildings, interviewing
tily decorated with fall flowers and
the members at the Congregational
Rubber Co., in Akron. O.. and with back to our younger days when 10 |
reel descriptive of the big parade at
faculty members, watching the fresh
Halloween decorations. The guest
Mrs. Gregory will return to Rock miles an hour with a horse and,
Church.
the National American Legion con
man and varsity football games, and
speaker of the evening was Dr. Guy
land the first of November, after buggy on a trip was considered fast
vention in Los Angeles. Buffet lunch
being welcomed by Dean A. L. Deer
ON
Wilson of theMethodist Church who
a motor trip to Washington. D. C.
Missing from hts accustomed daily
driving. I have been the owner of
ing at a buffet supper in the Me
will be served.
brought an Inspiring message on
As previously stated in this paper
haunts along Main street ts Capt.
many horses in my day. but only
morial Gym. They were: Mr. and
"Our Religious Life in a Changing
John J. Wardwell. the well known
The list of directors nominated he is to be employed by J. F. Greg three of them—Frank. Maude S.
Mrs. John Thompson. Mr. and Mrs
Age." The calling of the roll was in the primaries yesterday to serve a ory Sons. Co.
designer and builder. “Johnny.'' as
and Nellie Brown could measure up
Albert Peterson. Mrs. Alice L. Fer
interspersed with literary and musi three-year term in the Chamber of
his friends familiarly know him, ls
Here are some typical examples of the new,
to that record. But the pleasure of
nald. all of Rockland: Mrs. A. A
cal selections under direction of Commerce are: Lawrence Miller.
The recent arraignment of Frank
a (patient at Knox Hospital.
very low fares—
these trips, by daylight and moon- 1
Peterson of Vinal Haven; Mrs
Mrs. Arthur Fish; 108 responded to Cleveland Sleeper. A. C. McLoor. O Hallowell in Municipal Court has
light, are often lived over again In
Caroline K. Abbott and Mr. and Mrs.
$ .75
ROCKLAND-WISCASSET,
their names at the roll call and the Sumner C. Perry, Carl M. Benson. operated to the embarrassment of : memory.
Fred C. Black, Gerald Black. Rob
W. C. Gleason of Union; and Mr.
offering which was a large one will Lucius E. Jones, Theodore S. Bird Frank G., Hallowell, a well known | We are planning to spend a few
ert M. Packard. Milton M Griffin
ROCKLAND-WALDOBORO,
.35
and Mrs. Elmer L. Johnson of Lin
and Frank A. Winslow dined with
be used toward improvements on the and Thomas C. Stone. Final ballot
"if^l-Sea_a"dShOre.Pl£h:,days in Massachusetts around
ROCKLAND-PORTLAND,
$1.65
colnville.—iEdward R. Ladd of Rock
I eries Department who was ln no
church.
Carl A. Blackington in Waterville
ing closes Thursday at 2 o’clock.
Thanksgiving, and if "F. C. G." cares
land. a senior ln psychology, was re
Other local fares cn Maine Central Buses in
way connected with the case. The
Saturday and then attended the
to give any instructions as to con
cently assigned company commander
In
attendance
at
the
Grand
Lodge.
Maine have been similarly cut to very low rates.
Colby-Bowdoin game, a' custom
The Gardiner Choral Society similarity of names has caused the duct in the rambles we may take
of Co. "A" with rank of captain of Grand Encampment and Rebekah
which four of those present have
will be the hostess club at the game warden to answer many un- around his city and suburbs, our
the Maine R.O.T.C.
Assembly, l.O.OF. of Maine, ln ses meeting of the Augusta-Rockland I necessary questions.
followed many years.
It’s the safe, waim, (omfcrlablp way to travel when you ride
headquarters may be located at 447
sion at Portland. Oct. 17-19, Knox district of the Maine Federation of
on Mainr Central’s new, luxurious AIRLINER BUSES.
Beano* tomorrow night at GAR.
Swains
Pond
avenue,
or
105
Merldan
Lodge and Rockland Encampment Music Clubs to be held Tuesday
Members of Golden Rod ChapThe National Emergency Council
Fcr Reservations oi* Rates—LOW RATES to Any Point
street, Melrose, Mass.
hall with special and regular prizes. were represented by Luke S. Davis,
in thc country, inquire at
will sponsor a series ol broadcasts
night, Nov. 1, ln Episcopal Parish , ter, O.E.S. are busily engaged in
W. R. Walter.
Auspices 8. of U. V.—adv.
• PO R.; Nell L. Karl. Edward Steiover Station WGAN. Portland, every
House. Church street. Gardiner. The preparations for their annual fair,
MAINE CENTRAL NAKRAGANSETT
CORNER
North Waldoboro. Oct. 21.
ton,
Nestor
S.
Brown,
O.
B.
LoveR. R. STATIONDRUG STORE
HOTEL
program
has
been
chosen from the ' to be held Monday Oct. 31. Mrs.
Monday night from 7.15 to 7.30. Thc
BORN
PHONE 92
PHONE 340
PHONE 378
Joy, Allan V. Sawyer and Charles E. Rockland. Augusta and Gardiner Laura Maxey ls chairman of the
title of the broadcasts will be "United
Grant—At Portland. Oct 18, to Mr.
States Government Reports." It is and Mrs CJyde V. Orant. formerly of Gregory. Miriam Rebekah Lodge Clubs. The Rubinstein Club is apron booth. Mrs. Bessie Church,
CHISHOLM
THORNDIKE
HOTEL
St Oeorge. a daughter—Earlene.
had as delegate Mrs. Addie Brown. sending. Miss Bertha Luce and Mrs. {fancy work, Mrs. Doris Jordan, Annual Eastern Star Fair
BROS.
ROCKLAND
HOTEL
the purpose of these programs to
Wood—At Rockport. Oct. 24. to Mr
PHONE 8191
PHONE 580
PHONE 620
Other members attending were Miss Ruth Sanborn, ln a violin and piano cooked food. Mrs. Helen Chapman,
Will be held Monday, Oct. 31.
answer questions in the minds of and Mrs. Maurice Wood, a daughter
Kaynes—At Camden. Oct. 22. to Mr
Doris V. Hyler Mrs. Nina H. Davis number, Mrs. Charlotte Hopkins, luncheon, Mrs. Millie Thomas, Free Samples, Luncheon, Beano,
the people concerning Government and Mrs Phillip Raynes. a daughter.
—At Camden. Oct. 21. to and Mrs. Rana Robinson. Mr. Stet piano solo and Mrs. Faith Berry, game committee and Mrs Sarah Booths and many other attractions
operations that affect them, and to MrAlexander
and Mrs. Herbert Alexander, a
son. Mr. Karl and Mrs. Brown being Mrs. Nettle Averill. Mrs. Charlotte Griffin, candy. An able body of will afford pleasant entertainment.
give the citizens of Maine a clearer daughter— Frances
128-lt
Studley—At Waldoboro. Oct. 15. to Junior past officers of the several
Hopkins and Mrs. Gertrude Parker workers who aim at success will
insight into the operations of thc Mr and Mrs Roland Studley. a daugh
ter.
branches each lock the degree of In a piano quartet. Mrs. S. Mer assist the chairmen.
Federal Government in the State.
his respected office. Miss Hyler was ritt Farnum. State president will
The first Federal agency on the pro
MARRIED
appointed district deputy president be present. Preceding the meet
Everybody on Main street Satur
gram was the Works Progress Ad
Turrotte-Piper—At Portland. Oct 22.
ministration. and the broadcast took Andrew Turcotte of Portland, and Vir of District 16. comprising the Re ing, supper will be served at a day was invited to buy a Delicious
bekah Lodges of Rockland. Camden, nominal price. All members of the apple. The occasion was the an- j
the form of questions and answers ginia Piper of Rockland.
Tenant’s Harbor, Vinal Haven and Rubinstein Club are Invited, those nual “Apple Day” sponsored toy the
between Scott F. Kittredge of the
DIED
Swan’s Island. Mr. Sawyer was re wishing transportation and those Rotary Club, the proceeds going to
National Emergency Council ahd
Prock—At Winslow’s Mills. Oct. 23,
John C. Fitzgerald. State Admini Warren, ton of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence appointed Deputy Grand Master of using cars, to communicate with the athletic fund of Rockland High j
Prock, aged 3 years
strator of thc Works Progress Ad
Prock—At Winslow's Mills, Oct. 23. the Subordinate Lodges of District Mrs. A. J. Bird district director, be School. Tire public response was.
Ruth, wife of Clarence Prock.
16. Miss Helen Orcutt of Vinal fore Friday morning.
prompt and generous. The workers
ministration.
Prock—At Winslow's Mills. Oct 23.
Haven was in attendance, also tak
were: Harold Dondis, Geraldine
Clarence Prock. aged 31
Shea—South Thomaston. Oct 25. Ed
Norton and James Moulaison, co-1
win Vinal Shea, aged 58 years. 11 ing the Assembly Degree, as were
months, 22 days. Funeral Friday at Mrs. Laura Fuller and Miss Lillian
chairmen. Louise Farrington. Lena
FULL
COURSE
230 from residence.
Cuccinello, Perry Howard, Elizabeth
Piper—At Rockport. Oct 24. Hattie Orey of Camden. Mrs. Lucy W
P . widow of Edward H Piper. Funeral Packard of Camden was one of the
TURKEY SUPPER
Marston, Marion Harrington, Bev
arrangements to be announced.
Farnum—At Springfield, Maas. Oct. ladies taking the Decoration of Chiv
erly Harmon, Dorothy Melvln,
Murlel'(Payson), wife of Forest
Native Turkeys from Lothrop's
The Fiscal .vear of the City of 22.
Dorothy Stearns, Lucille Melvln,
W Farnum. aged 43 years. 3 months. alry, conferred Wednesday at City
Turkey Farm
days. Funeral services Tuesday at Hall by Brigadier General H.
Patricia Hall, Edith Rich, Clarence
Rockland closes Oct. 31, and all 26
10 a. m. from St). Peter's Episcopal
deRochemont,
Virginia Bowley,
Interment In Burke Chandler. Department Com
those having bills against the Church. Rotkland.
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 26 Eloise Law, Alice Bohn, Barbara
Thomaston cemetery.
mander. All attending reported an
Niemi
—
At
Warren.
Oct.
19.
Edla
City should have them in the
Nlckola. wife of Frank Relnl. aged 48 enjoyable and profitable session.
Seaman, Carol Hall. Everett Small,
K. P. HALL
hands of thc City Treasurer not years, 10 months. Burial ln Blake
Dorothy Howard, Mary Simmons,
cemetery, North Warren.
6.00 P. M.
later than thc 27th of this month.
Berniece Havener and Barbara
Tickets
50c
At
Dorman's
IN MF.MORIAM
Smith.
128-lt
In loving memory of Edith L.
128*It

I

OLD GOLD

GREGORY’S

Bus Fares Slashed!

MAINE CENTRAL-THE SAFE BUSES

MAINE CENTRAL BUS LINES

CITY BILLS

BURPEES
MORTICIANS

Maloney who died Oot. 25, 1932.
There Is someone who misses you sadly
And finds the time long since you went
There ls someone who thinks of you
always
And tries to be Ihrave and content.
Oone ls the dace I loved so dear
Silent the voice I loved to hear
'Tls sad but true. I Wonder why
The best are always the first to die.
Father, mother, brother, grand
mothers. aunts and uncles
South Cushing. Thomaston

Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
361-365 MAIN ST, ROCKLANf)
118-tf

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to extend our deep grati
tude and appreciation to all those who
kindly assisted and remembered us
in so many ways during our recent
loss. Also for the many and beautiful
flowers sent.
Howard W Hall. Mr. and Mrs Howard
Carver,
mo

DANCE
WINDOW GLASS

Every Wednesday Night

All Sizes

PLEASANT VALLEY
GRANGE HALL
MIDDLE ST., ROCKLAND

We Sell It!

Ambulance Service

We Set It!
RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL
ROCKLAND, ME.

John A. Karl & Co.
662

98-tf

Music By
OTIS DEAN and his
RHYTHM MANIACS

TEL 745-W
17 PARK ST,, ROCKLAND, ME.

Admission: Men 30c, Ladies 20c
128‘lt

126-129

---------- DANCE-----------

Visit Our Store Today. We Are Headquarters For Hunt
ing Equipment, Rifles, Shot Guns, Knives, Compasses,
etc., and

PETER’S AMMUNITION

Ready?

CRIE HARDWARE CO.
408 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
N. B. ..Two 12 Guage Double Barreled Fox-Sterling Shot
Guns, used, at a Bargain!

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Couner-Gazette, Tuesday, October 25, 1938
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25 YEARS AGO

WALDOBORO AND VICINITY

friendship

Do You Drink Coffee?

Pupils of the Junior High School
are displaying increasing Interest And Did You Know This
Latest news from Lincoln County towns collected by our diligent cor in tennis and basketball.
Beverage Was Immigrant
respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27.
Mrs. Donald Knapp ls teaching
From Ethiopia?
the boys class at the Methodist
A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested
The Boy Scouts met Thursday presided. Miss Carol Stevens of the Sunday School.
Coffee, famous bean that con
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1913
night at the High School. In the High School staff was the pianist,
Capt. and Mrs. Melvin. Lawry tributes to millions of American
alienee of Capt. Ralph Pollard. Rev
The annuai meeting of the Dam- were visitors last Tuesday night in breakfasts. Is making world head
C.
Vaughn
Overman
had
charge
of
a
rtscotta
Association of the Wom- Rockland.
The 12th annual fair of Pleasant, man and Mrs. Mary’ Scott, both of
lines again. Brazil, world's largest
the meeting.
an's Missionary Society was held last
The Methodist Ladies Aid met producer of coffee, has reduced her
Valley Orange was a great success Cushing,
Wiwuma Chapter. O.ES., will hold Tuesday in the Baptist Church ln Wednesday afternoon at the home
under the direction of Worthy
Rockland. Sept. 29, Frank M
Piper
and
Miss
Lizzie
A
Kennisi
annual
Inspection tonight. Charles Nobleboro. Those present from this of Adelia Jameson, the session be export tax on the commodity and
Master. C. Earle Ludwick. First
{ Mills of Milo. Grand Worthy Pa- town were Rev. and Mrs. C. Vaughn ing opened by Gertrude Oliver. Re world coffee producers are wonder
prizes in the baby show were award
„ u., J ~ . ,, Tl
U TO., i tron, will be the inspecting officer. Overman, Mrs. A. D. Gray. Mrs. Har- freshments were served by the hos ing how this may affect their for
ed thus: Handsomest child under
2S1 m2 Mildred H. Sylves'- Supper will be served at 6 30.
j old Perry. Mrs I. S^ Bailey. Miss
tess.
one year. Ernest, son of Mr. and cron
tunes.
The
Parent-Teacher
Association
Edna Young and Mrs. Gretchen
Mis William Drake: between or.e ter.
Golda Hall, son Jenness. Mr. and
"More than three billion coffee
ar.l two years, Alice <3 daughter of I Rockland. Oct. 15, Frederick M. ! held a reception Friday night in th? Simmons.
Mrs. Harold Grey and Mrs. Mabel
trees, three-fifths of all there are ln
Mr and Mrs. John H. Flanagan; Faber of Peoria. Ill., and Emily H. ' High School auditorium in honor , A solicitors meeting of the Farm Durgin ail of Camden were supper
the world, are busily producing cof
of the teachers. Mrs. M. Louise Bureau was held in the High School guests last Tuesday of Mrs. Gertrude
between two and three years, Hix of Rockland.
fee in Brazil's cool uplands, and 38
Miller, president of the asspeiation. auditorium Wednesday night with | Oliver, after which they attended
Blanche daughter of Mr. and Mrs
or more other countries and colo
Brooklyn, N. Y„ Oct. 14. Wendell welcomed those assembled and pre 70 members present. Ralph Went
a meeting of Friendship Temple
A. J. Henry.
nies are adding to the world crop,
Robinson formerly of Thomaston
sented Supt. A. D. Gray, who pre worth. county agent, and Miss P S
Fire an Crockett's Point caus" 1
which reached 2,500,000 tons in the
and Lillian Oelkers of Brooklyn.
sided at the meeting. Prof. Ray Esther Dunham, home demonstra
loss of fSO.OOO. The cnief loser;
Mrs. Wardell MacFarland is ill. last crop-year, enough to make two
Rockland. Oct. 10, Haskell S
mond Zerby. Doctor of Biblical Lit tion agent, were present. Member
were the Rockland and Rockport
Mrs. Geneva Thompson who has and a half pounds for every human
Powers and Edith M. Conary both
erature at Bates College, was the ship reports were given, games were
Lime Co., A. C. Oay & Co . and
been in Cushing several weeks being on earth," says a bulletin
of Deer Isle.
played
and
refreshments
served.
speaker of the evening. Guy Waltz
Thorndike & Hix. Nine lime kilns
while caring for her father. Mr. from the Washington, D. C., head
Rockiand, Oct. 15, Charles E.
assisted by Mrs. Oretchen Simmons
and two large sheds were destroyed,
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Cooney re Fales, has returned home accom
Heckbert and Helen C. Rhodes.
quarters of the National Geographic
together with a cooper snop, dryer
led the audience in singing. Miss turned Friday to Plandome, N. Y.
panied by her father.
Rockland, Oct. 14, Abraham Man ■
Society.
and 2,000 feet of Limerock Rail
Mary Stafford sang several selec
Miss Ethel Levensaler went Fri
delson of Lewiston and Miss Mollie
Mrs.
Sherman
Jameson
called
An Ethiopian Immigrant That Made |
road trestle work. Incessant rains
tions. accompanied by the All Stat day to South Eliot. She was accom
Rosenbloom of Rockland.
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont)
Wednesday on Mr. and Mrs Fos
Good
of the previous week saved the
ers who later in the evening played panied home by her mother. Mrs At
1-B:goted
41-Suffix to form past 13-Change the form of
Rockland. Oct. 18, Clarence P
ter
Jameson
in
Waldoboro.
“Coffee is an immigrant from an
whole Point from destruction. A
for dancing. Refreshment* were wood Levensaler, who had been
6-Town In Greece
15-A country of Europe
tenae
Miller and Clorida Brault.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Wotton cient Ethiopia that made good in 11- To the sheltered
firebug was blamed.
(abbr.)
served by Mrs Roland Creamer and visiting her daughter. Mrs. Ralph
42-Bone (Latin)
,
,
.
j.
Malden. Mass., Oct.— Harmon E.
H of Lynn, Mass , are spending a week the New World. On the highlands
tide
44-Fell
17-Pronoun
E. Roy Smith entered the employ Stitt of Wray. Colo., and Miss Jean- Mrs Vlrg11 WaIlace
Titus for the past three weeks.
„,,K
.
..
. ,,
47-Very
20- Broke suddenly
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. of the old African kingdom recently I 12- Head covering
of R. H. White & Co. in Boston.
The Susannah Wesley Society will
21- Revolved
48- Very email
nette Thorndike of Malden. Mass.
Wilbur Hilton and family are Walter Wotton and her parents conquered by Italy, coffee trees 14- Defentive ditch
Volney T. Fallett sold his black
23-Opiniont
15- Seed covering
50- Surfacee
Camden. Oct. 21, Dr. Millard B. meet Thursday afternoon with Mrs. movblg into the Alice Flint house
Mr. and Mrs William Belasco of have grown wild since early times. 15-Word of unknown
smith business to Everett L. Spear.
26-Tltled
51- Knock
Porter Soule.
on Friendship street.
Long and Marlon Wadsworth.
52-Armed marine force 28-Make a miatake
meaning in the
Thomaston.
"Legend says the stimulating
W. J. Coakley bought the ThompMrs. Bessie Kuhn was a Portland
54-Superlative suffix
29-Born
Psalms
A daughter was born Oct. 15 to
son-Burpee-Tolman house on Lime
Dalton Wotton who was employed properties of coffee were discovered
These births were recorded:
30- Maritlme algnal
18- Small bird
55-Own
visitor Friday.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roland
Studley
at
the
at the Sterjger store during the by a priest who noticed that goats 19- The (Fr.)
rock street.
31- A doctrine
66-Horsee
Port Clyde. Oct. 7, to Mr. and
The
Senior
Patrol
of
Girl
Scouts
Little Nursing Home.
34- C rests
refused to take their ordinary rest 20-Sprinkle
57-Glided on ice
Sharks infested Penobscot Bay. Mrs. Frank Simmons, a daughter.
summer has completed her duties.
35- Contends with
after eating coffee berries. From 22-Muaical note
Havener block at The Brook was I Port Clyde, Oct 17, to Mr. and met Monday afternoon at the home
VERTICAL
37-Slanted
Amidat
destroyed by fire. The building was Mrs Louls 3 Stanton, a daughter °‘ Marj
American Education Week
Ethiopia coffee crossed the Red Sea 231-City in Italy
39- Hearts
24- Golf mound
EAST LIBERTY
to Arabia, then travelled to Java, 25- Ahead
owned by Charles E. Havener and
stonlngton oct 16 to Mr. and
James Youn« of Portland was
40- Short gaitera
2- A drug plant
This communication from Super
leased by Sanford K. Hatch. The Mrs Ernast Weed of Brunswick weekend.guest of hls aunt. Mrs Law- intendent A D. Gray will be read
43-Resting place
3- Crlmaon
Mr
w L w of and finally came as a 'vegetable im 27-Type of auto
46-Egyptian god
4- Prefix. Back
30-Spot
1 rence Weston.
migrant'
to
the
Americas.
total loss was about $10,000.
twin daughters.
with interest by citizens here:
'Haverhill. Mass., were recent callers
46- Plural auffix
5- A grain
32- Force back
"There began coffee's real success 33- Wandera
The Lindsey House was reopened
Rockland. Oct. 20. to Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. C. B Stahl returned Satur47- Reacue
5-Aver
Nov. 6-12 ls American Education on the latter's mother, Mrs F J.
under the management of T. V Eve"ett Payson, a son.
story. Like many human immi 34- A dreaa material
7-Part of verb “To be” 49-Firat woman
] day from a visit of several days ln Week. lt has
for Hooper
51-Rodent
8- Decay
grants, coffee made good in the New 36-Stalka
Dunning.
Rockland, Oct. 14, to Mr. and Boston with her daughter. Mrs. Harpurpose o{
people
53-Pronoun
9- Pendant
Fleetwood Pride of Abbot visited World , u . bevond anvApart
Blanchard B. Smith bought the j,irs Frank Seavey, a daughter.
1 old Parsons.
I evenwhere more conscious of the last Tuesday at George W McLain s
\2Td«Xl tf to Se old 1 39-Kind
"ttuee
55-Exelamation ef J°7
10-Gain
W. A. Hull residence on Lincoln
Friendship. Oct. 17, to Mr. and
Mr and Mrs Fred Burns and 1 value of education. Thinking peo-____________ n ng ever areamea 01 ln
ola
(Solution
to previous puzzle?
country.' South America became
street.
Mrs. Cleveland Bums, a daughter. Roland Ralph were in Portland Sat- ] pie are beginning to dread what
CUSHING
its
greatest
producer,
and
North
The Hanscom Hospital at the
Peterborough, N. H.. Oct. 24. to urday and Sunday
RAZORVILLE
may happen in this country if the
ElBQDtziri
r AiDjEjjAlL
America its greatest consumer. In
corner of Park and Union streets
and jjrs. Leander Nosworthy. a
CLliPiDD s BHBnaB
Mrs. Elmer Jameson. Jr., spent standards of schools are not soon | Ella Maloney is in Portland to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fountain
visited
1
the
1936-37
crop-year,
Brazil
alone
was closed.
son—Maurice Lynn.
raised.
EaaauiBinrana
Monday in Warren.
spend the winter, after visiting rela- grew approximately 68 percent of their aunt, Mrs. Carrie Clark re qT;NIA
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Farrand celewarren, Oct. 19. to Mr. and Mrs.
BEllklBDEi
SIOELM
However, the schools are only as tives in town.
The first meeting of the season
Tar
brated their golden wedding an- George A Lermond, a daughter—
the world's coffee production, and cently.
efficient
as
the
degree
of
public
supMrs.
William
Flint
has
returned
of
the
Woman's
Club
will
be
held
QfUBBBE
niversaryJ Ruth
the United States used half of all
Mrs. Blanche Johnston was an
_ Oi
nntzi c
Charles Bromley. Methuen. Mass.
south Thomaston. Oct. 3, to Mr this afternoon ln the Community port behind them. The superin- from Rockland where she was a the coffee consumed in the world.
overnight guest Monday at Edith sMo'rj]
□ DISC
t a;rMc|
tendent and school board are pow- surgical patient at Knox Hospital
entered upon his duties as assistant and Mrs Percy m. Dorr, a son- Oarden Club House.
“But the world in recent years Overlock's.
lAlRjRid
T
BBS a
_______
_
„
„
€r
'
ess
to
increase
efficiency
if
the
Mr.
Flint
is
also
improving
in
Miss Jessie L. Keene and guest
secretary of the Y.M CA.
Clifford Russell.
has consumed far less coffee than
nssBasE
Mrs. Maud Howard spent the past RlClLlI
Was Mary Hast?ngs 'of* Oorham demandfi of self-seeking individuals health.
Samuel Rankin slipped in FarCushing Oct— to Mr and Mis.
it has produced, and coffee's sue
raaBDDB0Mn«
spent the weekend at Miss Keene s
*?*Ct‘V,e tha"
Mr and
Oustav Undahl went | cess story has changed lately to a week at the Harry Cramer resi
rand, Spear & Co's, woodyard and i>gW€y Maloney, a daughter,
BEBE
dence.
1 comblne<i influence of progressive i^t Tuesday to Florida for the
□□a
one of his hands was badly mangled
Cushing. Oct. — to Mr. and Mis. home here.
tale of woe. With Brazil's own proRepairs are being made on the
minded citizens.
: winter.
HHE
Gilman, young son of Fred H Leon Ames, a daughter.
|
duction
increasing,
and
other
count

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Reed of
Levi
Marr
buildings
by
Earl
BoynThe
purpose
of
education
week
is
Mrs.
M.
Mrs
J. Maloney entertained ries planting coffee trees to compete
Holbrook was fatally injured hi
Thomaston. Oct. 9. to Mr. and Flushing. N Y„ are at their hom?| 1116 purp<J6e
1 ton, the present owner.
here, called by the death of Mr.' therefore designed to encourage all the Helpful Club Friday night.
collision with an automobile while MrS a. I. Oliver, a son.
with her, coffee prices have dropped.
Mrs. Minnie Savage has been been arranged. Basket luncheon
'
responsible
minded
people
ln
every
J.
J.
Fales
ls
visiting
his
daugh
coasting on a hand sled. He was
Bloomfield, N. J., to Mr. and Mrs. Reed's son, Reddington R. Reed of
, "Hoping to improve the situation.
visiting
her son Willard Clark.
j will be partaken of at the noon
section
of
the
country
to
make
thelr
ter.
Mrs.
Byron
Thompson,
in
13 years of age.
Lewis H. Johnson,
daughter- I Bath.
Brazil began destroying part of her
Clifton Brann is engaged in cut hour. Services will be at 10JO. 1;
Dr. T. E. Tibbetts residence on Elizabeth Anne.
i P c Vogel of New York city influence felt, in their own com Friendship.
crop. Long before the United States
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Broughton of
-plowing under' cotton and ting white birch on Edith Over 2.30: and a general invitation is ex
Middle street was nearly destroyed
Rockland, Oct. 13. to Mr. and Mis. has joined Mre Vogel at their home munity, for better schools.
Some of the most important' New York with friends have been kming off pigs to boost prices lock's lot and is delivering it to j tended.
by fire. The family had a narrow cologero LaCascia. a son—Pietro on lower Friendship street.
points to be insisted upon are. first « their oottage for a few days. They BrazU was burnlng surp:us coffee Oakland,
escape.
Vinal Haven. Oct. 14. to Mr. and
Mr and Mrs. John H. Miller. Mrs. that the school system shall be so j are having many improvements j by the ton
Three funerals took place here
Since 1931 nearly
Dr. M. J. O'Connor was appointed ‘ Mrs. E. G. Carver, a daughter,
Ella Marshall. Miss Mona Jones and
chairman of the U. S. Pension
organized that every dollar appro- ! made. Ansel Orne, Alfred Orne and 52,000.000 bags, or 3 432 000 tons in rapid succession—for Edmund Vinal Haven & Rockland
Thomaston. Oct. 13, to Mr. and
Thomas Lee were in Damariscotta priated may be spent where tt can 1 Lester Delano doing the work.
, have
destroyed 3^ of the Prescott in Liberty; Herbert Fuller,
Board of Examining Surgeons.
Mrs. Gilbert Beattie, a daughter
Steamboat Company
Thursday night to attend the Senior do its most effective work. This
Oeorge Cooley was in Boston a ash was used
fertilizer on Bra- South Liberty; and Archie McMul
A survey was being made of the
Camden. Oct. — to Mr. and Mrs:
Class play at Lincoln Academy.
ROCKLAND
len.
Washington.
few
days
the
past
week,
as
guest
of
dllan
farms
would
permit
the
purchase
of
ade

proposed State highway between Thomas French, a son.
Reger
Miller
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mil

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Choat
quate supply of books and equip friends.
Rockland and Woolwich. George
Rockland. Oct. 16, to Mr. and Mrs.
Service To:
Most Leading Producers In New have returned to their home here.
ler. took the part of a candy store ment.
Mrs. Homer Marshall is recover
VINAL HAVEN, NORTH HAVEN
F. Crocker of Rockland was a Franklin L. Radley, a son—Leroy
World
manager, and reflected much credit
STONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT,
Simon Turner is building a milk
member of the staff.
! Francis.
The second is insistence upon full ing from illness.
SWAN’S ISLAND AND
t-, v,’ j
to
upon
himself
by
his
handling
of
the
“
In
the
crop-year
of 1936-37. Bra- j house, assisted by Charles CrumMrs. Evelynne Lufkin of Fairfield
Edward Gonia entered the em .Rockland. Oct. 17, to Mr. and'
J
“
normal training for every teacher.
FRENCHBORO
zil alone produced a million bags' mitt.
is
a
visitor
at
the
home
of
her
Mrs. Leon Calehan, a son—Mai-1 0
ploy of Henry Siegal Co., Boston.
It is more important that a teacher
more of coffee than the world con- I Mrs. Maud Gleason visited FriMr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Cheney
of
WINTER SERVICE
Capt. Henry Johnson bought a colm Leroy.
have professional training than mcAher- Mrs. James Seavey.
sumed in the same period. (The ' day in this community.
Effective Tuesday, Oct, II
Rockport, Oct. 17, to Mr. and Mrs.! Newcastle were visitors ln town even a doctor or surgeon, because' Mrs' Sftrah S«av«y of Pleasant
master's interest in the schooner
(Subject to chance without notice)
standard bag of coffee weighs 132
Fred Conrad is laying the base
Wednesday.
William B. Hilton.
Herbert Poland, a son.
a retarded mind is, in the long run,
guest at B. S. Geyer's,
pounds.)
World
coffee
production
for
a
furnace
at
Oeorge
Finley
’
s.
Postmaster
and
Mrs.
Charles
Pet

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Andrew Sweetland died in Boston.
Rockport, Oct. 17, to Mr. and, Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Greenlaw a greater handicap than a crippled
Read Down
Read Up
Mrs. L. P. Jones is visiting in AuEdward C. Payson was elected Mrs. Elmer Graffam, a daughter— j were recent guests of her sister, Mrs. limb. Besides, it is discouraging to erson of Green 'Lake were recent in that crop-year was 13,000.000
A. M.
P. M.
worshipful master of Aurora Lodge Beatrice Emily.
Bertha Whitaker in Albion.
those teachers who have borrowed guests of William McNamara at bags in excess of the amount con- 1 gusta this week.
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island, Ar. 8.00
sumed.
Leading
coffee
producers
J
Plans
are
being
made
for
the
his
farm.
Mr.
Peterson
was
Mr.
F.AM.
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Blanchard money to complete their profes
next to Brazil are Colombia, Nether- next session of Trinity union SunMrs. Abigail V. Bucklin. 94, died
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
Charles Kalloch was out for the
and Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Schofield sional courses to find themselves in McNamara's former business associlands East Indies, Venezuela, Gua day at the Baptist Church in South
8.15 Lv. Vinal Haven,
Ar. 2.45
University of Maine football team, lh Thomaston.
competition with those who have ate in Bangor.
s | were Portland visitors Tuesday.
940 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1 30
Liberty. Able speakers will be
Mrs. J. Edward Newton was elecV. R. Cummings’ stable on Bay
Miss Orpha KiUeran. nurse at the temala and Salvador.
invested
little
or
nothing.
122-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Oral Ludwig returned
Coffee
trees
thrive
best
on
land
I
present
and
musical
numbers
have
ted president of the Congregational View street, Camden was destroyed
Lewiston
hospital,
was
at
home
The third need is an aggressive
Thursday from a trip to La Pomkeag
Woman s Association.
Hredemand upon the State legislature recently, her father. H. L. Kil- 1 000 to 4.000 feet above sea level ln ■——■——
I. L. Snow k Co. launched the 1 Moses R. Spear, former represen- Camps in the Oxbow region.
to pass an equalization bill which leran accompanying her when she the tropics. They are evergreen, --------and blossom two or three times a
schooner Tarratlne during a line tatlve to Legislature, died in War-1 Mrs. Addle Giles of Thomaston will distribute the tax burden more returned to her work
and Mrs. Addie Noyes of Jefferson
Miss Marlon Gould is Improving, year. Coffee blossoms are pure
gale. The Tarratlne was a three- renJustly.
white and fragrant, and the berries
masted schooner of 289 gross tons, j Levi Seavey was elected hign have been recent callers at the
The fourth point is the same kind though still confined to her room.
• • • •
1 priest of Henry Knox chapter, R. j home of Mrs. Jennie Benner.
Mr. and Mrs. Oakley Ames re are dark red, very much like cher
of
a
demand,
through
the
national
Mrs. Percy Moody and Mrs. Ralph
The marriages for this period A M- lh Thomaston.
cently went to Connecticut where ries. Th coffee 'bean' is the seed of
Benner
attended the Rebekah As representative in each district, for
r .
| Deacon John L. Stevens, 83 died'
this berry. After the berries are
the federal congress to pass a simi Mr. Oakley 1s to have employment.
sembly in Portland.
PRINTED STATIONERY
harvested the pulp and other ex
Camden, Sept. 30, Arthur Wads- lh Warren.
lar bill in aid to the States.
A telephone has been installed
traneous
matter
is
removed,
leav

worth of Camden and Miss Addie I Mary K. Winslow, 86 died in
A fifth point would emphasize the
GROSS NECK
ln the home of Mrs. Jennie Benner,
Vinal Haven,
ing the coffee beans of commerce.
Sleeper of Appleton.
practical or vocational idea; that is,
Rev.
R.
H.
Carey
closed
his
pasThe
number
is
10-4.
"Strangely enough the leaves of
Benton, Oct. 1, Leon B. Stone of
courses like agriculture for boys
Mr. and Mrs. Abdon Simmons and
The lot owners of the Comery
North Haven and Mabelle W. Brown torate Wlth «>e Baptist Church In
and home management for the girls. four sons of Damariscotta called on the coffee tree contain more caf
cemetery are requested to meet at
of Benton.
Warren'
In-as-much as the State and fed relatives and friends here Sunday. feine, the stimulating alkaloid
the home of Mrs. Flora Mank, North
found in coffee, than coffee beans
Camden, Sept. 24, Charles A. In
eral governments guarantee twoMrs. Pearl Delano and Mrs.
What you think of the folks in Waldoboro road, Tuesday at 7 o’clock
graham and Sadie Arey.
thirds of the teacher’s salary—the Charles Collamore of Friendship In some regions, for this reason, a
for the business of incorporating the
Rockland, Oct. 4, Marlon M. Has the old home town, is just about
cost of vocational instructor to the were guests last Tuesday of their sort of ‘tea’ has been made from
organization
their opinion of you.
kell and Hildred J. Smith.
town should be from two to three sister, Mrs. Melvin Oenthner, and coffee leaves, but it is not an es
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay was guest
pecially pleasant drink as the leaves1
Washington, Oct. 13, Harlow D.
hundred dollars less than that of a their father, Albion Oenthner.
speaker Friday before the Olympian
lack the aroma that makes regular
Flanders of Liberty and Cecil M.
regular teacher. In other words
Mrs. Eldora Gross was a Rock
Club of Kennebunkport.
coffee so popular.
Hanson of Washington.
the schools could operate for less land visitor recently.
Mrs.
John
Burnheimer,
Mr.
and
Rockland, Oct. 20, William J. Car
"Because of the stimulating prop
TESTED RECIPE
money with these courses than
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach
Mrs. E. C. Teague, C. H. Curtis and
ver and Lizzie M. Johnson, both
without them, provided the number of West Waldoboro were callers erties of coffee, it was once con
I——fly rraneei Lee Barton——1 Mrs. Leola Oliver were Portland
sidered an intoxicant among ortho
of St. Oeorge.
of teachers remained the same.
Sunday at Alfred Waltz's home.
HEN the chill, shivery days visitors Tuesday.
Jamaica Plain, Mass., Oct. 22.
dox Mohammedans and therefore
It
is
hoped
that
many
parents
and
come, how pleasaBt for the
Mrs. Ervine Oenthner and chil
A surprise party was given Mr
jsawara vr. wiieawm ui x«;xuigujii, tirej home-comers to be greeted by
other citizens will visit their schools dren of West Waldoboro spent last was a forbidden drink. But coffee
the welcoming and Mrs. Charles Robertson last during education week. The agri
Mass., and Miss Vira L. Gillette of
nevertheless increased in popularity
Tuesday evening with her parents,
savory aroma of Tuesday night at the home of Mrs.
Jamaica Plain, Mass.
among the Arabian Moslems, and
culture
course,
the
how-to-study
hot comforting Warren W. Creamer in honor of the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Eugley.
Seattle, Wash., Oct. 15, Stanley
became as closely identified with
course, the guidance course, and
stew. For when
Recent
callers
at
the
home
of
Mr.
a stew is well fifth anniversary of their marriage others at the High School, should
Ballard and Miss Ruth M. Gilmore.
Arabia as is tea with China.
and Mrs. Melvin Genthner were Mr.
and carefully Guests present were Mr. and Mrs
Ash Point, Oct. 6, Merrill H. Speed
"Until the close of the 17th cen
made It's a right Richard Gerry, Mr. and Mrs. Austin prove interesting. Because of these and Mrs. Albert Oenthner of South
of Owls Head and Miss Margaret
royal winter Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Jameson courses a decided Increase in the Waldoboro, Miss Evelyn Oenthner, tury. practically all of the world's
Harkness of Haddonfield, N. J.
dish. And when
This ts a fine quality writing paper ln greytone or Ivorytone.
Interest of the pupils will be noticed Matthew Barron of Portland, Mr. supply of coffee came from Yemen,
feathery light Jr., Mrs. Ralph Pollard, Miss Carol throughout the school.
Stickney Corner, Sept. 30, Elvin
in southern Arabia, and the name
Your
name and address printed on sheets and envelopes with
and
Mrs.
Fred
Kaler
of
West
Wal

dumplingR
are
ln
Stevens, Mrs. Edward Pearson, Mrs.
Creamer and Miss Annie Jones of
style A or B heading „
the stew this good old-fashioned Myrtle Marcho, E. B. Robertson
doboro, and Mr. and Mrs. Eben Wal of Mocha, a Yemenite seaport, be
Cooper's Mills.
came a sort of synonym for coffee.
dish becomes something to dream
WORDS FREQUENTLY
lace
of
Dutch
Neck.
Your choice of lettering in green, brown, blue or black ink.
Camden, Oct. 8, Alexander P. Har about. But the dumplings must be Mr. and Mrs. Roland Burns and the
Later coffee culture spread to Java,
MISSPELLED
Mrs. Tilson Collamore and daugh
hostess, Mrs. Creamer
as light as light can be!
rington and Miss Ella Young.
and for a time this East Indies
48 folded sheets 5x8—48 envelopes 5 I -8x4 I -ft
ters of Broad Cove visited Wednes
Feather-light Dumplings
The Lions Club was host to the
Washington, Sept. 27, Herman
Average, not avarage.
island led in production, so that its
day with Mrs. Ralph Eugley.
1
cup
sifted
flour:
1%
teaspoons
Camden
Club
and
Skowhegan
Lions
Edgecomb and Annie Esancy, both
Response, not responce.
Perfect for your own correspondence and just the thing for gifts.
name also became a synonym for
double-acting baking powder: % Clubs Wednesday night at Stahl's
Exhortation, not exortation.
of Appleton.
coffee."
teaspoon salt; 1 teaspoon melted
Tavern.
Among the prominent
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Philadelphia. Sept. 10, P. L. Rus butter: % cup milk.
Virgin, not vergln.
Sift flour once, measure, add guests were District Governor John
Primitive, not primative.
sell of Union and Pauline A. Clegg
baking powder and salt, and sift Fogerty, Past District Governor
JOB PRINTING
A meeting will be held Wednes
Comparatively, not comparitlvely.
of Philadelphia.
again. Add butter to milk; add to
George
Dyer,
District
Deputy
Gov

day night at the home of H. Sten- Neatly and promptly done. Low
Preferring, not prefering.
Warren, Oct. 6, William L Greg flour and stir carefully until all
flour is dampened and soft dough ernor Dr. Hutchins, King Lion Dr.
fors with guest speakers. A gather prices. Send me a card and I will
Hypocrisy, not hypocrasy.
ory and Miss Clara E. Thomas.
Mail orders filled; wrl!e for
ing will be held Thursday at 7 call.
Attach, not attatch.
Thomaston, Oct. 8, Leroy N. is formed. Drop from teaspoon on Dumont of the Skowhegan Club,
samples.
boiling stew; cover very tightly King Lion Roland Crockett of the
Connecticut,
not
Connecticutt.
o'clock
at
the
John
Hall
home.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Colburn of Chelsea. Mass., and Miss and cook, without removing cover,
W. DECROW
Give my compliments, not com Mrs. Hall will serve refreshments 125 TalbotA.Avenue,
5 to 7 minutes according to size Camden Club. King Lion Roland
Adelaide Catland of Thomaston.
Rockland, Me.

RITE-BEST

W

$1.00 postpaid

THE COURIER GAZETTE

Rockland, Oct. 9, Frank G.

tee

ot dumplings.

Serves 6 to 8,

Genthner of the Waldoboro Club

plements.

to all who attend.
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Every-OtHer-Day

NORTHPORT

ANCIENT CASTLES
Alders vs. Avalanches
ABOUND IN FRANCE How lhe People of Switzer-

1 with mixer. Fold in the following

fruits and return to tray to com
plete freezing.
The results from the tuberculin
One-quarter cup drained, crushed
tests given recently in the schoools
by State Dr. Laughlin, assisted by
land Plan To Meet a Delicious Desserts With October pineapple, 10 chopped maraschino
cherries, % cup seedless raisins, 1-4
Miss Frances Haywood, R. N., are Many Chateau* Leased by
MRS OSCAR C. LANE
By Chuck Cochard
Problem
Fruit
cup chopped nuts.
gratifying. Of the 82 given the test
Correspondent
Wealthy American*.
Banana Peach Salad
only three reactors were found and
Swlss authorities are trying out
Hollywood — (Exclusive) — (Pilmjgomery . . Ralph Bellamy and Fay
arrangements are being made to
SOUTH CHINA
Six
canned
peach halves, 3 ba
PARIS.—A "chateau census” just a new method of fighting avalan
Ian mail ls a funny thing in Holly- , Wray will have top spots ln "Spy
take these to Fairfield for x-rays completed by the French govern
nanas.
lettuce,
cooked
or
French
The annual inspection of Deches On treeless upper slopes of
wood these days. It even changes Ring" . . . That first couple of tlie
Harvey Hall has returned home
and examination. This work was ment offers proof that France holds
dressing.
screen Errol Flynn and Bette Davis Valois. Commandery, K. T. takes sponsored by the school committee. the world’s record for ancient cas the Alps thousands of alder bushes
with the seasons.
after being employed on the State
Cut
the
edge
of
each
canned
peach
will make "Queen Elizabeth," an place tonight E. Murray Graham,
Gale Beatty, head of the Warner
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Deane of tles and palaces, both in quantity which grow quickly, will be planted half so that it opens into petals road tarring outfit for the summer.
original story based on the life of grand generalissirilo of the grand
and quality. It boasts 761 chateaus,
George Dongle of Windsor was
when placed in a lettuce cup. Gar
Hampden
and Mrs. Florence Betts with or without fortifications, dat to check incipient snowslldes.
Bros, fan mail department? tells
England’s Virgin Queen. He will commandery of Maine is inspecting
ln town recently threshing oats with
nish
each
with
half
a
banana
fluted
me that most fan mail comes from
Qf
of
Brewer
were
guests
Saturday
oi
"Death-dealing
avalanches
are
an
officer He will be accompanied by
ing back to the days when knight
George
children between the ages of 12 and , _____
Mr. and Mrs. Joel P. Wood.
annual menace in Switzerland," says and sliced thin. Serve with cooked I h*s tractor machine.
hood was in flower.
James Stewart and Lew Ayres several other officers of the grand
or French dressing. To flute ba- I Roberts, Herbert Ssancy and ArOf
this
number,
539
castles
and
16 years. He noticed a sudden fall
a
bulletin
from
the
Washington,
Mrs. Annie Smith ls ill at her
' will be Joan Crawford's new leading commandery. The Templars degree
nana, peel and draw prongs of fork [ thur Sharpe were among those having off ln fan mail as soon as
Mis, 33 palaces are in a good state of D. C., headquarters of the National
men ln the epic of the Ice, "The Ice will be worked. A 6 o'clock supper home at Saturday Cove.
preservation, while the others either Geographic Society. “Steep slopes lengthwise down banana to make in6 threshing done.
schools opened throughout the
Phemie Thompson is caring for her.
I Pollies" starring a troupe of some will be served.
have fallen or are falling into ruin.
Ralph Esancy, Fred Plaisted,
parallel grooves. Serves six.
country. He says It will be back to
Miss Isabel Ames, a teacher at Not included in the unusual census of the Swiss Alps are scarred with
Mr*. Herbert Daggett will enter
69 professional ice skaters . . . Miss
Roger
Webber and Herbert Esancy
normal in three or four weeks.
i
Jellied Orange and Grape Salad
Hampden Academy, spent the week are 13 fortified churches and one ravines down which avalanches
Crawford will make lier singing de- tain the Knit-Wits to night.
have been at work on Tacomet
fortified
cathedral,
the
latter
the
j
roar
several
times
each
winter.
Illness increases a star's fan mail but in this film . , . Yotf'll see
Two and one-third cups Tokay Camp Island, carpentering for A.
Union Church Circle will meet end with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Cathedral of Palavas-les-Flots on 1
A Scourge and Blessing
Robie Ames.
grapes 1-4 cup strained lemon Juice, Judson Hill of Miami. Fla.
almost immediately. When Errol Charles Farrell (one-time famous Thursday; supper at 5.30.
the Mediterranean, a structure
"Avalanches rank with volcanic
Flynn was reported ill last week his screen partner of Janet Gaynor) on
The Sisterhood Society met last which has resisted time and tempest eruptions, landslides, and tidal 3-4 cup French dressing. 1 T minced
Ralph Esancy and Pcrly Cross
Mrs. George Geary was hostess
mail was doubled almost overnight, , the comeback road ln "Tail-Spin” Friday to the Rainbow Club.
Thursday with Mrs. Arvine Wales. for 1.000 years and i, now serving waves as
fu, destructlve forces onion. 1 cup hot or boiling water, man are employed by Walter Cooper
1-4 teaspoon salt, 1 package lemon delivering rock to the stone crush
Fan mail kept Norma Shearer from , with Alice Faye, Constance Bennett,
Mrs. Merle Tolman and daughter i T.he ™et;ng..l.hU week wlU ** wUh as a parish church. There is also a
fortified mill at Nerac, Lot-et-Ga- j of Nature. Tons of snow crash flavored gelatin, lettuce, cream ing machine at Windsor.
playing the leading role in "Gone Nancy Kelly, and Joan Davis
Mrs
Cleone
Whitmore
Marion are in Boston for a short
ronne, where Henry IV, when king ' down the Alps leaving deep gashes
With the Wind."
And speaking of comebacks, An-1 stay.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Poulltot, Jr.
Mrs. Wilber Maffltt, who under of Navarre, used to hold his court in the green forests, while wind cheese, 1-2 cup strained orange
,
„ . „
It was fan mail that gave Metro- tonio Moreno, one of the biggest,
went an operation two weeks ago by before he aicended the French pressure caused by the slide splin Juice, French or mayonnaise dress and sons -Norbert and Milton of
ing.
Ooldwyn-Mayer the Idea to make stars of his time^ will appear to |
Q Q WebsUr.
Vassalboro were dinner guests Sun
Dr. Webber, a specialist of Portland, throne.
ters nearby trees. In their descent,
Wash two cups of the grapes. Make day of his parents Mr and Mrs.
Mickey Rooney a full-fledgri sUr■) Ambush with GUdys Swarthout,
from an automobl]e trl is slightly improved. Dr. Webber
Touraine Richest in Type.
slides often engulf villages, smash a slit in each and seed. Let stand
Herbert Esancy Other visitors were
The touraine region, "Garden of
It
’s the
. Massachusetts
... and. Con_
was assisted in the operation by Dr.
in
uw fear
■<;» of
u losing fan mail that and Lloyd Nolan. Two others mak- 'I through
ing houses like matchboxes, and in the French dressing for one-half
France,” is the richest in palaces ,
,
.
'
Mr. and Mrs. William Wellman, her
keeps many of Hollywood's famous J ing comebacks m the same picture 1 recticut
Carl Stevens of Belfast.
and chateaus of regal type. Unlike ur> ing people and cattle. Tele- hour, drain. Meanwhile add the mother Mrs. Eleanor Payson;
movie stars ftom marrying. ‘
1 are Raymond Hatton and Ethel |
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roderick
Lord
and
the quantity of Burgundy castles j pi*on^ lines, hydro-electric plants, hot water to the gelatin dessert. Add
coui™
I
A supper was served Thursday at
daughter Mrs. Charles Childs and
All kinds of disasters cut down C.ayton,
the Latter Day Saints Church.
daughter Eaine of Westminster. Vt., built primarily for war in the days ' and railroad tracks are damaged,
the fruit Juices, onion and salt and granddaughter Miss Muriel Childs
spent
the
weekend
with
Mrs.
Lord's
of armored knights, the Touraine i and highways and rivers are
the amount of letter from that
"if i Were King" ls a big picture
Mrs. Herbert Daggett has re
castles were elegant residences for blocked, thus adding flood dangers. cool until beginning to set. Add the of South Hope. Mr and Mrs. Tillston
section, Beatty says. And all the '
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robie Ames.
from beginning to end with brilliant turned from Boston.
drained grapes and pour into six in Noyes of Hope and her cousins. Mr.
princes. Their narrow loopholes
furor about the war had a marked
"As- if to atone for their destruc
At Grande View Grange Thursday
direction, as well as acting by Ron
Tyler M. Coombs who has been
dividual molds or one large mold. and Mrs Rawley of Tenants Har
for
defense
gave
place
to
wide
affect on the amount of mall, for!
ald Coleman, Basil Rathbone. guest of his daughter Mrs. Sidney supper was served with Thelma E. windows, and their sentries could tiveness, avalanches sweep rich Chill until set. Unmold on six pieces bor. Mrs. Payson remained for a
which he ls thankful. The war In
soil into valleys, and deposit tim
Frances Dee, and Ellen Drew. My L. Winslow, returned -Monday *<o Wood and Mary L. Oxton as co- pace in magnificent terrace gar
of lettuce garnish wtlh grape, cheese visit with her daughter.
China as well as the war in Spain
ber for fuel. They also permit
chairmen.
At
the
business
meeting
dens.
balls made by forming the cream
favorite (Rathbone) is at his best. Rockland.
Charles Kion lias closed "The
has had the same effect.
One of the castles, that of Pierr- earlier use of the upper fields by cheese into six balls and placing
Mrs. Sylvia McEchrean of Presque the first and second degrees were
We heartily recommend it a 3‘i
Maples" and returned lo Massachu
fonds,
was
restored
during
the
Secfreeing them from snow. Slow
So you see your fan letters are a Star-Llte Film.
Isle is visiting her aunt Mrs Wil conferred on Mrs. Ida Flanders. It ond Empire and served for a while I melting, the snow provides a per- each ball between two halves of seed setts.
determining factor In the lives and
was voted to let the County 4-H
ed grapes Serve with French dress
"The Sisters" bmps you Eirol liam Benner.
Miss Ida Elwin and Etta Camp
as a home for Napoleon III. Castles |ennia, water source
lcves of picture stars.
ing or with mayonnaise mixed with bell of Somerville were recent call
Elizabeth Gray returned Friday Club committee have the hall for a of the Dordogne region are all of an- i
Flynn. Bette Davis. Anita LouLse,
.
benefit dance to raise funds to send cient medieval type, having been u Ever 5ince men bullt thelr flrst’, an equal .amount of whipped cream. ers at Mrs. Alice Esancy's.
i and Ian Hunter in a really fine from Augusta.
sjx
Merle Oberon will lose her glamor ' movie. It's the story of three sisLion’s Club will meet Thursday the county champion to Washing built to receive and to give hard c“a'ets 011 white-topped mountains, j
knocks.
Many
of
them
were
built
j
they
have
been
apprehensive
of
ton.
D.
C.
There
will
be
no
meeting
ln "Cowboy and the Lady" with i ers m a small town and the way with Past King Lion at "Lemina
Reflect upon your present bless
Apple Crisp
by the English in the days of Edward avalanches. It ls fear of them.
Gary Cooper when she gets mud j each lives her own life
Bette
A fire alarm was sounded Friday next Thursday night as Neighbor- Ill and the Black Prince, and to j rather than depth of snow, that
ings, of which every man has many;
Eight medium apples, 1-2 cup of
lr. he: face, gets covered by fly ! Davis is splendid—dittofor Flynn.1 at 2.30 for a blaze at the home ol | hood Night w111 h* held with El5uit>'
travel in Dordogne is to wander I isolates Alpine villages for months water, 1 iteaspoon cinnamon, 3-4 cup not on your past misfortunes, of
paper, locked In a icebox and tossed A three star-Lite picture.
Mr and Mrs. Henry Lawson. In Orange of Belfast as hosts. The back into ancient history when Eng- at a tlme
which all men have some.—Dickens.
Crosses d
granulated sugar, 1-2 cup flour, 6
ln a swimming pool . . . Jack Oakie
Lew Ayres was born in Mlnneapo- spite of quick response by the fire j third and fourth degrees will be land and France were exchanging
tablespoons
butter.
jRhone valley show where w*nter
end his wife Venita have been going hj Minn.. Dec. 28 ... Is past 30 . . . department, both house and barn worlced Nov 3 A meeting of Grand blows instead of bouquets.
Legends for Each Chateau.
| Travelers met disaster.
Pare, core and slice the apples
places after thelr separation, but piayed guitar and banjo with dance burned to the ground in a short vlew Orange Dramatics Club w ill
Legends, ghost stories and varied Travel Faster than Express Train thin. Fill a greased 1H quart cas
that doesn't mean anything . .
orchestras touring the United States time The cause is thought to be
held at
hal1 tonlBht at 7 30
folklore accompany each chateau,
"Avalanches are most frequent in serole with the sliced apples, water
RHEUMATIC
Even Joan Crawford has been seen before entering the movies . . . First an explosion of an oil stove on Refreshments will be served.
although it may not have been In spring, when rains and thaws loosen and cinnamon. Blend the rest of
with Franchot Tone at late spots picture was a bit ln "The Sopho which water was being heated A
habited for centuries. Many of the the hold of snow on the mountain the Ingredients until crumbly in conTHROUGH A RABBITS EYE
since thelr parting
old castles and fortresses have be
more" . . . Lovellfe; is still married trunk, several articles of clothing
sides, but they also occur in winter, slstency. Spread this mixture over
come the homes of wealthy Ameri
Keye Luke still stands far ahead to Oinger Rogers, but they are sep and a sum of money was saved.
You have often heard of good cans, Indian maharajas and retired during unseasonal warm spells I the top of the apples, and bake un It takes more than "juat a aalve" to
bring apeedy relief. It takes a "counttrof all prospects for the lead In fu arated . . . Sidelltes; he ls 5 feet 9 Thc property was covered by insur- I
I luck from a rabbit's foot! Have business men of all nations. Ambas- jWhat provokes an avalanche? A j covered In a moderate oven of 350 Irrhant" like good old soothing, warm
ture “Charlie Chan' pictures .
. inches tall, weighs 150 pounds, has ance. Mr. and Mrs. Lawson for;
ing
Muaterole to penetrate the surface
sador William C. Bullitt,American | trifle inay start it: an earth tremor.' degrees for 1U hours or until apples
After months of preparations brown eyes and brown hair ... Is the present will occupy an apart-; >ou ever heard of good luck from a ambassador to France, recently j a clap of thunder, vibration from a are tender.
akin and help to quickly relieve the painful
local congestion and aches due to colds.
Eleanor Powell finally gets started now making hls comeback in pic- ment. in the Nelson Bunker house rabbit s eye? Six months of blind- leased the Chateau Firmin, not far dlstrant train, or even cries or
Muscular lumbago, soreness and stiff
Frozen Pudding
on High street.
from
Paris,
for
a
week-end
home.
in "Honolulu" with Robert Mont- tures.
ness gave way to the partial sight
ness generally yield promptly.
shouts.
Two-thirds cup condensed milk,
Better than the old-fashioned mustard
by the rabbit's whole cornea being
"Frequently the snow surface ap
“BOBS" ARE OUT
ti cup cold water, 2 teaspoons rum plaster. Must erole has been used by
Blind
and
Deaf
Girl,
pears
divided
into
la
r
gc,
platellke
millions
for 80 years. Recommended by
; transplanted from a laboratory
PLEASANT POINT
APPLETON
flavored extract. 1 cup cream, many doctors and nurses. In three
sections.
If
a
group
of
alpinists
or
Age 6, Learn* to Talk
Let your hair grow, girls and la- tested rabbit to a man's right eye.
strengths: Regular, Children's (mild)
skiers pass single file, cutting a1 whipped, ti teaspoon vanilla.
Mr and Mrs - Oakley Ames went
Mrs Carrie Young and Mrs. Hib- dles
must “upswing' if you are The doctor said he would definitely
and Extra Strong, 40«. All druggists.
EVANSTON, ILL. — Six-year-old
I
Combine
condensed
milk,
water
last Tuesday to Brighton. Mass., bard Young were recent callers at I
to be absolutely "vogue"—so says know within the next week if the" Jo«n Higgins is laboriously learning !Geep !*ne in the crust, there may and vanilla. Fold in cream, whipped
where they will be guests of Mr. and the home of Mr. and Mrs. 2. C
j Albert de Paris, international hair operation has been completely suc to speak her forty-first word. The he * sham noise like a rifle shot as to double in bulk but not stiff. Pour
Mrs. Thomas Rivers. Mr. Ames Gurney.
only reason that is news is because one of the 'plates' breaks away and
1 stylist who predicts this fad will cessful. This was accomplished at
in freezer tray and freeze with con
hepes to find employment in MassMiss Dorothy Salo has returned contjnue at least two years. Bobs Hagerstown, Md. Already the pa Joan is blind and deaf. Until a plunges down the mour lain. Most trol at coldest point until hard about
year ago, she could not talk. Now accidents to skiers and alpinists
achusetts or Connecticut. He al home after an extended visit ln Fin
are out—at least for that length of tient can see outlines, but not clear her vocabulary includes 40 words
, .. .
,
one inch from edge of tray. Re
ready has temporary work ln Mass land.
, .
... , .
ioccur at ;he time of the break,
ly defined objects.
time.
and she rapidly is learning more.
i
move to large beater bowl and beat
achusetts.
Snow
avalanches
are
usually
di

Abandoned by her parents when
Avis Gurney is at Knox Hospital
Mrs. Eva Davis is sla*dy gaining where she underwent a surgical op
she was an infant, Joan was for vided into two types, the dry and
four and one-half years a charge of the wet. A day, or ‘cold' avalanche,
ln health. Her sister. Mb, Ada Luf eration Monday.
Cook
county hospital. Then a pri is the swifter and more unexpected,
kin. is with her.
vate home was found for her and and therefore claims more victims.
Gwendolyn Stimpson. Roland
SEEDING WESTERN RANGES
for the past year and a half she It ls fresh, powdery snow, and
Stimpson and Ell Maloney were
has been a protege of Prof. Robert
To bring back grass to Western
Rockland visitors Wednesday.
Gault, Northwestern university psy- speeds down a slope faster than an
ranges and combat the encroach
chologict, under whose painstaking express train, at times more than
Herbert Spear and daughter ment of the desert, more than 50.000
speech training she at last is learn 120 miles an hour. It pushes ahead
Gladys and a friend were callers pounds of carefully tsted grass seed
ing to use her voice.
ol it a violent blast of wind that
Monday at L. O. Young's.
will be sown this fall by C.C.C. j
A year ago. Joan spoke her first possesses great destructive force. If
Mrs. Margaret Seavey entertained enrollees on depleted grazing areas
word, which was not “mama” but a break occurs in the ravine down
"go.” Before that, she had ex
the Helpful Club Friday night at within eleven national forests of
which the snow flows, lt cascades
pressed herself only with babyish
Utah. Idaho and Nevada. Robert !
the home of Mrs. Susie Davis.
squeals and grunts. Unable to hear like a waterfall, sending up billow
Frank Poor was recent guest of Fechner, director of the Civilian
a human voice or see the moving ing clouds of snow ‘dust.’
f Conservation Corps, said Tuesday. I
William Hall.
“Slower and consequently less
lips of another person, she could not
sense speech differences or the use dangerous to life, the wet. or 'warm'
of her vocal organs.
avalanche nevertheless causes more
Under Gault's supervision, and in property damage.
Loosened by
a home with other children to play
,
,
. ...
. with and learn from-largely by the £pnng ralns' or by thaws ln wlnter'
sense of touch, Professor Gault this heavy, lumpy, water-soaked f
thinks—she now knows the names mass descends. Frequently It travels ,
of the things about her, can ask no faster than twelve miles an hour, j
for her food, play with blocks, and tut it carries along with it earth,'
is beginning to group her few words boulders and uprooted trees, mak
into simple, hesitant sentences.
ing lt a serious obstruction to com. munications.
Farmer ‘Blue’ for Years
"Both dry and wet avalanches j
Is Still Able to Smile iook alike in the end. If stopped,
BATON ROUGE, LA. - Sidney before they leave their ravines, they
Woods, farmer living near here, has remain tongue-shaped.
If they
been blue for the last seven years.
sweep out of the ravines, they
His body lost its natural color spread out into fan shapes, which
The violinist is playing an eerie melody in the silent, sinister London
alter he took silver nitrate for a
i-ight and the tune is an ominous threat to Mary Maguire and Henry IVilstomach ailment.
During warm sometime take several years to
icxon. Only Peter Lorre (left) can save them (rom the League of As weather the blue tone is intensified melt.”
sassins in the 2O'.h Century-Fox drama, "Mysterious Mr. Moto."—adv.
by the heat.
Woods has become accustomed to
his condition and even declined to
take a treatment which might have
restored him to normal. There
was, however, a chance that instead
of being successful, the treatment
Every smart housewife recognizes a good "buy" whon she sees
would have left him with several
other colors.
it. Bananas at five pounds for a quarter . . , soups, 10 cents
His temperament is cheerful and
a can or three for a quarter.
he's used to being questioned about
the change. Woods held a public
*
The same theory holds true with ELECTRICITY ... by combin
position at the time of his illness,
ing your lighting, coo':ing, refrigorating, laundry, aid wafer
but quit because his new appear
ance frightened people.
heating you get bargain electric rates.

H-O-L-L-Y-W-O-O-D-’-S
R-A-D-I-0 R-O-U-N-D-E-R

VINALHAVEN

★★★★

HOME SERVICE

MUSCULAR

PAINS-ACHES

AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

Il's just plain

Good Business

Traveling Around America

THURSDAY

w

Photo Graet Lint

MISLEADING SPEEDOMETERS
S CARS whirl around the hair high which forms a backdrop for La
pin curves of this highway Guaira and a decided obstacle In a
which makes its dizzy way arfflind direct route to the capital. This mar
some of the most gorg- * mountains velous highway, built wtth the prof
its piled up from oil which has been
In South America, the speedometer
found in such quantities tn Vene
usually registers around 45. In any zuela, particularly in the Maracaibo
man's language that seemE fast fir district, forms one of the branch
mountain climbing, but In South lines connecting with the great Pan
American kilometers lt is only about American highway which when com
pleted will connect Washington with
28 miles an hour!
The highway is the new and very Mexico. Guatemala, and Interme
fine road twenty-three miles long diate Central American republics,
which connects La Guaira—one of the west coast republics of South
the chief ports of Venezuela, visited America, and Buenos Aires. The
weekly by ships making tlie 16-day routs between La Guaira and Cara
Caribbean cruises from New i’ork — cas presents magnificent vistas oi
wtth the capital. Caracas, which is mountains and harbor and is one
only eight miles distant as the crow of the most spectacular shore excur
flies but which is separated from the sions offered In connection with Ca

For instance,

Man Bites Cow to
Get Quick Action

A

port by La Sllla, a mountain 9000 (eat

ribbean cruise*.

25 kwhrs monthly cost .............................. $2.00
the next 50 kwhrs
.............................. 2.50
the next 125 kwhrs .................................. 2.50
♦TOTAL of 200 kwhrs for
$7.00

SAN DIEGO, CALIF.—All the
king's horses and all the king's
men, assisted by a block and
tackle, failed to get a cow out ot
San Diego river quicksand. Fi
nally, Andy Gonzales had an
idea. He bit the cow’s tail. Bossy
bawled, squirmed and shook her
self right out of the quicksand.

Gary Cooper and Helen Hayes, shown in a scene from Paramount’s
“A Farewell To Arms," thrilling screen version of Eme:t Hemingway"* '
best-selling novel. Adolphe Menjou, Jack LaRue, Blanche Friderici. Henry
Armetta and Gilbei! Emery head the important supporting cast of this film,
which was produced and directed by Frank Borzage.—adv.

The above 200 kwhrs will give the average family, lighting,
refrigerating and cooking.

That's why it's thrifty to make yours

an all one service and let electricity do everything!

in announcing that las; yeai the
order registered Its largest net gain
in membership in 15 years, Dr. Ed
ward James McCormick, Grand Ex
alted Ruler of the Benevolent and
Protective Order of Elks, today
called upon all Elks to continue
with increased vigor thelr many
activities which quicken the spirit
oi American patriotism In the cru
cial day* which th« world face*.

•With electric storage water heating you get the restricted

Ic RATE for all ever 200 kwhrs

centraL«Uaine

pOWtA-tvMMMY
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THOMASTON

Wednesday to Portland to attend
the State Convention of the W.C.
TU.
Fred Hinckley returned to Boston yesterday after having spent
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs
Bowdoin Orafton.
Mrs. Elizabeth Nelson of South
Portland is guest of Dr. and Mrs.
Ailyne Peabody.
Miss Helen Stetson has returned
to her duties at Crockett's store in
Rockland after a vacation of one
week.
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Smith
and son William T. returned Friday
from Boston where William Jr. attended the Lahey Clinic, later going to the New England Baptist
Hospital for treatment. On their
trip home they had the thrilling but
unfortunate experience of being run
into by a large moose in the Waldo
boro woods. The moose was killed
ar.d the car badly damaged, but
fortunately none of its occupants
was injured.
Mrs Ella Flye after several years
spent in Rockland has returned to
her home on Elm street.
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Fales and
Mrs. John Tillson visited Mr. and
Mrs. . Walter Ludwick in Liberty

SOUTH THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day

‘POEMS OF PROFIT’

—By THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Mrs. Elizabeth Babb entertained
last Tuesday at luncheon and cards,
|N FACT, “THEV'RE 6AD0IMG
-fWEV’RE MOV1M& IN /
VOU WANT -TO RENT
Vour money's safely, wisely spent
JESSIE M. STEWART
Mrs Nathan Witham. Mrs. Charles
-THE.Y'RE AMOVING- OUT/
ALL ABOUT//
VOUR HOUSE - ANO SO
-THE
Watts, Mrs. Georgia Snow, Mrs
Correspondent
rLASS'FIED
VOU RNO\N, AV LEAST
Robert Robinson and Mrs. Zebedee
, ALWAYS
VOU OUGHT VO KNOVU
TeL 149-13
Simmons.
AND
PARDON US
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Sleeper were,
THIS EXTRA
guests
Thursday
and
Friday
of
Mr.
Maynard Linscott, son Maynard.
RHYME —
and Mrs. Arno Bartlett in Wash
Corydon Adams. Earle Maxey, Jr.,
AN AD, V/ILL
ington.
PAY VOU EVERY
Albert Harjula and William John
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Pillsbury
son returned Friday night from a
and son Charles of South Wey-'
hunting trip reporting no luck.
mouth. Mass. arrived Friday to
The 94-foot beam trawler, Stan
spend a few days with Mrs. Pills-1
ley B Butler was launched from the
bury's father. Charles Peterson
yard of the Morse Boatbuilding
They returned home Sunday
Corporation Saturday morning.
Mr and Mrs Frank Maloney. Jr„
Thc owner. Capt. Olaf Anderson of
New Bedford. Mass., plans to ingave a shower at their home Thursstall a 240 horse-power Deutz enday night in honor of the newlymarried couple, Mr. and Mrs Percy
gine in the trawler at Fair Haven,
Young who received many at
Mass, to which point she will be
tractive gifts and good wishes,
towed toy the Sea Ranger also
Thirty guests were present.
owned by Capt. Anderson.
Charles Peterson and Clifford
Mr. and Mrs Charles Smith. Mr.
Dennison were business visitors
and Mrs. Chester Vose, Mr and
Advertisement* In thl* column not
Friday in Bangor.
Mrs. Worwick Vose. Mr. and Mrs.
to exceed three llnee Inserted onoe foe
Horace Vose attended a shower
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
Edward Allen was tendered a
ditions! lines five cent* each for one
LIDA O. CHAMPNEY
given Friday night for thc newlysurprise birthday party last Tuesday
time IS cent* for three limes. Six
—AT—
small words to a l!na.
married couple Mr. and Mrs. Victor
Correspondent
at the home of Mr and Mrs
Doorbells, Convenience Outlets.
Johnson (Dorothy Vose* at the
Everett Burgess. Coffee and birth- j
Lights and Small Appliances
7 cake were served and TtTeddy
-Lmv
home of Mrs. Susie Davis in Rock
dav
Tel. 2229
Installed and serviced
Sunday.
. .
...
land.
received numerous gifts.
Promptly
Miss Elizabeth Woodcock leaves
Mr and Mrs. M E. Simmons and
Mrs Annie Dennison entertained
The G. W. Bridge Club will meet
Thursday to attend the State
As collected by our correspondent,
Henry Hastings went by train to, _
the ‘'Beano Gang" Wednesday
this afternoon at the horns ol Mrs
NOTICE -Is hrreby given of the loss
Portland Saturday to meet Mr and
_____
48 GRACE ST,
ROCKLAND of deposit book numbered 9682 and the
GILBERT HARMON
night. Mrs Carolyn Davis reAnnie
J.
Gardiner,
for
Its
first
owner ot said book asks for duplicate
Mrs. Lilia Clark accompanied by ,
TEL 19-W
Mrs. Edward Hastings who returned Mrs. Lizzie Ames and Mrs. Kate celved flrst prize
In accordance with the provision of the
Telephone, Camden 713
meeting following the summer re
State Law
SECURITY TRUST CO
home that day from a trip to the
Mrs
Georgia
Snow
visited
a
few
'
cess.
Warren
Branch. Ensign Otis Receiver
Gould of Rockland and Miss Hasel
Rockland.
Oct
24, 1938_______ 128-T-134
White Mountains and a week's visit
of
dayi the past week with Mrs MmMr and Mrs. Percy Keller and and Boynton bowled on tlie Red
Mrs. Herbert Coates and Mrs.
with Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Black In
NOTICE
—
Is
hereby
given of the loss
nie
Crozier
in
Rockport
Mr.
and
Mrs
Adin
Hookins
attend

team
In
the
evening
the
Camden
Sarah
McCullagh were dinner
home today from a week's trip to
of deposit book numbered 37870 and the
Buxton
Blues,
consisting
of
Elmer
Johnson.
ed
the
meeting
of
the
Maine
Asso

owner
of
said
book
asks
for duplicate
gue&ts
Friday
night
of
Robert
[
Quebec. Mrs. Gould and Miss Day
______
(In accordance with the provision of the
Kents Hill Night
Mrs. Ida Colley returned to Bath are at present guests of Mrs Clark
ciation of Engineers. Saturday, nt H Nash. Com nt. F Mag’e and N Coates and daughter Olive in Cam
„ .,
.
State [*»'
ROCKLAND SAVINGS
Rockland With 17 students at the bank. By Edward J Helller. Trees .
Friday after a visit here spent at
The Knox-Lincoln Kents Hill Club tlie Deer Isle Sedgwick Bridge, Magee lost to the Auburn team by den.
Word has been received here of
University of Maine is one of the Rockland Maine. Oct. 25. 193a
The Little Guest House.
met
at
the
Community
Building
Fri

37
pins.
with
dinner
at
the
Hancock
House
.....
128*T-134
the coming marriage (Oct. 29* of
Mrs. John Thompson is guest tf 306 towns or communities
in ths
At the weekly card party held at friends in Augusta for two weeks.
Mrs Minnie Newbert returned Miss Evelyn May Gleason, daughter day night with 27 members and in Ellsworth.
state represented in the undergrad
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Durgin of the Grange hall Saturday night
Monday to her duties at the Knox oj Harold Augustus Gleason of friends present. The school was
There was a large attendance of uate enrollment on the campus, ac
represented
by
Principal
and
Mrs.
Machias
returned
home
Monday
Allie
Allen
of
Hope
won
the
flrst
I
Hotel after a vacation of one week.' Arlington. Mass., formerly of Thornmembers at the Friday afternoon cording to the report issued by«
part of which was spent at South Mton
Charles Bartlett Raw- Hinch. Miss Colloyer and Mr Stack- after having spent the past few prize, a gold bracelet; Harold Rob
pole. School songs were led by Mrs days with Mr and Mrs. Rollo Gard inson won second prize. 10 pounds meeting of the Twentieth Century James A Gannett, registrar. Ther?
► * R
Bristol.
son of Ardmore, Penna
Club at the home of Mrs. Nina Car- art 1466 Maine students at the Uni
SMALL furnished house to let at
sugar: consolation, one dozen eggs,
Mr. and Mrs Charles Copeland1 The public card party last night Lizzette G Emery with Mrs Hinch ner
roll. Mrs. Diana Pitts was the versity. Last year there were 1362 Spruce Head near salt water; new
garage. Ideal for cottage, through fall
Mrs Harry Wolcott is a patient went to Joseph LeBlanc
and daughters Miss Margaret and J at Mrs. Arthur McDonald's home at the p‘an0
reader, giving a review of ‘Three from 301 communities.
months or as year-around home, rent
A daughter was born Monday, to
Mrs. W B. D. Gray went Sunday, for the benefit of the Nurse AsA short bU4lne&> meeting was held at Community Hospital.
reasonable.
CALL 793-W.
106-tf
Rousing Cheers" the autobiography
There are 58 students lrom 15
- t--------------------------------------Mr and Mrs Colin Wakefield of Mr and Mrs Maurice Wood of
to Keene. N. H. where they spent sociation was well attended in spite with Pres‘dent Harry Wilbur presi LIGHT
housekeeping
apt
to
let
of
Mrs.
Elizateth
Jordan.
This
week
communities in Knox County cut rates for the winter also niat
ce
the night with Mr and Mrs. Wal- of the storm, and a pleasing sum in«
Entertainment was supplied Bucksport were recent dinner guests Rockport.
the Club will meet at the home of listed at the University. The other warm rooms at reduced rates. AMERI
Mrs. Fred R. Rice is a paietnt at
lace E. Mason, enroute to their added to the treasury Winners at in a shon Pro*r*m made up o of Mr and Mrs Thaxter Lyons.
CAN HOUSE 308 Main 8t.
128*130
Mrs. Nina Carroll with Mrs. Rena localities and the number of stu. ... .—xPlans are underway for an Armis Community Hospital. Miss Edith
FURNISHED apartments to let, heathome at Newton Center. Mass
i auction were Mrs. J. Edward Elliot, musical reading by Mrs Blanche
Carroll as hostess.
dents from each in Knox County ed and unheated. $3 5O-$6 week V F
Morton
ot
Rockland,
and
vocal
solos
tice
supper
and
dance
Nov.
11,
spon

Rackliffe
of
Hebron
Ls
guest
at
the
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Tonk returned Mrs. A. J. Elliot and Forest Stone;
STUDLEY. 77 Park St Tel. 330. or 283
12g lf
Schools will close Tuesday after a’e. Appleton one, Camden eight, j Maln st Te, ,1M
Sunday to Evanston. Hl.
J at contract Mrs. Richard Elliot, by Miss Colloyer. Miss Colloyer. sored by the Legion Auxiliary. All home of Sergt. Rice for a few days.
noon for the remainder of the week : Hope two; North Haven one Owls
now
a
member
of
the
faculty,
was
a
air apart!
•
•
•
•
ex-service
men
and
families
are
in

Mr and Mrs M. E. Simmons. Mr. Maynard Spear, Mrs Maynard
in order that teachers -nay attend Read one; Pleasant Point one; let 25 North Main St . TEI, 886-M
Boothbay Harbor lO-Camdcn 8
and Mrs. Edward Hastings and son Spear and Mrs. Earle Gowell. Mrs student at Kents Hill a few years vited. Sarah Bagley, president of
the State Convention in Banger
I Rockport one; South Hope two;
rooms'to 'let. with bath
ago.
MRS
the Auxiliary, is chairman of the
Henry motored Sunday to Water- Donald George won at anagrams
The Camden six-man football
128-tf
Mr and Mrs C S Beve’ag* were 'South Warren one; Tenants Harbor dick, Samoset road, Tel 63-w
Mrs.
Hincks
spoke
of
the
qeeds
of
!
affair.
ville.
Guests of Mrs. Leila Smalley Sunteam journeyed Saturday to Booth'for SST
Announcements have been re bay Harbor and took its second de callers Saturday at the home of Mr. itwo: Thomaston three; Union 10;
The annual inspection of Grace day were Mrs Lillian Newbert anti ,he s:-h001 and also ,old of thf fine
ouple
'VinaI Havcn three; and Warren Oarage if desired. C. A EMERY. Tel
Chapter. OES.. will be held Wed- Frank Marston of Portland.
work that some of the Sraduates of ceived that the wedding of Miss feat of the season at the hands of and Mrs. Charles S. Gardner.
436-M
126-128
five.
Julia R Biddle, daughter of Mrs. T. Boothbay Harbor High School. The
nesday night. The inspecting offiMrs. Paul Abbott of Boothbay . recent >'ears were doing in college
Mrs. Georgia Snow of South
d.™THREE-room apartment with bath to
Representation of other counties let unfurnished is talbot ave
cer will be Worthy Grand Patron Harbor is visiting Miss Rebecca
1116 club is Proud t0 sa? lt has a Charlton Henry of Philadelphia. score was 40-8. Four of Boothbay Thomaston is spending a few days
126*128
Charles W. Mills of Milo. Mrs. Robertson this week
They will student at thc Hill new Gordon and Philip D Armour. Jr., will take I Harbor's touchdowns were the result at the home of Mrs. Minnie Crozier. in the state and the number of
COZY 6-room furnished house to let
communities
in
each
with
under

all modern, hot water heat
Apply
Blanche C. Lermond |s chairman of go Thursday to Bangor to the meet- Crow‘eyof Rockland. formerly of place at 4 p m. Nov 5. in_St. Paul’s 0( intercepted passes.
Charles L. Veazie, Jasper Mc graduates at Orono follow; Andro forenoons.
TEI, 1067-M
129*128
Church. Chestnut Hill, Penn
the 6.30 supper, and will be assisted ing of the Maine Teachers' Associa-' lhis placeCoombs was the star for Boothbay Kenney. Fred Holbrook and Jacob scoggin 13. Aroostook 28; Cumber
SIX-room house to let at 52'i Sum
by Mrs. Minnie Wilson. Mrs. Lucy lion. Mrs. Martha Carter accom- ' Lunch was eerved and the reA daughter. Frances, was born Harbor, scoring 32 of the 40 points. Newbert spent a few days the past
mer street All modern, garage prlvland 26; Franklin 9; Hancock 23; Uage TEL. 253-M, city.
126-tf
Slllery and Mrs. Dora Kalloch. The panying them.
j mainder of the evening was spent in Friday to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Camden’s eight points were scored week on a hunting trip near Mont
Kennebec 16; Lincoln 14; Oxford
HOUSE to let. 37 KNOX St. ihomAlexander
dining-room
arrangement
and
Miss Janet Henry lias been elected pla>ine cards and other games
ville.
—Lower tenement. 5 rooms and
by Fairbrother with one touchdown
22; Penobscot 34; Piscataquis 14; aston
bath; upper tenemenL 5 rooms and
Seaside Chapter. OES, met and conversion by drop kick. Be
decorations are in charge of Mrs. Secretary-Treasurer of the KnoxMrs. Edna Robbins and son Allen Sagadahoc six; Somerset 17; Waldo bath Inquire of ROCKLAND SAV
Monday night. A covered dish sup sides Fairbrother. Marriner. Went
Leila W. Smalley.
OWL’S HEAD
INGS BANK
122-tf
Lincoln County Club at Gorham
passed Saturday in Portland.
121. Washington 20; and York 28.
per was served, and the evening worth and Hardy stood out for
FURNISHED apartment to let at 17
There will toe one session of school Normal School.
Mr and Mrs. Maynard C. Ingra
Warren St. Inquire at 11 JAMES ST
Mr and Mrs Alfred Plourd have was occupied with degree work on Camden.
Wednesday, and schools will be
Miss Elizabeth Keating went yes
121-Of
ham
and
children
Maynard
and
returned
to
Rockland
and
are
oc

two candidates
closed the remainder of the week terday to Worcester. Mass., to see
Boothbay Harbor
Camden
IT won’t be long now! It's going to
Nancy
are
spending
a
week
In
Wal

be a long cold winter. If you are
Mrs Robert R Smith is ill at her le, A. Brewster. L. Brewster ....
to permit the teachers to attend the her brother. Walter Keating, who Is i cup>'ln« an apartmpnt °n Holmes
looking for a warm comfortable aptham. Mass, as guests of Mrs. In
home on Megunticook street.
partment
for the winter. 5 rooms with
State Teachers'Convention tn Ban-j a patient at the Worcester City street,
.... Ie. Milliken. Hardy. Wenwtorth graham's parents , Mr. and Mrs
bath, and modern Improvements, heatMrs Anna Donahue is visiting
A daughter was born Saturday, c. Tupper. Swett, Connors
gor.
i Hospital. Miss Keating and her
___ __ _
. . .
.
ed. Janitor service, water paid, garage.
Charles Everett.
ELDERLY people wanted to board Rental. $30 month See MIKE ARMA...... c Wasgatt. Bognall. Pellerin
Oscar Crie and Truman Sawvcr stster. Mrs. W. J Robertson, were at the home of her cousin. Oscar Oct. 22, to Mr and Mrs -Ph Hip
and care for
Invalids, mild mental TA. Men„ shnp. Main and Park St.
Charles
Erickson
was
at
home
Tolman
in
Southwest
Harbor
Raynes of Bav View street
cases. Pleasant comfortable home MRS Rockland
119-tf
returned Sunday from a hunting J there last week for a few days. Enre, (A- Tupper........... ....................
H
A
MASON.
72 Thomaston St
Te:
----------------------------- ---------------------- - --------------- —from Fort Williams to spend the 591.r
Lewis Arey Ls at the home of Mrs
“Letter of Introduction" is play •
129*131
THREE modern centrally located
couraging reports were received
trip at Masardis.
..................... re. Knight, Bracey.
-------------------------------------- i apartments to let Including perpetual
weekend with his family.
A S. Rankin in Rockland for the ing at the Comique Theatre on
I will take chronic or mental cases hot water supply, central heating plant,
Mrs Lilia Ames entertained her j yesterday from him.
Parker. Connors
In my home pleasant rooms, doctors newlv renovated One apt furnished
winter.
Wednesday
and
Thursday
Ado
’
nhe
Frank
Rider
returned
Friday
from
whist club Saturday night, Those
Mrs E. K Winchenbach and
qb, Coombs
................................
reference, rates reasonable
MRS Apply SfLSBY FLOWER SHOP. Tel.
127-132 318-W or 318-R. city.
118-tf
present were Mrs. Blanche Vose. Miss Ella Copeland arc today en-' Mr. and Mrs Henry Stanley of Menjou. Charlie McCarthy and Ed
.......... qb, Fairbrother, Dearborn a hunting trip near Patten, which LUCY DEAN. South HopeSMALL farm wanted to rent, -ultable , UPSTAIRS apt. with Bath tb let In
he enjoyed in company with Austin
Mrs. Leila Smalley, Mrs.- Blanche ; tertainlng Mrs Albert Jordan and Peabody. Mass., were in town re- gar Bergen are the stars.
hto. Hume ...................................
fo- poultry; lights, running water qu|rc
KNOX ST. Tel. 1S6-W. 111-tf
In a bowling contest with Auburn
Write “LJ5B” care The Courier-Ga
Everett. Mrs. A J. Linekin, Mrs. E. Mrs. Oscar Johnson of South War cently to visit relatives here and
hb, Clegg. Johnson, McFarland Joy of North Haven.
MODERN apartment to let OVER
zette
127*129
in
Ash
Point.
On
return
they
were
Saturday Camden came out on top fb, Sherman
NESS SARKESIAN. 157 Talbot Ave..
P Ahern, Mrs N. F Andrews and ren, honoring Mrs Jordan’s birth
Mrs. Edgar P Shibles is ln Mt.
fb. Ames. Marriner
couple wanted to care Tel 568-W
107* 109-tf
accompanied by Mrs. John Whalen by 16 pins. Tne C.’mden Reds w.m1 Camden's next game is Tuesday Vernon, N. Y, to spend the winter forMIDDLE-aged
Mrs Fannie Brown. Mrs. Ahern cay.
seml-lnvalld
Good home and
STORE,
fully
equipped
with
fixtures
wages.
Write
BOX
415
CTR
.
Lincoln

by 53 pins in the afternoon. Orover, at 3.30 when Rockland High’s team with Mr. and Mrs. Mark Stiles.
Mrs. Minnie Newbert was hostess lnd Mrs Stephen WlllLs.
had high score and Mrs. Brown
126*128'a,so three room apartment ln rear—
ville
------toilet,
lights,
water,
shed
and
low. Tlie club will meet with Mrs to Beta Alpha last night. Sixteen1 Thc Farm Bureau met last Tuesday Calderwood. Maynard, Stevenson , plays at Camden.
In the absence of Rev. J. W. SALESLADY wants position Expert-1 cellar, both completely furnished.small
Two
Building whree th2
T."J!.vr>*ITr
' Hkht foorpHtTglass' wTn'dowT Fine
members were present and made at Community
~
Brown next week
Hyssong. the pulpit at the Baptist
.AAv*!.ber,y *
29, w!2te place for large or small business, at $6
subject.
"Good
Nutrition
for
the
at the home of Mr. and Mrs Gerald '
Miss Anna Dillingham and Miss plans for Christmas work and dis
Chnurch was filled Sunday by Rev SALESLADY care The Courler-Oa- wrek v F STUDLEY. 283Main St .
STONINGTON
_________________________ 129*128 1 Tel 1154 Or 330.
118-tf
Ardclle Maxey were weekend guests cussed financial ways and mean.- Family" was presented by Miss Margeson for several days.
H. I. Holt. Rev. Mr. Holt also
ONE 25 surfa-e foot used hot water I rooms to let" Applyat MRS. FLORA
Dunham, home drmonstraof Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot Mrs. Oecrgie Thorndike and Mrs.
Mr and Mrs Harry Smith have
Mr and Mrs Grover Stinson have preached at West Rockport and will radiator ln good condition, prefer , r-oi I ink is Grove fit
11a .r
15 Orove Bt
at their cottage on Georges River. Vera Robinson were appointed to tion agent. Slides were shown on returned from a visit with their returned from Massachusetts where have charge of the Thursday night regular height 38 In TEL 436-M 124-tf 1 COLLINS
FOUR room apartment to let, all
POSITION.
u
xllrouna
took.
H.
T
"Food
for
Good
Nutrition"
and
modern
Apply at CAMDEN and
Mr. and Mrs. A J. Linelun spent the flnancp committee for Novem
daughter. Mrs. MauricegBarter in they attended graduation of their j service at the Rockport Church.
PERRY, 44 Gay St., city.
70-tf ROCKLAND WATER CO.. Tel. 634
ber
An “imaginary cocked food members received helpful informa Isle au Haut.
Sunday in Waterville.
daughter Lucille from the Faulkner ----------»
...------WATCHMAKER—Repairing watchea.
118-tf
antiques all kinds. Call and
Word has been received here of sale" will be held -the night of the tion on vitamins Eleven members
Hospital of Nursing After a vaca- Melvin McMahon for Mr and Mrs, clocks,
deliver,
S.
ARTHUR
MACOMBER
23
Mthe death Oct. 22 of Muriel (Pay- next meeting Refreshments were and eight visitors were present at
•t
tlon Miss Stinson will return to the Carl Melvin who were leaving for Amesbury Bt, Rockland, Tel. 958-J
WEST ROCKPORT
♦
118-tf
son» wife of Forest W Farnum. in nerved by Mrs. Nellie Orff. Mrs. the square meal for health served
hospital as floor duty nurse ln the their home in Philadelphia. The
♦
by
the
dinner
committee.
MarySpringfield. Mass. Mrs. Farnum Oertrude Llneken and Mrs. Nancy
♦
Mrs Alice Tolman spent Sunday surgical department.
evening was spent In playing whist
Foster. Louise Arty and Alice with her daughter Doris at the home
fg****^*a»«»****W*8|
was the daughter of the late W. A Foster.
Elsie Bryant. Vallie Smith. Eva and bridge. Dainty refreshments
STEEL windmill lor sale, cheap In
Mrs. Isadore C DeWinter .spent Woodman It was voted that each of A. B Stevenson. Jr., in Camden ! Gray and Iola Robbins attended'were served. Among the guests
and Grace Copeland Farnum. Fu
quire JOHN D KNOWLTON. 34 Union
neral services will be at 10 a. m. the weekend In Camden with Mrs. member take a dish towel to thc
St . Camden. Tel 2422
128*133
Letters and cards from Mrs Emma the Rebekah Assembly in Portland J were Die Montie Moreys, the Wtlnext meeting.
Tuesday at St. Peter's Episcopal Ernest Young.
CIRCULATING heater for sale. $15.
Leach report that she and her son
liam Knights. Angelina De Palmer,
REMOVE wallpaper the modern way SHERWIN R
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Muir
are
FORBUS.
Brooklyn
Mr and Mrs. George Sprague William Vinal arrived Oct. 10 at St.
The annual harvest supper of
rent our steamer by hour or day H Heights. Thomaston
Church in Rockland. Father Ken
Lucia Leale, Betty Martin. John
128*130
here after a Scandinavian trip.
H CRIE * CO
12Q-130
yon officiating. Burial is to be at the Federated Circle takes place and infant son Christopher are oc Petersburg. Fla
McMahon and Frank Sweeny Jr.
DRY hard wood per foot, fitted. $125.
COINS—Start your own collection of
Ralph Brown of Portland and
$1 15. long. $1 05 M B & C O
in the Congregational vestry Fri-' cupying apartments on Franklin
Thomaston.
Perley Merrifield remains confined
Mr. and Mrs. William Shannon Lincoln or Indian Head cents. 5c pieces, Sawed.
PERRY. Tel. 487
128-tl
Prescott Ward of Boston are guests
dimes,
quarters,
halves
A
good
way
to
street for the winter.
to his home by illness.
Mr and Mrs. Nicholas Anzalonc day at 6.30.
entertained over the weekend Ro save money A hobby worth while
END of season sale, new power lawn
of Dr. and Mrs. Arnold Brown.
Mr.
and
Mrs,
Charles
Pillsbury
returned Sunday night from a vaca
Mrs. Harvey Lunden entertained
berta Clark and Edward McNeil Beautiful coin boards for each denom mower; second hand power lawn
mower; special price. H. H CRI® At
Mrs. Jessie Gross is passing two of Rochester, N. Y.; Betty Greeley ination. 25c. postpaid 30c, Will sell 0O_
' have returned from a visit ln Ben the Tuesday Club last week. The
WILLING TO OFMGK
tion trip in Massachusetts and New
____ ____________________ _128-130
you dates you cannot find Olu money
weeks
in
New
York.
nington. Vt.
and sold. Coin book showing
York. During their stay in New
next meeting will be with Mrs Amy
BARGAINS used upright pianos from
of Brooklyn, N. Y„ and William bought
paid
for
old
coins.
15c.
WIL

prices
summer rentals in good condition Call
Tramp—Lady, could you give me
Donald Smith visited Portland Nutt.
Elizabeth Trundy ts a patient at Creedan of Milford, Mass.
York city "they stopped at the Hotel
LIAM H KENWORTHY. Numismatist. or phone THOMAS PIANO ROOMS. 33
129-fI Meguntloook St. Camden. Tel. 588
' relatives recently.
McAlpin. and visited many points a bite?
Mrs. Jean Griswold and brother thc Noyes hospital.
Mrs George Walker who has been 44 Main St. Waterville. Me
127*129
YARNS for rugs and hand knitting
Lady—I don’t want a bite myself.
Mrs. Helen McClaren of Weston, of Summit, N. J, were recent guests
of interest, including the site of the
Mr. and Mrs. W K Babson and 111 Is much Improved
Samples and knitting directions free,
POWER boat. 26 ft for lobsterlng,
H
A
BARTLETT.
Harmony.
Me.
128-133
World's Fair, Radio city and the!but if you'll wait a minute. I'll call j Mass, and Mrs. Myra Fuller of at P. F. Merrifield's.
for
sale,
all
equipped.
.1
W
ANDER
Mrs.
George
Matthews
of
Nan

granddaughter Elizabeth Allen have
127*123
for California about Oct SON. Port Clyde.
my dog.—16th Infantry News
' Medford. Mass, have been guests
Mr and Mrs. R, J. Heald recently moved here for the winter.
liner Queen Marytucket has been visiting her par 26LEAVING
Can take one or two passengers to
STOVES for galo. Pot type oil burn
help
expenses
and
drive.
31
SEA
ST
.
Irving Sawyer and Stanley Cope
entertained the Tuesday Club with
ers, also electric: small deooglt takes
Josephine Davis and daughter ents Mr. and Mrs. Chester Eaton.
Camden.
126*128 one. c E OROTTON. 138 Camden
land attended a statewide meeting
the men as special guests at a party Joanne have been visiting Mr. and
iz(-tt
MEN of 30, 40 50! Want Vim. Vigor, strept. Tel 1214-M
! to celebrate the completion of their Mrs. Charles Fifield.
of the American Legion Sunday in
for rundown body? Try Ostrex Tablets
FIRE place wood for sale, dry Maple
LINCOLNVILLE
of
raw
oyster
stimulants
and
general
and Btrch. delivered, $7 50 cord. ROSE
new sun parlor.
Waterville.
Warren Pettigrew, district inspec
body buUdcrs. If not delighted with HILL FARM. Owls Head. Tel. 292-R.
A young cow moose that has been tor of Machiasport was at the fac
Mrs. Susie Newbert entertained at
124-129
Miss Gertrude McKinney, a stu results of first package, maker refunds Rockland.
Its price. Reg $100. Special now.
spending much time the past week tory here recently.
UP-to-datP dining table for sale; also
bridge recently at the home of Mrs.
dent at Castine Normal School, $1. Call, write C. H. MOOR Ar CO
CHARLES WINCHENBACH, 15
118*130 honey
within thc limits of this village, has
Cora Orne. her guests being Mrs.
Lawrence Greenlaw of Boston spent a recent weekend at home.
Beechwood St„ Thomaston
126*128
LADIES- Reliable hair goods at Rock
| bqen taken in charge by the game was recent guest of his parents thc
May Reed and Mrs. Clara Payson
Capt. Frank Gould of Camden land
OLDSMOBILE coupe with rum
Hair Store. 24 Elm St Mail orders ble1930
seat. Inquire at 12 WARREN ST
warden.
of Rockland and Mrs. Orne.
Leroy Greenlaws.
was a caller Sur day on friends in solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
126-tf
118-W
Mrs. Henry Lamson was hostess to
The Monday Club met at -the
Mrs. Lucy Collins has returned town.
LARGE stove for sale, suitable for
heating small hall or store, or several
the Ladies' Mission Circle Thursday from a visit to Portland.
home of Mrs. Marion Williams this
Mrs. Dora Moody is in Exeter, N.
llvered an interesting spiritual lec rooms: sewing machine, victrola and
afternoon. An interesting program
week, prizes being won by Mrs. |
records. TEL 709-R
126-128
Mrs. Maurice Powers and daugh H, where she will spend the winter.
ture Sunday at the old church.
on the “Peace Bridge" with short ter have returned to New London.
OREEN. hard wood $6 cord 1n 1 and
Orvel Williams substituting, and
Mias Elizabeth Ross who was
Misses Marlon Dickey and Mar 'i cord loads, delivered anywhere from
talks or readings on the translation
Miss Eliza Whitney.
Miss Myra Mills went recently to home frorp Dorchester, Mass., for a
Rockland to Belfast
Write or call
tha Dickey visited Sunday in Hope. LEON CALLAHAN. 9 Luce St.. Rockland
of the Bible Into many languages Portland. She will later go to Bos week's visit, returned Sunday.
Mrs. Susie Newbert will be the
or
Lincolnville.
Rt.
2.
126*128
Improvements are being made on
and dialects were given by Mrs. R. ton for the winter.
hostess at the public card party lo
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Libby of Al
NO 1 hard wood. Junk wood, and
the
road
leading
from
the
Old
J. Heald. Mrs. J. W. Hyssong. Mrs.
fitted wood delivered' anywhere In
be held Wednesday at the Grand
Iva Cousins visited Saturday with bion were guests Sunday of Mr.
Town hall to Athearn's farm; also Rockland. Rockport or Camden. $8 for
Gladys Keller, as well as a short talk her mother Mrs. Emma Gross.
Army hall in Rockland.
and Mrs. Ralph Knight.
Junk wood; $9 for fitted. TEL Union
on the road towards the school- 11-13.
125-130
by the president, Mrs. Robert Nutt
Mrs. C. S. Emery of Portland was
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Conley are
Carl Mathews went recently to
house.
VERY good buys—Superior lumber:
The work for the afternoon consist moving to Bert Weed's rent.
weekend guest of her daughter, Mrs.
Les Angeles where he will pass the
Matched pine boards; novelty pine sid
ed of sewing patchwork. Plans were
ing; also best seasoned framing lumber
Earl Woodcock, motoring here with
Robert McGuire and family have winter.
and boards. JAMES Y. MESERVE V
TEL. 487
made for an all day meeting at the moved from Oeeanville to the MilMiss Lena Shorey. who visited her
Roy Allen has employment at a
G. B Jefferson, Tel North Whitefield
15-23
120*131
home
of
the
president
in
two
weeks
ton Allen house at Green Head
parents Mr and Mrs. Charles
meat and grocery store ln Rock
519 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
HARD coal for sale, also lumpy Poto
do
White
Cross
work.
Refresh

A
farewell
party
was
given
re

land.
Shorey.
cahontus soft coal; dry fitted hard
128-130
and Junk wood. J. B PAULSEN, Thom
ments were served.
Mrs. Lilia Clark and party will go
Rev, George Hoxie of Lincoln decently at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
aston, Tel. 62.
HQ-tf
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ELECTRICAL
SERVICE

CAMDEN

In Everybody’s Column

I LOST AND FOUND I

W. W. STRONG

Knox Likes U. of M.

TO LET

WANTED

FOR SALE

I MISCELLANEOUS I

DRY HARD W0<)D

Per Foot, Fitted,

$1.25

Per Foot, Sawed,

1.15

• Per Foot, Long,

1.05

M. B, & C. 0. PI■RRY
•

READ THE ADS

Every-Other-Day
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tend the Cumberland Pomona Con- ,
vention held at City Hall.
Fourteen members of the Happygo-luckies 4-H Club attended the j
(By Lorraine Fitz-Patrick)
|'
ALENA L. STARRE7TT
County Contest held Saturday at
Lincoln Academy, Newcastle. Trans-| The following predictions ap
Correspondent
The Young Womens Christian :
portation was furnished by Harold peared last month in an English
Association had its Candle Light 1
Drewett, S. F. Haskell, and Mrs.
TeL 49
Service in the Gym. in recognition |
almanac:
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Linnckin of
Leroy Norwood. Members of the |
Newton Centre. Mass., liave been of the new members. Miss Evelyn
Quintuplet 4-H Club of Pleasant-, “The appropriate lunation for Sep
A convention of District 13. K. P.
Knight of Lincolnville participated
making a brief visit in the city.
ville. also attended the contest, ac tember takes place at 11.17 a. m. on
Lodges, which includes Arcana
in this, being a member of the Cabi
companied by their local leader.i August 25th, the Luminaries being
I Lodge of Thomaston. Meduncook
T Club members motored to Ap net. Tlie choir included Catherine
Mrs. Bertha Meservey.
By K. S. F.
in the tenth (in sesquiquadrate to
of Friendship. Camden of Camden,
pleton, Friday night and attended Chisholm and Fern Brown of Rock
Miss Grace Lawrence of Dover-I
Saturn), and Mars unpleasantly
iand Georges River of Warren, will
tlie Harvest supper, served at land.
Foxcroft was weekend guest of Mrs. |
• • • •
be held tonight with Georges River
near the meridian in square as
Community hall. They later re
Charles Simmons.
Did you know the Pacific Ocean
Thc Dramatic Club held a ban
Lodge. The traveling gavels will
turned to Rockland for a cinema.
pect
to Herchel and the Dragon's
William
Partridge
sustained
a
quet in the East hall dining room area is equal to thc land area of the
be presented the local lodge through
torn muscle in tlie right leg below ! Tail in the seventh—a most dan
Mrs. Walter E. Spear, who has
earth?
George Gray, grand inner guard by
Miss
Daphne
Winslow
and Autumn leaves and Hallowe'en
• • • •
-teen a patient at Diagnosis Hospital
the knee, Friday while at work on gerous, ominous, position, clearly
(Past Grand Chancellor Dr. Charles
James Merrill of Fryeburg, were decorations were used on the table.
in Boston, has returned home.
the telephone lines.
Navy
Day
is
Oct.
27.
Governor
:
threatening war or an international
| Beane of Gardiner, assisted by
weekend guests of Mrs. Grace Rol A play is being rehearsed for Su
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Mills, accom crisis of the flrst magnitude arising
Barrows
is
doing
his
bit
that
citi

perintendents' Day which will be
i Grand Outer Guard. Almon H.
lins.
panied by Miss Cora Robinson of witli almost incredible and volcanio
Miss Sylvia Webster and Miss
j Young of Scarboro.
A delegation
held Nov 8. At that time the Nor zens may not forget. Display your
Thomaston.
Mrs. Elizabeth Mills suddenness.
aura Sylvester accompanied Mrs.
flag.
Mrs. Rhama Philbrick, Mrs. Don mal School welcomes all superin
j will be present from New Hamp• • • •
and Miss Doris Hyler of Rockland, I
John Thompson and Mrs. Streeter ald Cummings. Mrs. Ralph Smith
i
!
shire,
Massachusetts,
and
30
or
more
"War. in central Europe will only
tendents and principals who are in
Webster to Orono Saturday to see and Mrs. Archie Bowley motored
motored Sunday to Waterville where be averted with thc greatest diffi
The flower editor recently saw
from the Portland Lodges. Other
terested in the School and students
Mr. Mills attended the Maintenance
he Maine-Bates game. Gordon to Augusta last night to attend the
culty. There will be some violent
grand officers expected to be pres
of the Normal School. This day a freak blossom coming into full i
of Railroad Employes meeting.
Thompson and John Blethen re Hobby Show.
maturity
from
a
ripened
seed,
ap

thunderstorms, one or two dis
ent are the grand keeper of the
will be characterized by a program,
Mrs. Wilder Moore who has been
turned with them for the weekend.
astrous flres, and some Incendi
„„. records and seals, Harold S. Elder
tea. banquet, meetings and visiting parently of thc beloved marigoldMrs Charles M. Richardson was
rich as the crown of a King.
I of Portland; grand chancellor ill with ptomaine poisoning, is be arism. Agriculturists will experi
of classes.
ing cared for at her home by her
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Collamore, had i hostess at the Friday afternoon
Another bud was trying to mature
• • • •
ence a trying time. In France, a
Charles Hurd of Berwick; supreme
• Widths 29 to 33"
sister. Mrs. Herbert Inman of
s weekend guest, Mrs. James Me-[ meeting of Corner Club. I. J. ShuA “sing" was held in the audi when plucked.
• Length 64"
serious political crisis is much to be
'/g.
i
representatives,
Edgar
J.
Brown
of
• • • •
Aleney of Portland. She was ac- j man. substituting for Mrs. Choris torium during club period. The
• Color, Ivory
‘Jx j Waterville, and Hodgdon Buzzell Providence.
feared, while at Brussels the fiery
ompanied by her son William and Jenkins had high score at cards.
Crescent Temple P. S.. will meet
With "Old October pert nigh
new Song Books were used and
planet will exactly culminate, de
Jof Belfast; and the supreme inner
Miss Helen Twombley. who went
Friday night witli tlie omission of
everyone had a nice time. More gone" lt is hoped the days of In
noting danger of war and fires.
rg| guard, Fred Sylvester of Auburn,
Mrs. Clara Emery will attend tlie
the usual supper.
,o Munroe to visit relatives.
are being planned. This helps all dian Summer in November will give
Mars, exactly on the meridian at
Other grand officers are also ex
sessions of the State W.C.T.U. Con
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Cunning
full
measure
of
delightsome
days.
to be able to sing the school songs
Paris, will inflame that city, and
pected to be present. Supper will
Mrs. L. L. Callahan and Miss vention in Portland this week at
• • • •
ham entertained at dinner Sunday
at gettogethers and games. Also
rioting and flres are denoted.
be served at 6.45 by the members
Beulah Callahan of Bangor are Chestnut Street Methodist Church.
Mrs. Edna Nash. Mr and Mrs Al
And Oh! How the Knox Hospital
thc school cheers are in the back.
A serious earthquake is threat
of Crescent Temple. P. S.
guests for a fortnight of Mrs Calla
bert Peabody, and Mr. and Mrs.
appreciates your checks! Send them
* • • •
ened
in India and Persia. The cul
The
Pomona
degree
was
con

Miss Jenzia C. Cooley of Ban
han's parents. Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Frank L. Davis.
Regulations have been set up for along and make them Thanksgiv
mination of Neptune in Russta will
ferred Saturday when Knox Po
Emery.
croft Training School of Owl's Head all men students to wear trunks and ing offerings
Raychel Emerson and mother
mona Grange met with Warren Mrs. Edwin Emerson motored Sun cause further secret plots and in
and Haddonfield. N. J., is in the
• • • •
jerseys when participating in sports
trigues against the Soviet leaders.
Miss Ellen Anderson and Miss city for the week while attending to
Toot, tootl Get ready for the I Emphasis Should Be Laid Grange on Miss Esther Wiley. Miss day to Lewiston and Auburn with
and gym classes. The different
Emilia Anderson went Saturday to some important repair work at tlie
Leona Blackington, Charles Trone. Mrs E. P Starrett and Miss Marion The U. S A. Government will en
classes have different colored jer gallant men of the city who will i
On That Hard of Hear Vernon Wallace, Miss Marion Wal
gage in European political affairs
Vfaynard, Mass., where they will be school. Miss Cooley is registered at
Starrett of Thomaston and called
seys. First year—Maroon, second- soon be after your leaves. Have
he guests of Rev. and Mrs. George The Thorndike Hotel and will be
lace. Bowdoin Miller.
Charles at the homes of relatives in both and more peaceful conditions may
ing
Week
black. third—green, fourth—gray. them ready in neat piles in the
be the outcome of their overtures.
Stimpson Jr. Program numbers cities during thc day.
Xoponen.
here until Friday.
Tlie Fourth year seniors won over street and they will be taken away.
Neptune in the eleventh house
The emphasis during Hard-of- at the afternoon session were: Ad
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Henry V. Starrett
Mr and Mrs. Oscar S Duncan,
shows political scandals and resig
The next meeting of Rubinstein the freshmen in the softball tour
This is tlie time of year when Hearing Week, which ends Satur dress of welcome by Charles Trone, have removed to the village for the
vho have been summering at Holi- Club will ibe Friday night. Nov 4 ney. The freshmen forfeited a
nations.
The St. Leger may be won
master
of
the
host
Grange;
re

winter having passed tlie summer
many young people in other States day, belongs on "deafness preven
lay Beach, have returned to their at the Universalist vestry. Tlie game to the second yearmen.
by a horse carrying a gold cap.
sponse,
Henry
Payson
of
Rockland;
at
their
farm
in
Sterling.
celebrate with nutting parties. In tion," according to the Massachu
home on Main street.
The favorite should score in the
Schuman Club of Bangor, special
Among those who spent a to the woods they go with bags and setts Osteopathic Hospital, where paper. “Budgeting Our Lives” Mrs.
Stand Handicap, also in the Glasguests of the club on that occasion,
Austin
Kalloch;
vocal
duets,
the
NORTH WARREN
Dennis H., son of Mr. and Mrs. will give the entire musical pro pleasant weekend at home were baskets and gather stores for winter for several years sufferers from Misses Freda and Virginia Moody,
! gow Nursery."
Ruth Geele of Damariscotta and joys. Would it not be possible to
Elmer E. Trask Jr., entertained a gram.
Mrs. Lydia Storer is
deafness old and young have been with Miss Virginia as accompanist:
Jesse
Cross
of
Old
Town
and
cultivate nut trees in Maine? I
group of hls friends Saturday aft chairman, assisted by Mrs. Eva Martelle Hamilton of Waldoboro.
• • • •
know of one fine English walnut markedly helped at a unique charit tenor solos. Roger Teague, his ac daughter Mrs. Myron Robarts of
ernoon in honor of his eleventh Greene, Mrs. Geneva Huke and Mrs
The second year women won a tree that bears fruit in Rockland.
able Hard-of-Hearing Clinic . . . the companist, Miss Olive Teague; vocal Camden were callers Saturday
birthday which fell on Oct. 21. Out Blanche Lermond. Musical events
Without Linlires—ind You'll Eat
duet with guitar accompaniment. afternoon at C. W. Mank's.
• • • •
game over the freshmen and now
only such clinic in the United
Everything from Soup lo Nuts
door games/were played until re in Bangor and Portland are occu
Miss
Verna
Robinson
and
Avard
The
ihould dlfMt two pnunde of fond
stand in first place in the Round
A fair and chicken supper are dbUy. atomach
Now for sauer kraut. How really States, and probably in the world.
When you eat heary. treaiy. roarae or rich
freshments were served then the pying the attention of local musi
Robinson; guitar selections. Charles scheduled for Oct. 28 at White Oak foods or when you are nervous, hurried or rhew
Robin series. It looks as if they'll good it is with beans or baked, and
poorly—your atomarh pouri out too much fluid.
"Deafness prevention begins with
children played beano. Emmy Lou cians this week.
Your food doesn’t digest and you have gas, heart
cop the cup this year. It has been a few nice sausages added. I hope the child,” says the Clinic. “Im Stimpson Jr., and Lloyd Maxey; the Grange.
burn, nausea, pain or aour atomarh. You feel aour.
Peaslee, Joan Hunt and Clifton
Question.
“Do
farmers
spend
too
alrk and upset all over
_
a
.
Doctors say never take a laxative for atomach
The Diligent Dames meet Thurs- | the first time in two years that the Mr. Dean is at it again!
paired hearing in the child can much money for cars and not I Martin Kohlinen has been visitHunt won prizes. Those present be
ain. It Is dangerous and foolish. It takes those
• * • tf•
Seniors have been able to have a
black tablets railed Bell-ana for Indlgeetlon
i ing Massachusetts friends thc past toIttle
usually be restored, but it is a pe
sides the host were: Joan and Clif day afternoon at the Congregational
make the eiress stomarh fluids harmless, relleea
complete team in hockey as one
Henry Buxton has written a culiarity of deafness that it rarely enough for fertilizers?" opened by week.
distress In 5 minutes and put you bark on your
ton Hunt. Emmy Lou Peaslee. Patty vestry with Mrs. Olds and Mrs. j
feet.
Relief Is so quirk It Is amazing and one
division of the Senior class are out charming and comprehensive ar maintains a ’status quo.' It tends Austin Kalloch; tap dance by I Mrs. Charles W Mank attended pajaage
provoa It. Ask for Bell-ana for IndigeatJon.
Perry. Beverly Glendennlng. June Charles Emery in charge.
Thompson
sisters
of
Rockland,
their
’
practice
teaching.
The
fourth
year
ticle
for
the
Bangor
Daily
News
on
the
fair
held
Wednesday
by
Seven
to become either better or worse.
Ames, Albert Hallowell. Charlotte
accompanist. Miss Verna Robinson;I
Mrs Ruth Ellingwood is attend and third year seniors combined1 the old Lutheran Church in Wal- The public cost of periodically ex and closing thought by Mrs. Martha.’ Tree Grange of Union.
Cowan and Robert Achorn. Dennis
this
year.
doboro
erected
by
Germans
before
Wednesday Night Is
amining tne hearing of school chil
ing the New York Herald Tribune
received many very nice gifts.
• • • •
the Revolution. Fine old town— dren is amply justified when one Kalloch.
Forum on Current Problems as a
AWARD NITE, $300
The Congregational Brotherhood
Thc programs for the year were Waldoboro.
Donald Saunders spent the delegate from the Maine Federation
considers the social and economic
«
•
•
•
received at the meeting of the Poetweekend with his parents, Mr. and of Women's Clubs.
deprivations, later in life, which held its first meeting of the season
| ry Club. The majority of the pro
A. C. Ramsdell who has an al such examinations may help to Thursday night ai the chapel, j
Mrs. Ansel Saunders, returning
Forty-two members were present at
All most uncanny knowledge of fish forestall.”
A. H. Benner and family of Ban grams are Choric reading.
i Bunday night to the U. of M.
CAMDEN
gor were guests of Rockland rela ' members of the club are very much and their eccentricities, was pretty
Tlie current report of the Hard- the supper after which all joined in j
j interested in this topic.
Mrs. Maria Patterson, daughter tives Sunday.
happy and pretty busy Saturday at of-Hearing Clinic, just issued, shows singing popular songs under the
Marie and son J. Manley Patterson
his Al factory.
that out of 258 cases examined. 51 guidance of music leader. George'
A 20th Century-Pox Pt<»
Rev. and Mrs. Horry G. Clark of
Dancing classes are held every
of Hallowell were weekend guests of
were unacceptable . . . they had W. Walker. An interesting lecture
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
was
given
by
Rev.
L.
Clark
French
Col. and Mrs. I. Leslie Cross. Their South Portland were recent guests Wednesday and Friday in Center
Did you ever notice how well delayed too long, and there was no
THURSDAY
visit was timed to attend thc fair of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lindsey of under Miss Flint, the physical edu- ! equipped is a duck for rainy longer any possible chance of help Remarks were made by Willis R
OCTOBER 26-27
SSSSS
at Grand Army hall, Miss Patterson Brewster street. Mr. Clark will be cation teacher. Many amateurs are j weather?
ing them. A further 37 cases are Vinal. George W. Walker, and Sid
ney
W.
Vinal.
Six
new
member?
remembered
by
the
older
residents
becoming
Fred
Astaires
and
every'
His
uttle
red
feet
have
tight
galoshes.
being in charge of the miscellaneous
Hls feathers are really fine mackin yet to be re-checked (after intervals
table and Mr. Patterson supervising of Ash Point as a former pastor of one has a grand time. It's some
toshes.
of from two to six months. Of the were Initiated into the Brother-1
Whenever he wished for a longer look
beano which was in charge of thc the Baptist Church there.
thing to look forward to during thc He
remaining
170 cases, none lias hood. These officers were elected: 1
can sail like a boat In any brook
week. Both modern and old fash Oh. a duck Is a gay little fellow.
shown any increase in deafness ICharles Tronc' P^Wcnt; Herbert
Department Sons.
• • • •
Mrs. Mae Reed will be hostess at ioned dances are done and instruc
after treatment. 30% have held |K Thoma6' vicc President; Sidney
Did
you
ever
notice
a dog and a boy?
Mrs. Harold Rackliffe of this city a card party to be held tomorrow tions given and yet time to dance. Through puddles of niud
go splashing'’ their hearing and should not lose W Vinal' «oetaW and treasurer;
ind Mrs. Earle Spear of Waldoboro afternoon at Grand Army hall spon
The boy Is bespattered from chin to
any more under ordinary conditions entertainment committee, Walter
..AMIPHiMWXN
feet
■
vere at Westbrook last Friday to sored by Anderson Camp Auxiliary.
The Monday Niters were enter But the dog escapes with hls body quite of fife and health; 20% show slight Gay. Rev. L. Clark French. Willis
neat
ttend the funeral of their aunt,
tained last night at the home of Ch. a dog ls a gay little ifellow
Improvement; and 50% reveal at Vinal. William H. Robinson. Her
witli
TODAY
Mrs. C. M. Blake and daughter.
drs. Arthur Varaura formerly NelMrs. John Mills. Broadway. Prizes Did you ever notice a hen with her least fifty percent improvement in bert K. Thomas, Frank D. Rowe;
“TOUCHDOWN ARMY”
brood
Miss
Grace
Blake,
are
home
from
a
ie Elwell of Islesboro. She is surheating committee, Russell Smith.
with
were awarded Mrs. Agnes Hooper. Go fussing about rough feathered?
hearing.
JOHN HOWARD
ived by her husband Arthur D. motor trip through Canada and to Mrs. Vivian Kimball, Mrs. Ellie Watching for trouble all over the pens
David White. Edward Davis; supper
ADOLPHE
MENJOU
The
common
cold
accounts
for
a
the reason they call women
IZarnum; a nephew, Edward Elwell Niagara Falls, delighted witli the re Kncwlton. Mrs. Bernice Hatch and It mayoldbehens.
large proportion of cases of deaf committee, George W. Walker. John
• • • «
if Portland and two nieces, Mrs. ception accorded them at tlie home Mrs. Susan Bowley. with consola
ness.
the Clinic explains. As soon Munsey Michael Halligan. S. W
charlie c arthy
of the Dionne quintuplets. They
The flower editor chanced upon
Spear and Mrs. Rackliffe.
tion going to Mrs. Christella Rus
as
any
impairment of hearing is Vinal, Elmer E. Jameson Sr., and
visited the residence of Dr Allan R
a lovely spray of wild buttercups
sell.
noticed, a competent examination William Barrows.
TEV 109
Miss Norma Philbrick goes to Dafoe, who. because of Mrs. Blake's
by the side of the street Oct. 22—
Three Halloween parties will be
should
be sought immediately. Oth
Portland Thursday to spend the rc- infirmity, gave her and Miss Blak"
quite
late
for
this
dainty
blossom
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Chaples. Jr.,
held this week, the first Wednesday
nainder of the week with her sister. the very unusual privilege of view were recently given a house warm This brought to mind the Gilbert erwise a temporary condition may
at Glover hall by thc sophomore
become
a
permanent
one.
and
pro

\4iss Madeline Philbrick at West- ing thc quintuplets from an inside ing at their new home on Lisle street and Sullivan "Dear Little Butter
class; thc second at the Congrega
gressive
detoriation
of
hearing
set
irook Junior College. Miss Phil- rocm in the home of the children. They received several lovely gifts cup." Thought flows so freely—
tional chapel at 7.30 Friday the pro
irlck. who is taking riding lessons Officials provided chairs for them from these friends and relatives. that would you give to see that de in. Thc Clinic quoted a well known
ceeds to benefit the Ladies' Circle;
physician.
Dr.
John
Bailey
of
Phil

it Waynflete. in connection with and were very courteous. The quin Mr and Mrs. Lawrence Mills. Mrs. lightful play "Pinafore" again?
adelphia. to the effect that “most the third for members of the Quin
«• • •
tier studies at Westbrook, has re tuplets noted the presence of the John Moulai'on. Mr and Mrs. John
people who are deaf do not apply tuplet 4-H Club and immediate
cently won her first emblem in five visitors and waved gayly to them.
Some time ago the words below
Mills.Mrs. Isabelle Anastasio. Mr. and
for treatment until they have lost families only. Saturday at the home
week's instruction.
Mrs. Waller Chaples, Sr.. Mr. and were found in a magazine and cut 75% of their hearing."
of Mrs. Bertha Meservey, thc local
Nancy Gregory entertained 20 of Mrs. Fred Collins. Mr and Mrs. for a scrap book They seem timely
Eight major sources of deafness leader.
Mrs. Choris Jenkins has returned her little friends and schoolmates
Janies Baum. Mrs. and Mrs. Thomas and appropriate.
Mrs Robert Andrews, Mrs. Mina
are listed toy tlie Clinic:
from a month's visit with her son, at a hailoween party Saturday aft
INTERCEPTION
Moulaison. Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Hal
No prayer noi power
Certain adenoidal conditions (in Rines and Bradley Pipkin went
Diarence Jenkins in Peabody. Mass . ernoon at her home in Glen Cove,
Can give again
lowell. Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Patter
Sunday to Safety • Harbor, Fla., to
children under 151.
stopping enroute, for a few days Games directed by Mrs. Wilma
Beauty and breath
son. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Cullen
To a million men
BMWtf
Improper nasal hygiene (snuf spend the winter. They will spend
with her daughter. Miss Mina Jen- Rhodes of Rockport were played in
Mr and Mrs. Harold Whitehill, Mr.
But wisdom, loving
fling. especially as a habit in chil one day in Boston on their way!
tins, in Portland.
the barn, with hailoween favors as and Mrs. Elmer Trask. Mr. and Mrs.
And prayer may stay
South.
dren.
New feet from going
prizes. Refreshments were served Bertram Gardner. Mr and Mrs.
Thc same dread way.
Mrs. Oliver B. Libby and Mrs. j
FALL SYMPHONY
Deformities of the septum (nasal
in the new garage, which was dark Chester Hunt, and Mrs. Hannah
McLain Shoe Store
IFor The Courier-Gazette|
Ada
Spear are spending this week
cartilage).
ened and gaily decorated with Banks. Bingo and cards furnished
Elaine Emmons caught th truth
A silent stream winds to the bay—
at
Mrs.
Libby's
former
home
in
A Special Representative from the
Neglect of common colds.
AP quiet, free from man and beast.
orange and black streamers, danc diversion for the evening, and re with her spirit of poetry.
The summer sun sinks o'er the hill
Foot and Shoe Research Deport
Inadequate examination if thc Auburn.
And to that silent stream sends forth ing witches, black cats and skele freshments were served.
ment of thc Mahers of Health
Mrs.
Ralph
Norwood
and
infant
ears
during
and
after
colds,
measles
A llamlng torch of brilliant light
tons. giving a proper spooky atmos
The Maine Publicity Bureau
That seems to scorch the waters bright
Spot Shoes, wil, be at our store
son Albert were guests Thursday
phere. Guests were Joan Edwards.
And every ripple at Its flow
meets Thursday in Portland. It and scarlet fever.
of Mrs. Albert Grover in Rockland.
Gives beauty, grace and brilliant glow Janice Stanley, Marilyn Cates and
Chronic
nasal
catarrh.
WED.-THURS.
is hoped this part of Maine will be
TODAY AND
Mrs Elia Lewis who spent a few
Improper nose-blowing . .blow
Then down the sinking sun goes rife
Elizabeth Brewster of Rockland.
well represented.
This glorious
A gathering waters lose their life
TOMORROW
days in Thomaston with Mrs. Maude
Richard Freeman. Richard Wood
They fade into mysterious hues
section does not get all that it ing both nostrils at once, violently,
Wcubi-r returned home Sunday.
And quench the memory of fires until ward, Barbara Woodward. Margaret
can
force
infective
material
back
should.
A Star from out the heavenly blue
rills Special Representative is
Word has been received from
into Ihe orifice of the Eustachian
• • • •
Searches the river for a clue.
Barrows. Sidney Stinson, Ethel
trained in FOOT BALANCE ANO
Malden Mass., that Miss Orilla A.
tube;
only
one
nostril
should
be
Eaton.
Henrietta
Stiles.
Charles
SHOE FITTING and will give you
A fond Rockland mother was
Thc moon unveiled by drifting fog
Starrett formerly of this town fell
valuable information on your shoe
Spreads mellow light o'er hallowed teog Foote and Eleanor Gregory of Glen
helping young daughter with her blown at a time, gently.
Falling leaves in bronze and gold
recently
sustaining
a
broken
hip.
fitting problems ond your foot
Toxic
absorption
from
Infected
Like butterflies drop to kiss the stream Cove. Joyce Hawkins. Priscilla Fos
school work and incidentally ancomfort. THIS SERVICE IS ABSO
She is a patient at the Malden
As a gentle rabbit peera through thc ter, Madeline '.Murray, Patty Well
teeth,
sinuses,
tonsils,
gall
bladde-,
: swered for the daughter every ques
LUTELY FREE
quiet unseen.
Hospital. For the past several years
And sniffs the perfume of woodsy dale
man. Roberta McKinney. Regina
tion in the lesson. As daughter or even toxic colon “can positively
While tranquility reigns o’er hill and
she
has
been
making
her
home
i
No matter how many things you
Quimby, of Rockport. Alice Mae
started for school, the next morn relay their influence Into the inner
vale.
hove tried or how many years you
sag
in
Malden
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joseph
|
K S F.
ear."
Fuller of Glen Cove was unable to
ing. Dad called to her, “Be sure and
hove been in scorch of foot com
Rockland
*
“An understanding of these fac Cannon. She will observe her 95th J
fort, WE SINCERELY BELIEVE
attend because of illness.
bring home from the teacher.
THAT WE CAN HELP SOLVE
tors on the part of people to whom birthday Nov. 20.
Mother's grade."
YOUR FOOT PROBLEM
Weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.,
.\0 I///,
the causes of deafness are for the
TIIE PUBLIC
George
Martin
were
Mrs.
Mabel
TELL
A FOOT-SUFFERING
Who said of this country “A' most part a ^eep mystery." declares
is cordially invited to use the
Stockbridge and daughter, Miss
FRIEND ABOUT THIS
thc
Clinic,
“
will
help
them
to
thwart
plateau of expenditure largely in
FOOT BALANCE INDICATOR
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
UNUSUAL DEMONSTRATION
later suffering. Only the deaf know Virginia Stockbridge, Stanley Cooke
f( you are peppy and full of fun. men will
excess of prospective revenue?"
O
O^°
invite you to daneoe and partiea.
READING ROOM
what it means to find themselves and Miss Madeline Burrell of Lynn.
BUT if you are crons, listless and tired,
tyxr/tw lie
I ’• F’—
Open 2 lo 5 P. M.
Ovcr KDKA and other radio sta being shut out, gradually and hope Mass. The latter is visiting this week
men won’t be interested. Men don't liko
497 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND
"quiet" girls. When they go to parties they
with her uncle, Maurice Borneman
TODAY
lessly,
from
free
and
unrestrained
tions,
the
U.
S.
Navy
put
on
a
grand
want girls along who are full of pep.
BICKNELL BLOCK
MARX BROTHERS
communion with their families, in East Waldoboro.
So in ease you need a good general system
program Sunday.
Authorized and approved litera
I' •
"ROOM SERVICE"
tonic, remember for 3 generations one
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Waltz Mr.
friends and associates. Happily, we
ture
on
Christian
Science
may
be
woman has told another how to go "smiling
and
Mrs.
Ira
Perry,
Mrs.
Jesse
Mills,
thru” with Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
read, borrowed or purchased.
George ,M. Cohan said he spent ] have been able to remove the men432 Main St.,
Rockland, Me.
Compound. It helps build up more physical
FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST.
last winter making half-a-niillion ace of this condition for many with Miss Bertha Storer and Miss Susie
resistance and thua aids ln giving you more
pep and lessens distress from female func
SCIENTIST
people laugh. And now that he out resorting to mechanical aids Hahn of this town, Irving Sawyer,
tional disorders.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
You'll find Pinkham’s Compound WELL
thinks it over, “That’s something Their gratitude is ample repayment Miss Cora Robinson of Thomaston
128 last Tu-tf
, WORTH TRYING!
; after all."
for all our efforts in their behalf.' were in Portland Saturday io at-
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Will Winter Here

Every-Other-Day

this fish.
During the Hundred
How to Ease
Year's War, in the siege of Or
Prosecutor Grills Girl in Murder
leans, then held by the French, the
How London Plans To En
English attempted to transport a
large the Consumption Lenten diet of herring to their sol
Il&i-f % FlRST-massage throat,
of Fish
diers. The French Intercepted the
/iS'F""
chest, and back with Vicks
supply train, but lost the fight, now
/V
VapoRub at bedtime. This
"Let's eat more fish," is the lat
' SI
relieves tiie distress.
known as the "Battle of the Her
est dietary word from London, as rings.'
THEN-to make its long - continued
action last even longer, spread a thick
England's capital prepares to open
"Useful as the herring is, and
layer of VapoRub on the chest and
cover with a warmed cloth.
i a chain of herring bars, serving— has been, in human diet, lt is still
LONG AFTER sleep comes, VapoRub
as a starter—fresh, pickled and more valuable in nature as a food
keeps worklng-loosens phlegm-eases
source for such sea creatures as
muscular soreness or tightness-dears
; red herring, soft and hard roes,
the cod, the haddock, the mackerel,
alr-passages-eases coughlng-relieves
kippers and bloaters, grilled, stuffed, the whale and seal, as well as for
local congestion.
Often, by morn
poached and deviled herrings.
birds like the gull and gannet.
ing the worst of
the cold ls over.
W VapoRub
“In fact, it has been estimated
"With more variety than a vaude
that
the
annual
billions
of
herring
ville show. King Herring is man's
which man takes from the sea Ls
most important single fish-food
not more than five percent of the
source," points out a bulletin from total destruction wrought by that
the Washington, D. C„ headquarters fish's natural enemies.
of the National Oeographic Society.
"Yet King Herring shows no signs
Bates College
“Herring fisheries support men and of joining the dinosaur ln limbo,
Oct. 29—Bowdoin.
nor
even
of
growing
scarcer.
8ince
women around the world. They '
Nov. 5—Open.
it is by nature a pacifist, the an
contribute to other industries as
Nov. 11—Colby.
swer lies neither in offensive nor
well—in the form of fertilizer, oils,
"Did you kill Steve Treadway?" is the question the prosecutor hurls at
defensive powers , but in sheer
Bowdoin College
and an iridescent substance from abundance.
Judy Wilbur as her terrified parents. Winifred and Matt Wilbur, look on.
Oct.
29
—
At Bates.
Treadway
has
been
killed
and
the
finger
of
suspicion
is
pointed
at
Judy,
the scales used in making artificial
“So prolific is the herring, scien who had been seeing him before his death. The murder trial is a high
Nov.
5
—
University
of Maine.
pearls.
tists estimate, that a single pair— spot in the NBC-Red network serial, "Your Family and Mine.” In the
Nov. 12—Tufts.
picture
above,
left
to
right,
are
Jack
Davis,
the
prosecutor;
Lucille
Wall,
as
Fish for English "Beefeaters"
if it were possible for them to set
the mother; Bill Adams, as the father, and Joan Tompkins, as Judy Wilbur,
Colby College
“The spawning and feeding of; up housekeeping and produce suc the accused girl. They're trying to solve the murder now ln the program.
Oct. 29—At Maine.
cess
ibe
generations
of
offspring
un

the herring have dictated the lo- j
Nov. 6—Middlebury.
cation of many cities, and affected, molested for ten years—would, at
Nov. 11—At Bates.
WHENCE COMES NUTMEG?
outer shell and beauty gives up to
through international disputes and: the end ot that short period, over
utility.
K S. F.
University of Maine
other problems, the destiny of na run the earth, fill in the oceans, One of the Most Popular Small
Rockland. Oct. 10.
Oct.
29
—Colby
tions. The very words, ‘red her seas and rivers, and crowd the rest
Things Used In Every Day Life
Nov. 5—At Bowdoin.
of
the
world's
inhabitants
off
the
ring," have come to have less gas
AMONG TIIE MISSING
tronomic than political and literary globe!”
Editor of The Courier-Oazette:;—
New Eoarder: “This is excellent
meaning as a distraction or side
Sonny—Pop. what is back talk?
Count the items used in your
hash, what’s your recipe for making
I issue.
Pop—Something a husband never
daily tasks, women who keep homes, gives his wife.
it?"
"Important in nearly every counand in a few hours you will have
! try with extensive fisheries, the
Landlady: "I have no rpclpe; it
Ma (interrupting)—Yes. dear. It's
A. B. Crocker
touched into the resources of many like candy and flowers.
herring genus. Clupea, numbers
just accumulates."
countries. Let us start with the
some 200 members, including the
dessert for a meal and see what we
shad, alewife. and sardine. It is Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
really know about the simple shake
especially abundant in northern
One has to live to be three score
waters, from which Great Britain ancl ten to get the proper perspec of a can of nutmeg over a pudidng,
cake or cookie.
alone takes annually hundreds of
tive ln many matters, chiefly hisWhere do we find base for this
thousands of tons.
l torv. To a person born in New flavoring? What a favorite in all
"Since 1938. however. British exEngland, in speaking of persons in homes is this gentle spicy nutmeg
{ ports have dropped nearly 20 per
I the Revolutionary times, they are that has been in constant use for
cent. So the proverbial beefeating
either Patriots or Tories. They were generations and gives such spicy [
I Englishman is now being urged to
' cither with us or against us.
response to our palates? We know
support another home industry by
In Canada, especially the Mtri- little of its intrinsic use as a com
consuming more of his own great
I time Provinces, they are either modity of real money value. They
! herring catch.
Loyalists, for God and the King, or
'Great Yarmouth and Lowestoft. Rebels, for God and the Colonies, know the nutmeg as a fragrant
on the North Sea. have long been It u
read of the dusting for milk punch egg nog. and
world-important centers of the her- thcusands of Loyalists who fkd almost any dessert, cake or pudding.
And where do they come from?
| nng trade. It was at Yarmouth from the Co,onles
Nova
I that nurse Peggotty told David during the Revolutionary period. From Grenada. Windward Islands.
Copperfield, in Dickens’ book of With the evacuation of New York. The full fruit or nut hanging from
! that name, that she was proud to 10 000 Loyalists went to Nova Scotia; the tree branches midst the glossy
green leaves in the groves of nut
lvcall
““ herself ca Yarmouth bloater.1
, 5 000 of these went to Shelburne.
meg trees. The riches of Grenada
One day Shelburne was a wilder
Red Hen ing Gets Color From
are here found. When fully ripe
ness. In a short space of time
Smoking
the nutmeg splits open and dis
"Today, this famous dish, pre- lit was a city of 10,000. Five thou- closes a shiny brown seed well cov
pared whole, slightly salted and !’and came >n a night. It was some ered with a lacy network of crim- 1
smoked, is still an important Problem K> h<>us* ‘hat number with son which turns to a golden shade
specialty of the town, together with |
sbe'ler. and on the verge of and is the leaf mace of commercial
kippered, red and other herring | v,ln*er' but tbeV d*d it- In three use. also valuable for flavoring.
years they built a city and sent
varieties.
When the nutmegs are ripe and
"Red herring a special grade of to sea 75 ships, and then the city freshly gathered, they are one of
heavily salted fish, gets its rich, vanished.
the most beautiful of nature's
As early as 1800 some had re
brown color from long smoking;
John Barrymore, as a vote-getting. co-ed-Missing governor who parks
[ products. The mace soon falls and
while kippers, first gutted and thpn turned to the U. S. A.; some to fades and the glossy shell becomes his band wagon on the campus, rises to the occasion amid the flock of cam
lightly salted are cured for 12 hours lEn8’and: “d «™e to other parts gray and wrinkled. The aromatic pus cutter-uppers and Suzy-cuties who give him a co-education with a
' over a smouldering fire of oak of Nova Scotia. By 1816 the popu solid spicy nut is within the glossy howl in "Hold That Co-ed,’’ 20th Century-Fox comedy.—adv.
j chips Canned in oil and shipped lation had dwindled to 374. In
over the world, kippered herring is Shelburne, N. S.. was born the
a familiar breakfast dish from K^est wooden shipbuilders of all
Stockholm to Cape Horn, from New time—Donald McKay, the creator
of the largest and fostest sailing
York to Hong Kong.
I ships of hls era, the Great Republic
"A less tasty imitator of the true
and the Lightning.
kipper is the 'painted lady.' an or- [
And now Shelburne is famous as
binary split and salted herring, '
the port from which they catch
harmlessly dyed to resemble the
giant tuna fish. The glory that was
golden brown of the genuine article.1
"In more important deceptions. Onc< Shelburne bas ^^ed.
N. C. C. 2
disputes, and even Wars, herring i
i fisheries have played a vital historic ! Somerville. Mass., Oct. 25.

YEAR'S PROGRAMS LADY KNOX CHAPTER Herring Bars Tempt

Dusty Hanover In Distin
guished Group At Knox
Park—Clukey Wins
With the closing of the Maine
Fair season the horses of Me.ssrs.
Sullivan & Mawhinney of Machias
went into winter quarters at Rock
land leaving Topsham Thursday.
Both owners were present to see
their horses race successfully and
must have got a thrill over the per
formance of both Renown and
Dusty Hanover. The former was in
2:06%, which appears to me to be a
new mark for him although I am
told he was a half second faster but
my informants when pinned down
could not say where and the ones
who mentioned the particular time
and place were wrong according to
official records. He was in 2:06% at
Skowhegan and Topsham the first
time I have known of his beating
that time.
The four-year old Dusty Hanover
was the star of the Topsham meet
ing for he was in 2:04 his second
mile for a new track record and his
third in 2:03 to still further cut
down the track as well as his own
mark, and a half in the 2:04 mile
was officially announced as 1:01.
This 2:04 mile equalled his best
previous work. As a two-year-old
he won the Fox Stake at Indianap
olis, 2:04%, 2:04 equalled it at Old
Orchard at three and was third in
2:00%, 2:00% in the same year. Of
course one would say his 2:04 mile
at Topsham was the best he had
ever paced for it was on a half-mile
track and of hls seventeen starts
previous to 1938 only two had been
on a half-mile track. He had to be
educated to the two-lap tracks and
I think Henry Clukey may well be
proud of his pupil. Also he changed
both Federal, 2:02, and Renown
from the (trot. gave them their
present records and with Dusty
Hanover ties for the season's halfmile track record in Maine with Ray
Henley who was in 2.03 at Skow
hegan this year, a half slower than
last year, the latter being the Maine
half-mile track record. Almost,
every horseman believes Federal is
a 2:00 pacer and Dusty Hanover
should certainly perform in even
time with the apparent probability
of approximating on a double oval.
He was successful in eight of lus
seventeen starts and was up against
Billy Direct, 1:55, the present pac
ing champion on several occasions
during that time.
Dusty Hanover is really a won
derfully bred horse. He is an own
brother to Lee Hanover ,(p) 1:59%
and is bred in the same lines that
produced Maralie Hanover <p)
2:02% (t) 2:00%, both being by
Sandy Flash and both from Lee
Axworthy mares. Sandy Flash is
an own brother to the three twominute trotting sisters and the dam
cf Dusty Hanover is La Petite (2)
2:20%, next dam, Alice Belwin,
2:10% by Belwin, 2:06%, going from
this back to Felitsa, daughter of
Peter the Great. 2:07% and then to
Ollie K, 2:12%. who produced the
sire, Earl of Chatham, whose
granddaughter was the dam of
Louis Direct <p) 1:58% and Ollie K
was also the grandson of Bingara.
sire of more than 230 in the stand
ard list and who passed his entire
life in New England.
La Petite, like many of the daugh
ters of Lee Axworthy evidently was
put to breeding soon after taking
her two-year-old mark. Besides
Lee Hanover and Dusty Hanover
she produced Meurice (3) 2:04%.
Grenadier (2) 2:11, Crinoline (4)
2:10 and La Sente (4) 14%.
Really I try not 'to Indulge in per
sonalities, but I do not believe
Henry Clukey or the S. & M. horses
have had any help in winning their
races this season, perhaps no actual
interference but lots of keeping
them "out on a limb" as the saying
goes and no possible way of winning
but to keep going, with the knowl
edge a horse must be two to four
seconds faster to win. I think
Arthur Young is a lot of aid in get
ting the horses ready and in keep
ing them fit. Mr. Young was with
Ralph Jewell of Fairfield a longer
time than any other trainer and he
was with Dr. Hodgkins of Thomas
ton for some years and Mary Mont
gomery and the other stable mem
bers were always ready. Mr. Sullivan
confesses to an ambition which I
would not have mentioned had not
Dusty 'Hanover substantially sliced
off the Topsham track record and
equalled that for the year in Maine.
It may be said that Laurel Hanover
held the record for four-year-old
pacing stallion for three years and
until this season when Billy Direct
accomplished his 1:55. He would
like to develop a world’s champion.
Why hasn't he already. The mark
is harder to shoot at than formerly
but it is a credit to the State of
Maine to have a stable owned with
in its borders unquestionably the
best racing string in New England
and the ambition a laudable one.
—Q. M. Hatch ln the Bangor News.
A benediction: "May there be Just
enough clouds over your life to cause
a glorious sunset."

OFFICERS OF THE CHAPTER
Mrs. Mary E. Southard
Regent,
Mrs Kathryn St. Clair
Vice Regent,
Mrs. Mabelle Rose
Secretary.
Treasurer,
Mrs. Mary Ladd
Mrs. Lucy Carter
Historian,
Mrs. Helen Carlson
Chaplain
Registrar,
Miss Ellen Cochran
Counselor,
Mrs. Alice Karl
Counselor,
Mrs. Maude Blodgett
COMMITTEES FOR 1938-1939
National Defense Through Patriotic
s
Education,
Mrs. Mary P. Rich
Americanism,
Miss Marion Weidman
Conservation and Thrift,
Mrs. Hester Chase
Opportunity Farm,
Mrs. Etta Stoddard
National Historical Magazine,
Mrs. Katherine Haines
Good Citizenship Pilgrimage,
Mrs. Mady P. Rich
Genealogical Records,
Mrs. Maude Blodgett
Radio,
Mrs. Suella Sheldon
Press Relations.
Mrs. Mabelle Rose
Real Daughters,
Mrs. Euretta Annatoyne
Knox Memorial,
Mrs. Alice Karl
Program and Year Book,
Mrs. Maude Blodgett
Mrs. Mabelle Rose
Mrs. Mary Southard
Correct Uses qf the Flag.
Mrs. Lucie Walsh
Manuals for Citizenship
Mrs. Hattie Davies
Ellis Island,
Mrs. Nellie Peterson

PROGRAM 1938-1939
November 7, 1938
Hostesses. Mrs. Thurston. Mrs. Butman, Mrs.
Cooper, Mrs. Bronkie. Miss Stahl and Mrs. Wisner
Roll call: Thanksgiving quotations or Navy Items
Speaker: Miss Elizabeth Reed of New York,
and Boothbay Harbor, Maine
Subject: "Romances of Colonial Women"
Guests: Officers of Pemaquid Chapter, D. A R., and
the Girls who have received Good Citizenship
Medals and Pins:
Miss Rose Flanagan (1934)
Miss Dorothy Frost (1934)
Miss Charlotte Staples (1935)
Miss Ruth Seabury (1936)
Miss Dorothy Peterson (1937)
Miss Barbara Perry 11936-1937)
Miss Ruth Thomas (1937-1938)
December 5, 1938
Hostesses: Mrs. Snow. Mrs. Davies, Mrs. Glover,
Mrs Morton and Mrs. Buffum
Roll call: Christmas thoughts
Bring gifts for Opportunity Farm and for Our Boy.
Speaker: Mr. Hector Stapes, on Americanism
Music: Christmas Carols
NOTE
Annual Dues are $3.00, payable on or before the
first day of November each year.
National Dues must be in Washington, D. C..
before January 1st
January 2, 1939
Hostesses: Mrs. Haines, Mrs Sherman. Mrs
Stoddard. Mrs. Whalen end Miss Cora Perry
Roll call: New Year Resolutions
Speaker: Dr. Guy Wilson, D. D
Subject: To be announced
February 6, 1939
Hostesses: Mrs Peterson. Mrs Sheldon, Mrs Rich.
Mrs. Walsh and Mrs. Winnie Karl
Roll call: Name American Patriotic Sons of
Early Days
ELECTION OF DELEGATES TO D. A R.
CONGRESS AND CONFERENCE
March 6. 1939
Hostesses: Mrs. Chase, Mrs. Nutt, Mrs Cushman
Miss Parker and Mrs. Cross
Roll call: Where is your Revolutionary Ancestor
buried? Has his grave an S. A. R. Marker?
Speaker: Captain Keryn ap Rice
Subject: To be announced
Nominating committee to be appointed
April 3, 1939
Hostesses: The Board of Management of Lady
Knox Chapter. D. A R.
Place of meeting: Tower Room in Community
Building
Roll call: Easter traditions
Report of State Conference Maine D. A R.
Guests: Mrs. Fred S. Morgan, State Regent
Maine D. A. R.
Miss Margaret McIlroy,
State Chairman of Approved Schools and
Opportunity Farm
American Music under auspices of the
Rubenstein Cub
May 1, 1939
Hostess: Mrs. Kathryn St. Clair
Place: Crescent Beach
Time: One O'clock Covered Dish Luncheon
Report of Continental Congress D. A. R.
Report of Officers and Committee Chairman
Election of officers

CHAPTER PAST REGENTS,
•Mrs. Eva Butler,
•Mrs. Jennie T. White,
•Mrs. Maude Smith,
•Miss Lizzie O'Donnell,
•Mrs. Adelaide Farwell,
Miss Mary Hitchcock,
•Mrs. Adelaide Farwell,
•Mrs Ada Blackington,
•Mrs. Julia Burpee,
Mrs. Ella Buffum,
•Mrs. Adelaide Lambert,
Mrs. Lucie Walsh,
Mrs. Hester Chase,
•Mrs. Julia Blackington,
Mrs. Mary Cooper,
Mrs. Mary P. Rich,
Mrs. Hester Chase,
Mrs. Suella Sheldon,
Mrs. Anne Snow,
Mrs. Maude Blodgett.
Mrs. Alice Karl,
• Deceased.

1898- 1936
1898-1899
1900-1901
19021903-1904
1905-1906
19071908-1909
1910-1911
1912-1913
1914-1915
1916-1917
1918-1919
1920-1921
19221923-1924
1925-1926
1927-1928
1929-1930
1931-1932
1933-1934
1936-1936

MEMBERS
10 Ocean St.
Annatoyne, Euretta,
27 School St.
Allen, Beulah.
12 Knox St.
Bicknell, Edith.,
38 Talbot Ave.
Barnard, Ruth,
150 Talbot Ave.
Blodgett, Maude,
22 Grove St.
Buffum. Ella,
41 North Main St.
Butman, Adelaide,
"Bicknell," Main St.
Carlson, Helen,
89 Summer St.
Carter, Lucy,
45 Talbot Ave.
Chase, Hester,
170 Main St.
Cobb, Alice,
44 Talbot Ave.
Cochran, Ellen,
14 Florence St.
Colson, Flora,
156 Limerock St
Cooper, Mary,
James St.
Conary, Anna,
166 Main St.
Cross, Delia,
157 Main St.
Davies, Hattie,
87 Summer St.
French, Lucy,
2 Claremont St.
Glover, Angelica.
192 Broadway
Haines, Katherine,
50 Granite St.
Karl, Alice,
11 Granite St.
Karl, Winifred,
5 Walker Place
Ladd, Mary,
87 North Main St.
Marshall, Hazel,
104 Pleasant St.
Merritt Orissa,
25 Chestnut St.
Moran, Irene,
170 Main St.
Perry, Ada,
Copper Kettle
Perry, Cora,
558 Main St.
Peterson, Nellie,
56 Masonic St.
Sheldon, Suella,
Sherman. Mabel,
87 Beech St.
R. F. D.
Rich, Mary Perry,
21 Talbot Ave.
Simmons. Annie,
Snow, Anne,
26 Talbot Ave.
Southard, Mary,
10 Ocean St.
Stahl, Jeanette,
283 Broadway
Stanley, Caroline,
104 'North Main St.
Stoddard, Etta,
40 Grove St.
St. Clair, Katharyn,
50 Sea Sit.
Thorndike, Anna,
78 Talbot Ave.
Thurston, Clara,
468 Old County Road
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VICKS

College Football

THE SAUNTERER

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

role.
"The overthrow of Charles I of ]
England has been laid partly to
this industry—following his inter- I
ference with the free fishing rights
j of his own subjects, as well as the
I imposition of high taxes on Eng- J
llsh fishermen for the purpose of
building a navy to destroy the great
Dutch herring trade of the time.
“Holland's vast foreign trade of
several centuries ago was built on
the herring industry; her navy in
cluded many herring (fishermen,
| and there was a saying that ‘the
foundations of Amsterdam were
laid on herring bones.'
“In American history as a result
of different Interpretations of the
treaty signed between this country
and England more than a hundred
years ago, the right of United
States herring fishermen to operate
in Canadian waters was long a mat- 1
ter of dispute.
"From time to time herring fleets
in various countries have given war
time service, as in the World War
when many of Britain’s fishing
craft were on patrol or mine-trawl
ing duty.
“Even a battle Was named after
Veazie, Grace,
Walsh. Lucie,
Whalen. Vera,
Wisner, Eva,

MICKIE SAYS—
TUB BOSS SEI "THAT AUCHURCHES. SCHOOLS, LIBRARIES',
UDOOES AMO ORG AUfiA-nowS
WHICH ASK THE HOME PAPER.
TO PUBLISH LOTS OP FREE
STUFF SHOUL» mot forget
TO BRJUG IM -THEIR PRIMTIMG
ORDERS "TO -TH' SAME
PUASB'

INTERNATIONAL CUP—
Although the cup held by red
headed Don Budge, it »ymbolic of only the Men’a National Singles Tennis Cham,
picnahip, its acquisition gives
the Californian a clean sweep
of the major international
mens’ tennis titles—Ameri
can,
English,
French
and
Australian.

"HERE’S
TO
g HEALTH• “• This
the scene behind scenes,
■ as a pretty showgirl en.
5 Joys
an
old
southern
costum
with
canned
grapefruit
from
Florida—b ----------- -in a
theatre in New York.

MOST RECENT talent quei
into the treasure troves c
movieland has yielded ric
results.
Helen Hayes, lef
“first lady of stage, scree
and radio,*’ is only one <
many prominent cinema per
tonalities to appear this fa
• on
the
"Silver
Theatre
I senes broadcast Sundays o
—J CBS.
,

2

12 Shaw Ave.
21 Summer St.
189 Broadway
396 Broadway

NON-RESIDENT
Stonington
Allen, Mildred,
Swan's Island
Bridges, Myra,
Rockville
Bronkie Inez,
Rockport
Cushman, Hazel,
Freeport
Gott, Eva.
New York
Lord, Helen,
Union
Morton, Adele,
North Haven
Noyes, Etta,
West Rockport
Nutt, Amy,
Appleton
Page. Carolyn,
West Rockport
Parker, Bernice,
Somerville, Mass.
Rollins, Mabel,
Tenant’s Harbor
Rose, Mabelle,
Stonington
Sellers, Elizabeth,
Camden
Wardwell, Mary,
New York
Wooley, Minnie.
Rockport
Weidman, Marion,

EVELYN WARE, former
Ziegfeld girl, spends her
leisure time making por*
trait dolls of celebrities.
In her arms she holds a
figurine of Oave Elman
on whose “Hobby Lobby’’
broadcast on NBC Wed.
nesday nights she recently
appeared.
Kate
Smith.
Ed Wynn and Gracie Allen, betide her, are easily
recognizable.

Ar

HOPE HAMPTON, chic movie star
and wife of socialite Jules Brulatour. if is an expert at Crossword Lexicon,
the exciting new parlor craze that
combine, crossword Duuio tschniau,

and anaorama

.

FUN AT ANY OTHER TIME
re#cu« '• one of
&&jthe many grim scenes wit.
wjn nested in Connecticut re»
cently as flood waters inundated homes and in some
»-sScase3 wh0,e towns through.
-gout the eastern and
New
England states.

